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. THE INDIAN ERA

Prior to the arrival of EuroAmerican immigrants in northwestern California, there was a large
population of American Indians inhabiting the region. Territories often different groups of Indians
included lands which today are part of the Six Rivers National Forest.

The major difference among the groups which inhabited the region was in subsistence methods.
Groups to the north relied more on salmon and other river resources and lived in permanent villages
along the Kiamath and Trinity Rivers. The more southerly groups relied less on river resources and
more on gathering plant resources, as well as deer, for subsistence.

In the north, the Kiamath and Trinity River regions are heavily forested and have extensive stands of
Douglas fir and tan oak. The rivers carry a large volume of water and are famous for their large runs
of salmon and steelhead. The Tolowa, Karuk, Yurok, Whilkut, Chimariko, Chilula, and Hupa who
inhabited the northern area of what is today Six Rivers National Forest spoke different languages, but
had cultures which were quite similar in many ways.

These northern groups were known for their fishing skills and the yearly salmon runs provided a
significant portion of their food supply. They also consumed deer, elk, tan oak acorns, and other
vegetal food resources, but to lesser extent than the groups to the south. They were renowned for
the beauty of their basketry. They had a number of important ceremonies such as the First Salmon
Ceremony, which was performed to insure the success of the salmon run, the White Deerskin Dance
and the World Renewal Ceremony. Many of these ceremonies were also social gatherings where
individuals from other groups were invited.

To the south, river resources were less abundant and Indian groups were more dependent on deer,
oak acorns, grass seeds, and other plant resources. In the southern part of the Six Rivers National
Forest, the Douglas fir forests give way to a mixed evergreen forest with Douglas fir, ponderosa pine,
incense cedar, and sugar pine. In addition, there are large areas of oak woodlands and grasslands.
Tremendous populations of deer thrived in these wast oak woodland regions. Here, the Nongatl,
Lassik, Wailaki, and Pitch Wailaki occupied villages along the major waterways in winter, but they
left their villages along the rivers during the spring and summer and moved to the upland country.

Here they collected greens such as clovers, and using digging sticks, collected large amounts of
"Indian potatoes," which were several species of bulbous plants, including camus. In addition, as
spring ended and summer began, the deer herds moved to the higher country and were also taken in
large numbers. As wild grasses became mature, the seeds were collected and used to make pinole,
a major food resource which stored well for winter use. Enough acorns were also collected in the fall
to last through the winter when few food resources were available.
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THE PEOPLE

The tribes along the north coast included the Yurok, Tolowa, Hupa, Karuk, and Chilula. The mouths
of both the Klamath and the Smith rivers had sizeable Indian villages. Smaller camps and family
groups were scattered about as well. Indian artifacts have been found at Gasquet and Big Flat.

The territory of the Yurok was rather small in extent. They lived along the banks of the Klamath
River oii little benches and flats from the mouth upriver above Weitch-pec and up the coast of the
Pacific to Omen---ur (Wilson Creek). The Karuk territory reached from 4 '/2 miles above Weitch-pec
upriver to a point above Happy Camp. The Yurok shared their civilization in almost identical fashion
as their neighbors the Hupa and Karuk. The Hupa lived on the big "Y", the Trinity River and above
where it flows into the Kiamath. The Chilulas lived inland; their territory started near the Tall Trees
area of Redwood Creek, extended southward up the drainage, and included parts of the nearby Bald
Hills. The coast villages of the Yurok were small, built at the mouth of a stream or on a lagoon.
Invariably, the villages consisted of only one long, wide, winding lane or alley. Land back in the hills
away from their villages was used only for hunting, harvesting acorns, gathering seeds, and certain
grasses for weaving and securing sweat-house wood. Along these waterways the Yurok lived.
Different from the up coast tribes, the Yurok fished on the streams and the edge of the surf. Their
dugouts were built for stream use rather than bucking the breakers of the Pacific.

The horizon of the Yurok world extended from the Hina ig rancheria at the mouth of the Smith
River to the headwaters of the Kiamath, the center of their world being at Kenek, below Weitch-pec.
Beyond these points they seemed to have only the dimmest knowledge. It was an unknown land.
Nearby tribes visited at ceremonials, perhaps some trading done, even wives might be purchased from
a neighboring village:

The Indians had no tribal name for themselves, but most called themselves "people," in their own
language. Towns had names and they spoke of "belonging" to 'Rekwor" or "Howunkiet" or of their
birth place. The Indians living on the Kiamath River from Weitchpec to Trinidad and up to DeMartins
are Algonquins. The Indians at Orleans called them Yuroks, meaning ccdown river people." This
name has become accepted by usage. The Indians in the Smith River and Crescent City area are
Athabascans, as are the Hupa and Chjlula. The Yurok called them cTolo a" or "people of the
north." The Tolowa's name for people is ccXu5 (pronounced ccT(ush)

Different than most tribes of the west, the Del Norte cctribes were wholly patriarchal. There were
no Chiefs beyond the heads of the villages or families, The Yurok leader was a man of knowledge
and understanding, formal and ceremonious by nature, inherited or acquired from his associates as
part of his early training. Much time was devoted by the young people in becoming familiar with
every mountain, valley, and stream that gave them food, clothing and medicine.

The Yurok, as was true of the other tribes, knew no cardinal direction, but thought in terms of the
flow of water. Yurok means downstream; Karuk, upstream.
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There was no distinction between Yurok material and nonmateria! ownership, nor between property
rights in persons and things. All possessions were individual and personal, all wrongs were against
individuals. There was no public punishment, there being no political state to render or decide such.
All offense and injury, privilege or possession, was measured or decided in terms of property.

The money of the Yurok was measured in dentalium shells. These were secured in trade from
Vancouver Island Indians, not realizing that the mollusk was to be found in the sands of deep water
along their ocean shore. The Yurok graded their shells according to length. The length of the strings
were about 27 inches, varying slightly. Before the white man came, an eleven shell string was valued
at $50. Owning two or more of the strings gave the Yurok great importance. The redheaded
woodpecker scalps, of two sizes, were possibly rated or approached the value of money.

The Yurok always bought his wife. A young man seldom possessed enough property of his own,
receiving the purchase money from his father, or some male member of the family. These were
regarded as outright gifts.

Slavery was not an important custom but was a recognized institution. The slave population of the
Yurok was very small. Slaves were taken solely through debts. They were permitted to visit their
family at intervals and usually lived with the master's family. Seldom did the Yurok slave attempt to
run away, and enslavement of others than a Yurok was not practiced.

To the Yurok, as other Del Norte tribes, before the advent of the white man, the use of narcotics,
sedatives, and stimulants was unknown to any noticeable degree. The so-called 'Indian tobacco,"
extensively used in ceremonies of the Yurok, was not a habit forming stimulant. Ceremonial smoking
of the pipe was preceded by blowing of the smoke, first to the heavens, then to the earth and lastly
to the four cardinal points of the compass, beginning with the north, evidently as a libation to the
spirits of those quarters.

The Yurok sweat house, with its regular morning and evening sweat and the strange sacredness
mixed with it, had a distinguished individuality. Among the Karuk and Yurok, men of every village
spent much of the winter in its warm shelter. Women were forbidden to enter, under penalty of
death, except when they were initiated into the ranks of "medicine," in some of the Yurok
ceremonials. The women were not even allowed to gather wood for the sweat house.

The Chilulas believed that their ancestors had come out of a large, hollow redwood when the world
was first created, and so they called themselves the "people within the redwood trees" Locals
referred to the tribe as the "Redwood" or "Bald Hills" Indians. Like the Tolowas and the nearby
Hupas, the Chilulas spoke an Athabascan tongue; they shared much of their culture with the Hupas,
and intermarriage between the two tribes was apparently frequent.
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While the Tolowas and Yuroks relied heavily on fishing, the Chilulas concentrated more on hunting
and gathering, although they did catch salmon, steelhead, trout, candlefish, and lampreys in the
Redwood Creek drainage; here they placed five dams during fish runs and also used dip nets, weirs,
and harpoons. West of the creek, in the thick redwood forests, the Chilulas hunted elk, while they
favored the prairies and oak stands to the east for deer hunting. In early fall they went to family-held
"acorn grounds" on both sides of the canyon, where they harvested their other main food.

Permanent winter villages were probably located on prairie land along the Bald Hills, rather than in
the redwood-crowded canyon closer to the creek. The Chilulas built plank houses typical of the
region and small, square sweat houses, but they also constructed large, circular dance houses that
were otherwise found only with Indians farther to the south. In winter the tribe burned areas on the
northern and eastern canyon slopes and along the hill tops to promote new growth and encourage
forage for game.

Although smaller in numbers, the Chilulas opposed white intrusion more actively than either the
Yuroks or Tolowas. During the 1 850s and early 1 860s the tribe fought an ongoing guerilla war
against the settlers and packers who had invaded the Bald Hills and Redwood Creek; eventually every
white was driven from the area and all their houses destroyed.

An 1864 peace treaty resulted in almost all of the tribe's relocation to the Hoopa Reservation, where
several Chilulas with Hupa connections were already living. By 1906, only two Chilulas remained in
the tribe's northern territory-the Chilulas had ceased to exist as a separate people.

There are places today that bear names from that era. Indian Bar is a place where Indians camped
during the summer while hunting elk, deer, and bear. Blackhawk Bar was so named after Chief
Blackhawk who, along with fifty of his tribe was killed by a surprise attack from an inland tribe.
Doctor Rock was an Indian ceremonial area for the Yurok medicine men and women. It was used
frequently by Indians from both Orleans and Requa. E'nmeilet was a Tolowa ceremonial location
which apparently lies along the crest of Red Mountain. According to the Tolowa, this was "a doctor
place. Another mountain, near Chetco river has the same name; the two were originally one, but the
top floated away during a flood, coming to rest in Tolowa territory. All the power was in the top,
so the Chetco e'nmei was no good for anything any more." Militcuntun, or Ni'n-Li-Ju'n-Dun was
a village and site of a salmon weir at the mouth of Sultan Creek. It was occupied by two brothers and
their families, related to the people of Yon'-do'kut, and included two houses, one on each side of the
river, and a sweathouse. Seiskwu'l, which means "widow" in Tolowa, was a woman who was
transformed into a rock that stands near the east end of Hiouchi Flat. Tobacco, food, or grass, when
other things were lacking, must be fed to her by passersby. Te'nitcuntun, "trail at the foot of," is the
name given to a site at the junction of the Middle and South Forks of the Smith River.
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S Tcusktgitun was the location of a fish wier. Ne'n'suntculet was an important locus of power at which
it was good for young men to train for the acquisition of wealth. The son of Seiskwu'l sat at
Ne'n'suntculet and drew dentalia from the ocean with a line, hence the association with wealth. It is
located at the top of what is today called Signal Peak.

Prior to the historic era, the Tolowa were not organized politically at the tribal level. There were
three distinct sub-groups or communities in the Smith River region; the He-nag-gi, living along the
lower Smith River; the Tol'-o-wa, living around Lake Earl; and the Ta-ta-ten, living in the Crescent
City area. It is not entirely clear just when the word, "Tolowa" became the generally accepted name
for the Indian people of this region. The word "tol'-o-wa" is the Yurok name for the village that was
located at Lake Earl. Population estimates, before European contact, vary between 450-2,400.

FOOD, HUNT1N AND TRADE

Del Norte County, with her mountains and her valleys covered with giant forests and verdant thickets,
prolific in wild game and the rivers flowing into the Pacific, stocked with salmon and steel head,
combined with the mild climate made the region a virgin, idealistic hunting and fishing habitat for the
Indians. They subsisted primarily on fish but foraged inland for deer, elk, and bear as well. Jedediah
Smith, who passed through in 1828, mentioned that the Indians were also feeding on mussels, seals,
sea lions, dried sea grass, mixed wild grass, comass root, raspberries and strawberries. Occasionally
a whale accidentally beached at the mouth of the Klamath and the entire village would turn out for
the kill with their canoes. The acorn of the tan oak was one of the chief food supplies, which after
considerable tedious work, was converted into an appetizing and nutritious mush or fashioned into
loaves and baked on heated stones. Bows were used for hunting but the Indians also relied on pit
traps for elk and bear. The pits were dug on well traveled game trails, covered with brush and the
bottoms covered with sharp wooden spears. Early pioneers noted several pits in the Big Flat area.
Elk were widespread throughout the county as well as deer and bear. Smith also noted beaver sign
when he came through and killed a 695 lb. elk at Pebble Beach.

Eating among the Yurok was strictly a utilitarian thnction. Fancy cooking was unknown. The waste
of food was unforgivable. There were certain delicacies much sought after, often being objects of
trade between tribes and villages of different climatic conditions. Thus upriver the Karuk people
brought down to the Yurok, pine nuts to trade for sea foods. Foods of a perishable nature were
preserved by smoking or drying. Salmon was universally smoked, probably because the fats tended
to become rancid unless so treated. A certain sea-weed was the principal source of salt. ' from
the upriver sugar pines was an especial treat to the Yurok. A variety of chewing gums were made
from resins of the fir, pine and spruce, and the dried latex of the milkweed.

For the Tolowa, in the Winter, except for small hunting and gathering parties, all residents
concentrated at Ta'giante or To-gi'n-on', a town in the vicinity of Point St. George. In the Spring
small male task groups went out for short periods of time to the vicinity of the junction of the Middle
and South Forks of the Smith to fish for salmon and eel. The bulk of the population remained in town
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engaged in local hunting, fishing and gathering activities. The majority of the people continued to
be resident in town, until the end of Summer. In late Summer to early Fall large percentages of the
population moved to the vicinity of Lake Talawa, called Ta'-Am, to get smelt which were transported
back to Ta'giante for preservation and storage. Later in the Fall they left Lake Talawa and proceeded
to the upper drainage of Mi!! Creek to gather acorns. In the late Fall the people relocated at the
junction of Mill Creek and the Smith River to catch salmon and to continue harvesting acorns, When
this was completed, they proceeded back to Ta'giante.

The Tolowa engaged in considerable trade with people to the East, South, and North, and much of
this interaction involved transportation of goods through the Smith River drainage. There was a major
trade route up the South Fork of the Smith through Big Flat in the direction of Hupa Valley, along
which obsidian, red woodpecker scalps, and red clay moved toward the coast while flint, dried fish,
and sea lion meat was transported inland. Another trail apparently ran along the later route of the
Cold Spring Mountain Trail into the illinois Valley, which to this day is still marked by obsidian
flaking stations around water sources.

A Yurok. legend tells that women held the hidden knowledge of the sources of the food supply and
guarded this secret jealously. In this respect Indian tradition agrees closely with the belief that
prevailed generally among other races at the dawn of history.

The origin of the most important food supplies, such as salmon and acorns, is accounted for by
legend. According to the Indians, the Kiamath River at one time emptied at the site of the old Indian
village of "Omen," at the mouth of Wilson Creek, four or five miles north of the present outlet, but
no fish entered there and the Indians were hungry. The Creator, seeing their plight shifted the river
mouth to it's present location, and brought "Oregos" (a tall rock shaped like a woman) from "Omen"
to "Rekwoi", the Yurok village at the present mouth, and placed this rock for luck and as guardian
of the river. Still there were no fish; and so "Oregos", at the suggestion ofan Indian boy who had
been prompted in a dream, went across the ocean by canoe to another land, and brought back a
charmed fishing rock. This was divided by "Oregos" into two sister rocks, with identical names. One
was placed at the base of"Oregos" on the north side of the river, and the other near the foot of the
hills on the opposite side of the stream, marking the limits within which the river, at various times,
shifts it's outlet. After the placing of these rocks, fish came into the stream, and the annual runs have
continued ever since.
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FISfflN PRACTICES

The food supply was regarded as the gift from the Creator, and the taking of fish was a solemn and
prayerful undertaking, governed by very strict formulas. The first salmon to pass up the river the
Indians believed acted as a leader for the run to follow. It was thought that this salmon in its ascent
to the spawning grounds left scales on the rocks to indicate the route which the salmon entering later
should follow, so that the Indians up river would be assured of a food supply. Other leaders, and then
the whole run of salmon, followed, leaving their scales; and by the time they reached the spawning
grounds they were battered and exhausted.

One of the earliest, if not the earliest, observations to be made of the condition of the salmon in the
spawning stream, is that recorded in the diary of the overland party of the Wilkes' Exploring
Expedition, early in October 1841 According to this record these explorers purchased two salmon
which the Indians had taken from the Shasta River. Their description of the fish is: "The salmon were
of a whitish color, and not at all delicate to the taste; their tails were worn off, and the fish otherwise
bruised and injured."

References are made in Indian lore to seasons when there was a limited run of fish, One tale,
antedating the coming of the white man, tells of a war between the Tolowa Indians of Smith River
and the Karuk Indians of the Kiamath, brought on as a result of the fact that the fish, in this particular
year, had entered the Kiamath but not the Smith River. The Tolowa blamed the Karuk for this
calamity. About 1,200 warriors from Smith River crossed over by the trail that later became known
as the Kelsey trail, and descended upon the village at what is now Happy Camp, burned the houses,
killed as many of the inhabitants as they could, took the Karuk food supplies and canoes, and started
down the river, News of this attack reached the Indians down stream, who closed in upon the
marauders in the gorge at Ishipishi Falls, and killed all but three of them.

Another legend tells of a great famine that spread among the Indians along the entire lower stretches
of the Kiamath River, when no fish or eels came in. Other food sources had also failed. Even the
mussels were blasted, and there were not acorns. There was a belief that three sisters who resided
at the Yurok village of"Rekwoi" had secret knowledge with which they had prevented the entrance
of the fish. Xus, being honorable people, first asked for "payment" from those who made the medicine
which stole the fish from the Smith River. After being refused, the Karuk and Hupa then descended
upon the village before the inhabitants were awake, and set fire to the houses. Many Yurok, both
men and women, were killed, and a great war involving the whole region from the Smith River to
Orleans and Hoopa resulted.

The food supply sources were not in all cases common property. Many of the acorn producing groves
and grass seed and brodiaea patches were owned by individual and by family groups. Since salmon
was an important part of the food supply of the Indians on the river, individual and family ownership
of fishing places developed and was scrupulously respected. A single fishing place was sometimes
held in joint ownership by several individuals or families. The women and girls did not fish, but
assumed responsibility for smoking and drying the catch. Persons who did not own a fishing place,



or who were not allowed dipping privileges by the owners of such places, were given fish in payment
for assistance rendered to those who had such rights.

Ownership of these fishing places could be transferred by Will for care in old age, during illness, or
could be sold. Ownership was sometimes staked in gambling and lost, and was sometimes given in
advance payment to an Indian doctor. Good doctors became very rich, both in possession of fishing
places and in Indian money and flints. Among some Indian groups there was a law against a doctor
exacting a mortgage on a fishing place, or acquiring a fishing place in advance payment for
"doctoring."

Besides the individual ownership of fishing places. There were community projects such as at the
mouth of the Salmon, in the pools below Ishipishi Falls, and the fish weirs at "Lo-olego" (an Indian
village just above Weitchpec, now extinct) and at Kepel. Jedediah Smith's party of American
trappers recorded the presence of a "fishing establishment" in the vicinity of Weitchpec, in May 1828,
which was probably the one at "Lo-olego,"

Frequent mention is made throughout Smith's diary of the volume of water observed in all of the
streams of this area, which would indicate that in 1828 a very much larger flow existed than at
present.

A fish weir was put in at Kepel in September and was allowed to remain until carried away by high
water, about a month later. The weir consisted of a series of traps extending across the river with
a space at either end, near the banks, wide enough to allow canoes to pass. This space also permitted
the passage of fish. Many fish jumped over the weir, which projected about three. feet above the
surface of the river, and made their way up stream.

The several important families who sponsored the construction of the weir had prior dipping rights.
They took what fish they wished each morning, and were followed by those who possessed no fishing
places or privileges.

At the height of the run, when there was danger of the dam being broken by the crowding of fish
against it, the traps were opened after the day's fishing, and the fish allowed to pass through until the
next morning. Indians in great numbers from a considerable distance up and down the river gathered
here for the annual fishing event and for the merrymaking that accompanied it.

At the mouth of the Salmon, and in the pools below Ishipishi Falls, quantities of salmon were taken
in dip nets. In the fall, Indians came from great distances to fish. It has been reported that the salmon
were so numerous that thirty or forty were taken at one time in a net, and that several men were
required to drag the catch to shore.

Whales occasionally washed up along the Humboldt and Del Norte coast. The tribal boundaries
determined the group ownership of the whale carcass. Each man took a cut a half fathom wide, and
the rich man, a ftill fathom.
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A dip net, or lifting net, as it may be called to distinguish it from a smaller instrument on an oval
frame occasionally used by the Karuk and other tribes to scoop boiling riffles and rapids, was let
down from a scaffolding built out over the water, almost invariably at some eddy or backwater. Here
the fisherman sat on a block or little stool, holding the bone button of the string which closed the
entrance to the pyramidal net stretched out in the current. This net was hung from the bottom of a
long A-shaped frame with a bottom crossbar, The whole net was hauled out as soon as a pull on the
cord had enclosed a salmon, which was then struck on the head with a club. A single night's vigil
sometimes produced 100 salmon, it is stated -- a winter's supply, as the Yurok say. At other times
a man will sit for half a day without a stir. The old men are much inclined to this pursuit, which
would be trying to our restless patience, but gives them opportunity for undisturbed meditation or
dreaming or mental idleness along with a sense of profitable occupation.

Lampreys, customarily known as eels, much prized by the Yurok for their rich greasiness, also ascend
the river in great numbers, and sturgeon are not rare. Both species are taken much like the salmon,
though of course with a net of different mesh. In the lower river, eelpots were also sought.Trout in
the affluent creeks are to small to be much considered by a people frequently netting 20-pound
salmon.

Both salmon and lampreys were split for drying - the former with a wooden handled knife of 'whale -
colored' flint, as the Yurok called it; the latter with a bone awl. Most of the fish was somewhat
smoked and put away in old baskets as strips or slabs. The pulverized form, convenient for packing,
known also on the Columbia, was probably more prevalent among interior and less settled tribes like
the Shasta. Surf fish were often only sun dried whole and kept hung from poles in rows. They make
a palatable food in this condition. Dried salmon is very hard and nearly tasteless, but rather satisf,'ing
and, of course nourishing.



LANGUAGE

In classifying the dialects of the five tribes of Del Norte, the marks of identification vary with each
tribe. In speaking of the languages of Northern California, the languages seem to be governed by the
geographical nature of the country, which had much influence in migrations and settlement of the
various tribes the languages spoken by the tribes on Smith River are radically and wholly different
from those of the lower and upper Kiamath River... the former are irregular, guttural and apparently
monosyllabic, while along the Kiamath, is spoken a language very regular in its structure and not
unpleasing to the ear ... of all the languages spoken in this section that which prevails along the
Kiamath River, is by far the most regular and musical.

REL1ION

The religion of the Yurok was expressed in several ceremonies, the motives of the different rituals
being to maintain or the renewal of plenty for their world, good acorn crops, abundance of salmon,
prosperity and health of the Yurok people. All ceremonies were held annually. The Hupa, Karuk, and
Yurok had the White Deerskin dance, by far the most colorful of the river tribes. Before this dance
could be performed, settlement of all quarrels and disputes was required. The ceremonies called for
a display of the most rare of curios, relics and finery.

The expectation of immortality is universal among men. The mind seems to shrink from the thought
'of utter loss or annihilation. The Yurok regarded the future as a great camping ground. Under the
charge of the Great Spirit (Wah-pek-ah-ma-o) where all meet after death. However, there were
dangers to be met on the trail to this camping ground. The paradise of the Yurok was separated from
the broad rivers, the green forests and the sunny slopes by a deep chasm, which each one, good and
bad, must cross on a slender, slippery pole. The Great Spirit helped the good man across but the bad
man was allowed to totter alone.
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TRANSPORTATION

Due to the impenetrable brush, the Indians relied heavily on water transportation and constructed
redwood canoes to carry them up the rivers. Larger "freighting" canoes were used between the
Requa and the Smith River villages. As can be imagined there was a considerable investment in time
felling, bucking and hollowing out their canoes. These were treasured possessions and passed down
through the family.

Before the white man came, the Indians had no metal tools, but they always found a way to meet their
requirements, In this case they used the prongs of Elk horns ground on rocks and coarse sand to a
chisel edge. They selected a sound, dead Redwood tree with a good straight grain to make their
canoes from. A nine foot diameter ttee crosscut to 16' to 18' lengths, then quartered, would make
four canoes for river usage, or two seagoing canoes.

It has been estimated that it would take six men, three or four months to fall a tree of this size,
including the staging. The method of falling was for five or six men, one following the other, walking
around the tree. At each step each man placed his chisel edge on a line previously scribed around the
tree. There were two and sometimes three rings made around the tree about 18 to 24 inches apart.
When the chisels had cut deep enough the chipping began, and when the undercut was completed the
back cut was started. A bed was prepared to prevent the tree from shattering. The canoe was shaped
from the outside first then turned over and the hollowing proceeded by chipping and burning. A stern
seat was left, as well as a knob in the bow, which was the heart of the boat and the home of the boats'
spirit, without which the boat could not function properly.

RELATIONSHIPS

Until shortly before the coming of the whites, and into the early years of their occupancy of northwest
California (the early 1850's), the Kiamath Falls Indians had made war on the Indians at Smith River,
descending through the Siskiyou's and on to the coast. Later, during the Modoc War, Kiamath-
Modoc people attempted to stir up support -- or anti-white activity -- among the Tolowa -- without
avail. How ancient the animosity of these tribes for each other was, cannot be determined, but the
Kiamath periodically raided the coastal Tolowa by way of trail systems converging at Big Flat
in the lap of the Siskiyous.
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RECOlLECTIONS OF AMEUA BROWN

The following account was told to Amelia Brown by the oldest living member of the Tolowa or
Smith River tribe, Lizzie Bigby, grandmother of the late Lyda George, who came from Yon'-do'-kut.
The white miner or settler referred to was George Cooke, some of whose great grandchildren reside
in Smith River today. This story was narrated by Amelia Brown to Dale Valery of the University of
California, Department of Anthropology, August 20, 1967 and describes an historic rescue of two
Tolowa women from Smith River by a fellow tribeswoman in captivity among the Kiamath at
Chiloquin, Oregon. Born not long after the close of the so-called Indian "wars," Amelia Brown was
a Tolowa woman whose life spanned many of her tribes' most difficult times.

"People used to come from Kiamath Falls. Come here and have a war with the injuns
in Smith River--they come here every so often. Every time they come, they captured
women and took 'em home with 'em. Once there, they captured two women, and got
'em over there. They kept them there until they got used to it. A man was watching
'em all the time. After a time, no one watched them anymore--never.

Then they walked along off the trails, around open places (so as
not to be tracked). They'd go and go. They'd get to one place and it would be dark
and so when it was daylight, they'd stop. So they traveled on and on--I don't know
how long. Night time they walked,, then they stop. They'd get out of breath-quite a
walk!

They got down here to Gasquets, just this side of there. They saw a cabin there.
"Let's go in there and see. They might give us something to eat." There was just one
man living there. They knocked on the door, "Come in!" he said. Boy, was he
surprised! Two women walked in.

Them women couldn't talk English. They made motions that they wanted to eat. So
the man got busy and started to cook, He fed them. They were starving hungry.
They sat down, and this man motioned for them to start eat. So they start to eat."

"Night time come, they went to bed. They lay down on the floor. They stayed there
quite a while--quite a few days. They tried to help him, washing dishes or something.

Finally, this guy told one of 'em, "Come and sleep with me." The otherwoman told
her, "Go on, nothing's going to happen. Lay down with that man." After that she
stayed there, stayed there, stayed there. "One, she said, Well, you can stay here with
him. You better marry him--he's a nice man." So the woman said, yes, she'd stay
with him.
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The other woman went home. They never expected to see her again--they thought she
was killed. She got home and told 'em alt about it, how they took 'em over, what she
had done. Told about how old lady told 'em how to get away. They asked her where
the other lady was, She told 'em about this man that was living all alone.

This lady had relatives and she told them whereabouts they stopped. They went there.
And she told him that her relatives wanted him to buy her (legal Indian marriage
contracted with bride price). So he married her. He was a good man and wanted her.
He paid. So they were married."

At the age of 104, when riding from her Del Norte home to Eureka, Amelia Brown surveyed the
passing scenery and commented; "Used to be, I came down here in a canoe with my father. Then
nothing but Indians; now, nothing but white people." A great and tragic story was contained in those
few words, which were spoken not with sadness or anger, but as an observer put it, "good-
naturedly." As a North Coast Indian, Amelia Brown had survived more than.a century of hardship
and harassment, but her heart, it seems, was filled only with forgiveness.
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INDiAN - WHiTE RELATiONS

The following articles are mostly taken from writings in the Del Norte County Historical Society
newsletter.

HOSTILITY BETWEEN INDiANS AND WIUTES - SMITH RiWR -1 53

SMITH RIVER - "The first settlement was made in this valley in April, 1853, by
James Haight, Daniel Haight, Horace Davis, and Domini. There were no roads, just
crude trails then, and their route was up the beach from Crescent City, crossing Smith
River near its mouth. The first cabins were built in August, 1853, of which now not
a vestige remains. Excepting narrow strips of timber and brush along the banks of the
small streams this valley needed only the plow to make it ready for cultivation. Vast
herds of deer and elk roamed at will over its face and the foot-hills surrounding it.

This and other portions of Del Norte County suffered but little from the ravages of
Indian warfare, owing to the prompt and determined efforts of her earlier settlers,
who administered prompt chastisement at the first sign of an outbreak. During the
summer of 1853, the Indians at Yon'-do'-kut (Burnt Ranch) and the ranches at the
mouth of Smith River were nearly annihilated and their houses burned by the
determined whites from Crescent City and Smith River. This was done in retaliation
for several murders committed by the Indians. Among them was the killing of
"California Jack" and Williams on Smith River near the present home of T.J.
Hammond. During the winter of 1854 they got saucy again, but the prompt and
effective manner with which they were dealt with soon checked them. Like unruly
schoolboys, they recognized the efficiency of a sound thrashing and governed their
actions accordingly. To these prompt measures taken by the early settlers of Del
Norte County, is due their immunity from the terrors and privations of Indian Wars.
Eastern sentimentalists perhaps condemn such actions and style them massacres, but
they insured safety." - Del Norte County As It Is.1894, by John L. Childs

TREATY WITH THE INDiANS

"The Smith River Indians were always known as a very peaceable tribe, but their
neighbors, the Oregon Indians, were very much the other way. There were two of
these Oregon girls who became wives of the Smith River Chief. These two girls had
three brothers who came into this County committing murders and stealing, then
quietly leaving, giving the impression that the depredations were done by the Smith
River Indians. Finally the Captain at Fort Lincoln said that Chief Ki'Lis would have
to be hanged if the culprits were not captured.
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On the last trip made by these brothers, they landed near the mouth of the. Winchuck
River, hiding in the woods. One morning, early, as one of the wives of Ki'Lis was
going down to the beach near Goat Island for mussels, one of the brothers came out
of hiding and told her that they had to have food or they would starve and that she
had to get it for them. It was an old Indian custom that things could be settled in one's
own family and it would be legal, so the Chief told these girls that they would have
to help and see that these brothers were killed. The Chief called his own two brothers
and three other men of his nearest kin which would make two men against each of the
outlaws. The wives were filled with grief but entered into the plot to destroy their
brothers as they felt it was their duty to do so. They told the outlaws they were to
have a feast for them and all would talk things over. The Smith River Indians had
knives concealed on their person, and the outlaws were waly, sitting on their
haunches, and very alert, ready to run at the least sign. However, the meal was eaten
and at a signal, the Chief clearing his throat, the six men leaped at their guests, killing
them at their feast.

Indian runners were sent to the Fort in Elk Valley to notify the Captain there that
these men had been killed. The men were left where they had fallen until the whites
came and buried them. They were all buried in one big grave. They were wrapped in
blankets and guns were fired over their grave.

The treaty was signed at this place with Tom VanPelt, an Indian, and Dan Haight, a
white man, as witnesses. One copy was given to each and one to the Chief. The
papers belonging to the Indians were later burned. This treaty has caused
considerable controversy because it has apparently not been lived up to.

- by Grace Flight, a talk given to the Smith River Women's Club, March 3, 1939

INDIAI1 AFFAIRS

"On the morning of November 1, 1854, Mr. A. French, a farmer living three or four
miles from Crescent City, along with Messrs. Cole, Collier, Henry Morton, and
McGrew, went on a hunting excursion ten or twelve miles to the east of Crescent
City. Mr. French intended to return home the same day, while the balance of the
party expected to stay three or four days. On the fourth, the balance of the party
returned and were alarmed when informed that Mr. French had not. A party often
immediately made an intensive search of the area between Mill Creek and the
southf'ork of Smith River, the locality of the hunting trip, but to no avail.

Upon returning, they found the community in a high state of excitement due to vague
and various statements from the local Indians about the town of a murder having been
committed. Most of the evidence came from a young squaw who lived at the Point.
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She had been going out into the woods after acorns, and heard the Indian, Narpa,
urging Mahu to assist him in killing a white man.

Some whites were urging the indiscriminate slaughter of the Indians in retaliation; but
the .much larger group, more considerate, advocated a further search for the body,
with a view of proving a crime and ascertaining the end of justice, without harsh or
impolitic inhumanity.

On the night of November 4, 1854 the Honorable E.P. Fletcher, Chairman, and T.S.
Pomeroy, Secretary, called a mass meeting at which time about twenty citizens were
appointed to round up all the Indians about town with the view of obtaining
infomation from them in regards to the disappearance of Mr. French. By the next day,
the jail was full of Indians.

Mow (Mahu) had distinguished himself above all the other Indians as a faithful friend,
and was known far and near for his courage among his people, as well as for his many
good offices toward the whites. Many of those who knew him the best and the
longest, did not believe him guilty of the charge. Yellow Mow (Cur-ersley), known
as his brother, was released from custody and sent to notify him of the charge and to
tell him to come in and affront it. Many believed he would. Yellow Mow broke his
parole, never returned, and never went to deliver the message to Mow, who had, in
the meantime, returned to the Kiamath.

On the morning of the ninth, all of the Indians were released. A public meeting was
held, and a company raised to further search for the body, "and to take further steps
as they deemed proper." On the same day, a party headed by Mr. J. Roseborough,
went out and visited a rancheria on Mill Creek where the Indians were laying in a
supply of acorns. Mainly from the squaws, the following account of the crime was
told. In the latter part of October, an Indian and a squaw from Chetco, who had
proviously suffered injuries from the Whites, went to the rancheria at the mouth of the
Kiamath River. On about the 30th of the month, he returned to the rancheria on Mill
Creek, accompanied by Mahu and his son. Their testimony was that the Chetco
Indian urged Mahu to kill a white man. Mahu promptly refused, stating that he lived
in peace with the white men, and for years had been in the habit of feriying them
across the Kiamath.

Before sunset, the party arrived at the mouth of the Kiamath, and the prisoners were
lodged in a house where a strict guard was kept on them during the night. Early the
next morning, November 17th, the party started for Crescent City and arrived there
that evening.
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The next morning, pursuant to public notice, the citizens of Crescent City assembled
"en masse" at the Eldorado Saloon. The meeting was organized by calling E. Mason
Esq. to the chair and appointing SO. Whipple, secretary. The purpose of the meeting
was announced as the trial of the three Indians accused of the murder of Mr. French.
A jury of twelve men was appointed. The trial proceeded rapidly and was soon turned
over to the jury for a decision. After the absence of about one hour the jury returned
a verdict of guilty, and sentenced them to be hanged on Monday, January 20th at 12
o'clock. JR. Sloan, Richard Barnes, and Captain John Bodily.were appointed to
execute the sentence of the jury.

On Monday, January 20th, the three were removed from jail and were hung near
Battery Point; many silent Indians being spectators."

- Thomas Peacock, editor of The Del Norte Historical Society newsletter

INDIANS MOVED TO SMITH RIVER FROM EUREKA. SEPTEMBER l62

"The recent reissuing of the boolç San Francisco Ship Passenger Lists: Volume I, by
Louis J, Rasmussen provides data on a little known aspect of Del Norte County
history.

Rasmussen's volume tells of the movement of a "cargo" of 840 unidentified Indians
from Eureka to Crescent City, via the steamer 'Panama", under Captain Wakeman.
The ship left Eureka on September 14, 1862, arrived in Crescent City on September
15, discharged the Indians, and left that day for San Francisco.

Among the listed passengers were Col. Sherman Stevens and Lt. J. J. Shepheard
(U.S.A.), whom one might suspect were some way involved in the transfer. However,
it should be added that search of three other sources on this transfer yields no
reference to these men.

Earlier in 1862, the main U.S. Army base in Del Norte County and the Indians of
Waukel (or Kiamath River) Reservation had been moved from the flood ravaged Ter-
waw (Terwer) to the Smith River area. In May 1861, U.S. troops operating out of
Fort Humboldt on Humboldt Bay attempting to quell Indian-White hostilities,
especially on the Eel in the Larabee Creek area, brought in Indian "prisoners",
probably of the group now called Nongatl, from that area about 50 miles southeast
of Eureka. In August, 1862, these and other Indian prisoners in the Humboldt Bay
area, totaling between 700 and 800, were removed from Fort Humboldt to the
peninsula opposite the Fort. Into this context, there came suddenly an order from San
Francisco to transfer the Indian captives to the Smith River Reservation. The Indians
residing on the peninsula were rounded up and became the "cargo" of the Panama.
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While the cargo list of the 'Panama" lists 840 Indians transferred, another account
lists "over 800 savages" as moved, while the Humboldt peninsula Indian prisoner
camp is noted in still another account as having "700 or 800 wild Indians."

Immediately after this transfer, the white citizens from both Humboldt and Del Norte
counties expressed considerable displeasure of the transfer, claiming that at Smith
River the Indians could easily escape and rejoin hostile Indians. One account claims
many did leave and "went back to the scenes of their former bloody exploits."

Indian families of Del Norte and Humboldt tell of accounts Wiyot in Humboldt Bay
having left the reservation at Fort Ter-waw or Smith River, starving, and pleading for
food from upriver Yurok. "Old Colonel" (also known as "Old Kerner"), a famous
Indian of wealth in the Pecwan area, was reported to have made one such escapee his
slave in exchange for providing him with food. Kerner was a hard bargainer."

- Arnold R. Pilling, Professor of Anthropology, Wayne State University, Detroit,
Michigan

- Lure of Humboldt Bay Region, revised edition, by Chad Hoopes (Dubuque, Iowa;
Kendall Hunt publishing Company, 1971), pp. 153-155.
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THE SMITH RIVER HDIAN RESERVA11ON -1 66 -1

The following is from a diary kept of the accounts of the Smith River Indian Reservation Ranch. The
daily entries into the diary are made by many different persons, none identified, Some of the more
representative and some of the more interesting entries depicting the work and attitudes, and the
general farming in the area follows:

February 8,1867
James Hight returned from Crescent City with the squaw Mary and a little girl. The two
Evans mentioned yesterday were arrested by order of Capt Appleton, Commanding Camp
Lincoln and conveyed to the guard house at said camp. Weather cool and pleasant. Wind
from the north.

Tuesday, February 12,1867
Mr. Kingsbury, special Indian Agent summoned to appear before Justice
McNamara for having caused the arrest of J and D Evans. Went to
Crescent City to attend trial.

Thursday, February 14,1867
This day was consumed in a general distribution of clothing to the Indians, each one of them
being supplied with blankets, shirts, shoes, hat, etc. All of them went away satisfied and
pleased to know that the Government does think of them occasionally.

Monday, February 18, 1867
Dr. F.M. Wright attending to the Indians sick on the farm.

Tuesday, February 19,1867
(More on the trial of Evans vs Kingsbury.) Evans bring suit against
Kingsbury for false arrest in sum of $300)

Thursday, February 21,1867
(More on same)

Friday, March 1,1867
Messrs. Haight and White taking care of cattle, superinteñding 14 or 15 Indians. Mr. White
also carried some wheat tothe mill to be ground into flour for the Indians.

Saturday, March 9,1867
The day was put to good advantage. Mr. White superintended eight Indians, running four
plows in the Jones field. Eleven or twelve squaws making shirts and pants. One cow died
due to the severity of the weather.
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March 15,1867
Mr. Haight superintending the driving of pickets for hen house and attending to squaws
cleaning wheat for sowing.

March 18, 1867
John White superintending 25 or 30 Indians plowing and harrowing in the Jones and
Simonsfelt fields. Mr. Haight with one ox team hauling lumber from the river to build a hen
house.

Tuesday, April 30,1867
Made out monthly report of Indians. White superintending plowing and harvesting potato
ground. Mr. Haight went to Crescent City with two Indians and two yoke of cattle to bring
out goods for the Reservation. Weather foggy, arid, and cold most of the day.

May 1,1867
Mr. Haight arrived in the PM with a small portion of goods sent to the reservation, the
steamer having left Crescent City without discharging all her freight. Weather somewhat
mixed, sunshine and fog.

Saturday, May 4,1867
White superintending 10 Indians with 5 teams plowing for potatoes. Also one team crossing
off and two teams harrowing. 12 Indians burning straw in the potato fields. 15 or 20 squaws
cutting seed potatoes. Mr. Haight in the shop. Dr. Wright in his office. Mr. Young cooking.
Grand pow-wow among the Humboldt tribes settling some old difficulty.

Tuesday, May 14,1867
Cloudy most of the day. White goes up the mountain looking after runaway Indians.
Returned in the evening finding only one.

Monday, May 20, 1867
The day was put in planting potatoes. Wind SW and vely warm. Mr. Hacker married one of
the Reservation squaws (Kitty).

Wednesday, May 22, 1867
White superintending 20 or 30 Indians preparing ground for carrots and squashes. Three or
four Indians with teams hauling wood. 5 or 6 Indians working in the garden. Weather clear
and warm. Wind SW.

Monday, June 10,1867
John White superintending Indians hauling gravel upon the road. Mr. Haight making butter.
Very warm. Light breezes from the NW.
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Friday, June 21 ,1867
John White, with Jack, gone to Camp Lincoln looking for runaway squaws and returned with
them in the evening.

Monday, June 24,1867
The work commenced today upon the farm in the carrot field under the supervision of John
White. About 40 Indian squaws and papooses displaying their expertness in rendering them
free from weeds.

Friday, June 27,1867
Col Whiting (Superintendent of Indian Affairs, California) started this
morning with 81 head of cattle with 3 drovers, Mr.Figborn and 2 Indians,
Kneeland Jack and Dutch Joe, under the supervision of a Mr.Chapman for
the Hoopa Indian Reservation.

Saturday, June 29,1867
John White, after starting 50 or 60 Indians to work hoeing the potatoes, went after some
runaway squaws, found them, and brought them back, much to their disgust.

Monday, July 7,1867
John White superintending 50 or 60 Indians sprouting potatoes. 7 or 8 little boys and girls
picking currants. 2 or 3 Indians cleaning up yard.

Wednesday, July 24,1867
Mr Pyburn finished cutting hay on the Darby & Saville farm. 10 or 12 Indians raking and
cocking hay.

Friday, July 26,1867
Mr Pyburn mowing in the Jones field. 8 or 10 Indians cocking up hay.
Three Indians with ox teams hauling poles to repair barn and for props for
apple trees.

Wednesday, July 31,1867
Ordered Andrew whipped for disobedience - 20 lashes.

Friday, August 2,1867
Almost every able bodied Indian on the farm engaged in hauling in and mowing away hay.

Sunday, August 30, 1867
Quite a number of Indians with several ox teams hauling fish from the beach. Foggy all day.
Wind NW.
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Saturday, September 28,1867
White superintending a lot of Indians (80) fishing for salmon.

Monday, September 30, 1867
White superintending a lot of Indians repairing the seine and fishing. Wild geese commenced
flying southward today. Look out for squall. Foggy all day. Wind NW.

Tuesday, October 8,1867
White superintending salmon fishing. Caught 125. Killed one beef, net weight 400 pounds.
Shipman hauling flour from the mill. More fishing.

Sunday, October 20,1867
Nothing doing today. All hands gone to church.

Wednesday, October 23, 1867
John White down at the fishery superintending Indians catching salmon.

Tuesday, October 29, 1867
Most of the Indians have been off to the mountains gathering acorns.

Monday, November 4, 1867
White superintending Indians digging potatoes at Becksteds. Indians picking apples. Cloudy
all day. Wind SW.

Saturday, November 9, 1867
White and Shipman repairing milk house. LaMere cooking and making cider. Weather clear
and pleasant.

Saturday, January 25, 1868
White in the barn superintending a lot of Indians threshing peas. Shipman went to the mill
with a load of wheat. Haight in the Smith shop making ox yokes.

Sunday, February 9, 1868
Great excitement on the farm today among the Indians on account of the death of a Humboldt
squaw. Her friends claim that her death was caused from poison through the instrumentality
of some unknown Siah Indian. In almost every instance when an Indian dies suddenly they
attribute the cause to some Indian in the vicinity, owing entirely to their superstitious notions.
I find it impossible to change their beliefs in matters of this kind. I have endeavored in every
way possible to convince them of their error, but all to no purpose. No demonstrations of
a war-like character occurred, only a heavy war of words. Weather clear and cool. Heavy
frost and ice last night.
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Tuesday, February 11,1868
White superintending a lot of Indians hauling wood for charcoal.

Monday, March 9,1868
Shipman with two or three Indians hauling bark from Anthony Van Pelts
to build a brick oven.

Sunday, May 17,1868
All quiet on the farm, No work done. The Indians are all enjoying themselves playing Bandy.

Last entry was on Monday, June 8th, 1868
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INDIkN kND WHITE VERSIONS OF "THE BURNT RANCH MASSACRE" S
(Yon'-do'-kut)
by Richard A. Gould

In 1853, during the early days of the settlement of the northwest coast of California, an incident
occurred between the Tolowa Indians who resided in the vicinity of the mouth of Smith River and
the Whites, which has since become known locally by both Whites and Indians as "The Burnt Ranch
Massacre". In attempting to reconstruct this historical event it was found that oral accounts provided
by Tolowa informants and the sole written description of this event by a white historian differed in
ways which offer definite insights into both the manner in which different points of view can affect
historical description in general and the illustration of important attitudes in native Tolowa society
in particular.

THE WrnTI NARRATIVE

The single White account appears in the History of Del Norte County by A. J. Bledsoe. At the time
he wrote this account, Bledsoe was a prominent northern California businessman and a recognized
expert on business law. He was elected to the California State Legislature from Humboldt County
in 1890 and was re-elected twice thereafter. In his writings he clearly regarded the Indians as an
obstacle to the expansion of white civilization in northern California during these early days. The
dominant theme of the histories which he wrote of this region is the triumph of white pioneers in the
face of bitter and often treacherous opposition from the native populations. It is to his credit that
Bledsoe did not treat the Indians with the sharp disdain and abuse so common to many other writers
Of his era, but there is never any question that Bledsoe's interests lay solidly with the Whites and not
with the Indians.

In the spring of 1853, a man called California Jack, accompanied by several others, started from
Crescent City on a prospecting tour, intending to visit some place near Smith River. A short time
afterwards an Indian was seen in town carrying a revolver with the name "California Jack" engraved
upon it. Surmising that the prospectors had been murdered by the Indians, a party of citizens
attacked the Indians on Battery Point, near town, killing the one who had the pistol and several
others. A company was immediately organized to search for the supposed murdered men. The camp
of the prospectors on Smith River was easily found, and further search resulted in the discovery of
the bodies of the men, all bearing marks of violence by the Indians.

After the punishment of the Indians at Battery Point, a large number of the survivors removed to a
rancheria at the mouth of Smith's River, known as Yon'-do'-kut ranch. But the feeling in Crescent
City against them was too intense to subside without further punishment being administered. A
company was formed, and procuring a guide who had some knowledge of the country, they made
their way through the forests, and arriving at a point near the ranch, prepared for the attack on the
Indians. In the manner in which the attack was made, no authentic information can nOw be obtained.
It is well known, however, that the fight ended in a disastrous defeat to the savages, a large number
being killed, while the Whites escaped with little or no loss,



THE INDIAN NARRATIVES

EDDIE RICHARDS

Eddie, age 87, was the son of a Tolowa woman and a White man. He was raised initially as an Indian
and learned to speak Tolowa, an Athabaskan language, at this time. His mother died when he was
about six years old, and Eddie was then sent by his father. to a White Boarding school, where he
remained until he was about twelve years old. Then he returned to Smith River where he lives today.
Although he disclaimed being a "real Indian", Eddie did point out that he could remember the stories
told to him by his relatives and claimed to have actually spoken to one of the survivors (an old man
by then) of the Burnt Ranch massacre. Because of his white education, Eddie was unusually
articulate in English and, we discovered, spoke easily into a tape recorder.

We elicited this narrative twice from Eddie, the second time two weeks after the first. The account
presented here is the second one, which has been transcribed verbatim from the taped presentation.
It should be pointed out, however, that this second telling was identical in all respects, aside from
minor points of diction, to the first. This, of course, suggests a certain stereotyped character to the
account in the mind of the informant and indicates that this narrative has begun to assume the
character of oral tradition.

The context of these narratives is also important. In each case Eddie gave this account when trying
to portray his feelings of bitterness toward the Whites for their early treatment of the Indians in the
area. He quite consciously used this account to illustrate these emotions, and, as the narrative shows,
he could be eloquent in telling about these injustices.

"What I am telling you now, I didn't see that; that's too far back. They
told me. They had a big time right over there; that was the biggest res-
ervation there was. They had a big time that night (the term "big time"
used here and elsewhere is the standard Tolowa way of referring to a
dance, usually the famous ten-night dance), and the white people got there
about that time. The white people got all around them, around that farm,
along that big slough. Most of them got on the other side, and when the
Indian come across, they get him. The others started in around that
house. Every time someone go out, never come back in. People in there
begin to think, "What's the matter, never come back?" Because when
they get down there they kill 'em. Afterwards somebody went out and set
fire to all the houses; every house was burning. They set fire to the house,
the Indian's' house. You could see them just cutting heads off. They stick
them things (knives) into them; pretty soon they pick them up and throw
them right into the fire. Some of 'em tried-to get away, run down the
slough. Soon as they get there, if they don't get 'em right away, they get
'em from the other side when they come up. Shoot 'em right there,
waiting for them. One fellow say: "I set there while everyone goes out,
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they jump out and you hear a shot. Hundreds and hundreds in the house
trying to get out Pretty soon I hear fire and everybody squealing round,
all try to get out". And he said: "I got down in the corner of the house.
I was a young fellow, I was a scout. I thought to myself, if you gun me
I'll get one of you before you get me. This is my last chance, I'm going to
try. I had one of them big elk hides; that's what they used for a coat, that's
what they used to use long time ago, you know. I took that and a big long
knife tied round here (pointing to wrist) with buckskin so I can't lose it.
One went out, and I thought Fm going to go right behind him. He (a
white man) shot twice, and threw this thing right out, this big hide. The
white man shot and said "I'm coming!" Knocked two, three of them head
off. I went down there in the slough, bullets hit all around to top above
head. I don't know how long I stay under water. After a couple of
hundred yards right under water I get up to get a little air, and I could
hear people talking.

The slough was just like light all over from fire, from the houses burning
there. I stayed there two, three hours till daylight. All quiet down, and I
could hear them people talking and laughing. I looked in the water, and
the water was just red with blood, with people floating around all over.
I got back, and another fella was down there. He say he got away and
come there. I looked around, it looks awful, he says, "What the white
man did to us?. We never fight them, they fight us. We just tried to get
away from them. They sneak up on us." That's why they call it Burnt
Ranch, because they burned everything down. I got away. When white
man see Indian then he kill him, had no use for Indian. I don't see why,
we don't do nothing to him. Another bunch farther up (the coast) was
fighting. We wasn't fighting here, sometimes we meet white man, we
raise hand up, they don't talk to us. We tried to talk to them, and they
just shake their head. We don't know what you talking about, they said.
Some of'em kind of friendly with us, they got friendly with the women,

the Indian women, because they didn't have no women themselves. They
kind of quiet down, I guess. When officer got Indian woman they stopped
fighting. That's not the way they stop here.

There was another bunch on the beach. They done the same thing there,
kill everyone off. Big boat come in, had all kinds of blankets, come in, seal
boats you know. They bring the people to shore, make four or five trips
to shore and bring them soldiers to shore, tents and blankets, and havea
good big eat, All eat and we watch 'em. Then we go around and tell
woman to beat it away from there, away from house, away from there.
Bad people coming. Pretty soon they all get enough to eat, then they take
off and look for Indian. While they out, they kill all those who cook there,
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we kill 'em off And we burn everything up on them. When they come
back, nobody there. Once we waited, at night in a boat where they had
a boat. We set fire to them boat while they was all sleeping. We see a big
fire there, then we took out and come here, get away from there. They
stayed down there, I'll tell you about it, down there at the Ranch.

One woman went down the beach to dig mussels, walking along there she
heard an arrow hit right in front of her; an arrow, one of them long ones.
She turned back and looked where it come from, she looked all around.
She looked up the hill and somebody was up there just waving his hand
at her to come on. So she went there. She was afraid, but she had to go
up there because she can't get away anyway. Said, I walk up there, I
know every one of them. One of them, she says, was my husband's
brother- in-law, He want something to eat; he said to tell my
brother-in-law to bring us something to eat, we're starving to death. They
kill us, they kill everybody, they kill my wife, my children. We've got to
get something to eat. We go down there in the brush, we came in here
last night. If we see any white man here, we going to kill tem. They cried,
'Don't do that". "I'm going to do it, he says, because they done that to
us." They said, "Let's go see." There were four or five of them right
there. They ttied to talk to them (the fugitives). No, they won t give it up.
White people told us Indians here to go ahead and kill them yourselves.
Then there won't be no more fighting. They said, you fellas kill 'em
because we cantt get to 'em. They fight on the beach one day and the next
day here. We can't get to 'em, you fella's kill 'em - no more fighting then.
Any of you man kill one of our men, and we tell you kill 'em yourselves.
He said, you fellas do same way, we kill 'em ourselves. Just so you fellas
kill them, no more fighting. So some of them people says: "Let's kill
'em," but some of 'em says "No, I can't do that, that's my brother-in-law'.
Well, he says we're gonna have a war again. There's too many there.
Too many, we kill one bunch and another bunch comes. So he say's: "All
right, let's kill "em."

He told them we'll bring 'em some grub tomorrow. He told them he'd
bring another bunch tomorrow. Next day they come, why they are going
to kill them. They all stick a knife in his hair real tight, every one of them.
When I talked to them, he said, they put their head's down. There were
three of them (the fugitives). He said they'd have to quit, no use to keep
this up. All says: We going to get killed, just the same, killed my wife, my
brother, killed my children. I got no home now, cleaned us out. The
three of them, they went down and cried, put their heads down like this
and cried. One of them had everything white man had, had gun right here
(pointing to hip), had long knife and little guns and big rifle. Everything
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that he had taken away from the people. They all get down, he said, and
he keep a-watching them, He knows something's up. One of 'em said,
"He got pretty close and thought he could grab him; he had gun right
there, too. Well, he grabbed them and sticked them right there (pointing
to his back, just below the neck), and he just kicked them into the fire.
And one of 'em took a run, and one took after him because they missed
him. Well, he threw his gun back and shot this fella chasing him, but he
didn't kill him, just got him in the leg.

Another fella jumped up and took a gun and shot him before he got a
hundred yards; got him in the back of the head. They brought them all
back there and lay them all there for 'em. One of the men went ahead and
told them that they got them. So they called up Crescent City and
different places and all the officers come there. They look at them. They
cut their hands off, and they took from here (pointing from forehead and
back over scalp) and skin 'em off. They had long hair, you know. They
send that to White House and that white fella says that's pretty good, he
says, we'll pay you for your damage, what we done to this country. We'll
pay you for your land, no more fighting. Stay any place you want, he
says, the land's yours. We buried them all there, all four are buried right
out there by the point. They give a paper to them, you know. But they
didn't know what the paper was, they didn't read. Many years ago some
of them went to the White House, they told them you got to show some
thing for it, you got no paper to show, he says. But they must got a paper
there, they must got a couple of them there, they wrote that down. That's
the story they telling me, that's what people telling me. I never saw this."
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AMFJJA BROWN

Amelia was 93 years old and had lived in the Crescent City-Smith River area her entire life. Of all
our informants, Amelia possessed the most vivid recollections about Tolowa Indian practices. She
lacked white schooling; thus her English is less fluent than Eddie's. She retains a considerable
knowledge of native herbal cure's, food preparation and crafts; especially basket weaving. She found
it impossible to speak into a tape recorder, so her narrative was taken down by hand and is admittedly
something less than verbatim.

It will be noted that her account, while agreeing closely with that of Eddie's in general content, is very
abbreviated. Again, the context of the interview accounts for this. Amelia was asked to describe
early Indian experiences with the whites and, like Eddie, used this episode to illustrate the injustice's
which took place. She was easily as bitter in her resentment of these injustices as Eddie, but in her
case she said it "hard to talk about them things," and she indicated that she did not enjoy being
reminded of these events. While Eddie's bitterness over the same events led her to be reticent and
to provide us with only a relatively brief, though valuable, narrative:

"I just hear this, I wasn't there myself They (the Indians) had one old
sweathouse, only used this at certain times. They was having a big time.
The people were gambling, the people from Pebble Beach and even
Tututini (Athabaskan speaking Indians immediately north of the Tolowa).
They had a big celebration there one night. The white people were all
around, they just watched. Then they set fire to the place. Women try to
get away, they grab 'em, throw em in fire. Take pot shots at 'em when
they try to run. Just two men got away. They ran down to the slough,
dived in, swam along under water, take breath, dive again till got away on
a little island there. Later on these men fought with the whit&s. This was
at the village of Yon'-do'-kut, that's how got the name, Burnt Ranch."



SAM LOPEZ

While Sam, age 77, was one of our important informants, he unfortunately suffered a heart attack
which put him in the hospital during the last part of our study, making it impossible to obtain a
narrative directly from him when he was much younger, and, while it is a fairly complete account,
information is lacking concerning the context of the interview in 1923. This account shows obvious
signs of editing, particularly in the sentence structure (which is simply too fluent, even for Sam).

Sam, the "youngster" among our informants, obtained most of his knowledge about early Indian
practices from his grandfather. Sam is well versed in songs and ritual, and he speaks Tolowa
moderately well. Owing to a fairly good white education, he speaks English well and has consciously
sought to reject many of the older Indian practices. He lacked the first hand experiences of Eddie and
Amelia but nevertheless proved to be an excellent informant. The account given here represents a
basically Indian version but with pronounced overlay of white background and editing:

"The first killing took place at Burnt Ranch, three miles south of the
mouth of Smith River, at the rañcheria called Yon'-do'-kut, a name
perpetuated by the district school house name. Here a large number of
Indians were caught during a ceremonial dance and ruthlessly slaughtered.
The Indians say this was the first killing.

Three young men of the tribe were active in resenting the aggression of
the whites and were said to have killed several of the earlier settlers. They
were very clever and neither the settlers nor the soldiers were able to
capture them. Finally the officer in charge of the troops at Fort Dick (a
log fort on Smith River, about three miles from the present settlement,
called the Smith River Corners.) told Chief Ki' Lis, pronounced "Guy-
Lish", that he would be hung by the soldiers unless he captured the three
men in question.

It happened that the Chief had two wives, who were sisters of the three
young men. The Chief was in great trouble and called a meeting of his
head men. They said that if the people would contribute enough blood
money (which consists of long dentalium shells) they could pay the two
sisters the price necessary to atone for the killing in accordance with the
law of the tribes. The people agreed to this and raised the necessary
money. The nearest male relatives of the young men could not be found.

One day when the Chiefs wives were getting mussels near the mouth of
Smith River one of the young men appeared and told her that he and his
brothers were hungry and wanted food. She designated a place on the
point of a nearby ridge where she said she would take food, and it was
agreed that the three brothers would come and get it in the late afternoon
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or early evening. She then went home and told her husband, Chief Ki' Lis,
who in turn notified the relatives of the three young men. They went and
concealed themselves near the spot. When the young men came and were
looking for the food their relatives fell upon them and killed them. They
were buried in the same place and the graves may be seen there to this
day.

The officer in charge of the troops was greatly pleased. He and his
soldiers arranged "a big time" giving the Indians plenty to eat and also
some blankets. This ended the "Indian War" in that region.

There is a small island called Stun-t ah's ahn-kot (50 acres or more in
extent) in the lower part of Smith River, one half or three quarters of a
mile from ifs mouth. On some of the early maps it bears the name Ta-Les
after the Chief This island the officers gave to the Indians in the name
of the government, telling them that it would always be theirs, and gave
the Chief a papet stating that it was given in return for killing the three
outlaw boys. Sometime afterwards this paper was burned.

After the Indians had been driven to the Hoopa Reservation and had come
back, they were not allowed to go to their former rancheria Hah'-
wun-Kwot, but were told to go to this island. Later the whites claimed

S the island and did not let the Indians have it."
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THE "MURDER" OF CALIFORNIA JACK

"About May 1st, 1853, a man called California Jack and two others started
out from Crescent City to Smith River on a prospecting tour. They were
provided with picks, shovels, pans, and other equipment. They also
carried guns and pistols for their protection against the Indians, who were
constantly to be met with in great numbers. They were brutally murdered
near a place called Black's Ferry. (the bar at the mouth of Cedar Creek
about the mouth of Mill Creek in the Douglas Park area).

After a week or two it was reported that an Indian carrying a revolver had
been seen about town. Several men started for the Indian ranch at Batteiy
Point to make inquiries in regard to the pistol and ascertain by what means
it got into possession. After considerable trouble, they found the Indian
and compelled him to exhibit the weapon. Upon examination, it was
found to have engraved upon it the name "California Jack." It then
became apparent that the men had been murdered by the Indians. The
party at once made charge upon the camp, killing the one who had the
pistol and eight others. The rest of the tribe took refuge in the brush.

A party was then detailed to hunt for the supposed murdered man. They
made their way to Smith River, and after considerable time searching the
area where Black's Ferry was later located, found the place where the men
had camped and worked, but found no bodies or anything of value. They
searched in all directions, and finally, proceeding down the river, at last
discovered the bodies in the river lodged against some willows. They
were then ftilly satisfied that the men had been murdered by the Indians.
Continuing their search they found other bodies, all bearing marks of
violence, and affording evidence against the Indians. The bodies were
buried on the banks of the river. The party returned to Crescent City ftilly
determined to punish the Indian, more severely and in a manner in which
they would remember for years to come.

After the killing of the Indians at Battery Point near Crescent City, it was
noticed that a number of survivors were making their way up the coast.
It was rumored that a large number of them were on a ranch near the
mouth of Smith River, later known as Yontockett Ranch.

A company of 33 men was formed, well armed, and resolved upon the
extermination of the Indians concerned in the killing of the white men
They produced a guide who had some knowledge of the country in the
vicinity of the Indian Ranch.
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One afternoon they started on a journey of revenge. They had difficulty
making their way through the unsettled, partially explored country and
at about 9 p.m. arrived at a point about a mile from the Indian Ranch.
Here they camped, prepared their supper and rested until about 12
o'clock. Then 2 or 3 men went to reconnoiter and ascertain the exact
location of the Indian camp. After receiving the report of the scouting
party, the company waited until just before daylight. They then cautiously
advanced, and by the time the first rays of morning began to streak the
eastern horizon, they had the Indian camp completely surrounded, a fact
completely unknown to the Indians Soon, however, the barking of a dog
caused an Indian to make an appearance on the outside of the wigwam
The crack of a rifle laid him in the dust. Immediately the Indians came,
creeping out of their huts, armed with bows and arrows. Their weapons
proved no match for the arms of the whites. The fight was of short
duration. The whole Indian camp was leveled to the ground. On all sides,
as the Indians attempted escape they were shot down. The crack of rifles
and Indian yells, intermingled with screams of women and children, made
the scene one of wild confusion. Scarcely an Indian of the band was left
alive. However, the women and children were spared and none were killed
except by accident. Just how many were killed was not known, but one
witness said he counted 70 bodies. No whites were killed, as the Indians
were taken so much by surprise they had no chance to use the bows and
arrows.

One Indian tried to make a strategic move which had been tried by a
officer in high favor during the Civil War. Seeing that the squaws were
not being killed, he dressed himself as a squaw and started to run; but his
attire was rather scant and the whites, seeing that he was disguised,
unmistakenly prevented his.escape by shooting him.

It was afterward reported that this particular band of Indians were
perfectly innocent of having anything to do with the murder at Smith
River, and that the slaughter at Yontockett Ranch was uncalled for.

But the Indians had their revenge to a certain extent. The news of the
settlement of Crescent City spread rapidly along the coast, One group,
coming down the coast from Oregon, and when in the neighborhood of
Shannon Creek above Smith River, were attacked by Indians and all were
killed. Their bodies were secreted in a cave in the rock where they were
found some time later. Their horses were driven into the slough at
Wmchuck, where they were shot and left. This murder was not known for
some time after its occurrence, and the party be strangers, but little notice
was taken of the matter. The map and field notes of the first Government
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survey of the area shows and mentions the Murderer's Cave and the
Murderer's Cove respectfully (The "a" and the °o" being so similar as
being one and the same).

A short time later, however, one of the Indian villages at Smith River was
surrounded by a party of white men, and 3 or 4 Indians were killed. The
motive for the deed was generally attributed to lawlessness on the part of
the whites, although abundant excuses were given when questioned in
regard to the killing, and the matter was dropped and forgotten."
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THEN COM1N OF JEDEDI

lrhe area embraced by the Siskiyou National Forest is tied up with some of the earliest recorded
histoiy of the Northwest. The lure of riches in fur trading brought explorers to this part of the West.

In 1827, with a party of 19 other trappers, 300 horses and pack mules, Jedediah Smith, of the
American Fur Company, bound for the summer trappers' rendezvous in the Rockies, journeyed from
the San Jose Mission in central California to the head of the Sacramento River, thence to the coast
near the mouth of the Russian River. Smith was worried about encountering snow in the Sierra
Nevada, so he chose to make a wide detour, exploring new country as he went. From there they
proceeded up to the coast to the Umpqua (some historians say it might have been the Rogue, and
others say the Smith River - tributary of the Siuslaw). This coincidentally brought him into the
operating territory of the competitive Hudson's Bay Company. Smith was, by all accounts, the first
White man to enter the Smith River area.

It took the party an entire month to reach the valley inhabited by the Hupa tribe. When the party
reached the lower part of the Klamath River they camped on the flat between Hunters and Salt Creeks
where 75 years later Hughes Mill was built. The same location is now occupied by the Panther Creek
Lodge.

There seems to have been a shortage of food here for they killed two of their camp animals for food.
Salmon berries were ripe which Smith mentioned and at that time the spring run of salmon in the
Klamath should have been in full swing but lacking in fishing equipment they had to forego this
source of food supply.

One of the first things Smith and his leaders did was to make observations of the countiy before
moving on. One of the leaders, John Turner, explored the lower part of the Kiamath River to its
mouth. He followed the well marked trail along the river to a point where the lower cannery was
later located and then took the path that led from the rivers edge up to the summit of Cannery Point
where he had a clear view of the river's entrance.

It was but a short time from there to Tuckers Rock at the river's mouth. Turner was a huge man and
with his long black beard he presented a striking appearance. He spent several hours in this location
and some of the Indians relate that he stood alongside of Tuckers Rock with his arms folded looking
out to sea for a long time. Several of the Indians had planned to kill Turner on his return to camp but
were awed by the very appearance of the man and an unseen force kept them from loosening the fatal
arrow. On this trip Turner carried no weapons.
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It took the party another grueling month; on June 8, 1828, to arrive at the ocean, a few miles north
of the Kiamath River at Wilson Creek, Along the way the expedition had endured encounters with
Indians, trail-clotting tangles of timber, and mule-killing mountainsides. At Wilson Creek they enjoyed
the best feast they had in weeks when Smith shot a couple of elk. Here they narrowly escaped having
trouble with the Indians when one of their number took the camp axe but luckily it was found in the
sand where it had been buried. So trouble was averted with the Indians and the party went on their
way.

Another interesting event concerned the Negro cook for the party. He liked to gamble and had made
the acquaintance of several young Indians. They introduced him to the Indian card game. This game
is quickly and easily learned and in a short time the cook was in business. He seems to have done
pretty well the first night, but he lost his shirt on the second night. He rushed into camp minus his
clothes. He had bet and lost. Several young Indians accompanied him to camp. Whether they
escorted him or chased him will never be known.

Climbing up the DeMartin Range, they followed a trail through the Redwoods, later descending a
canyon that ended at the ocean near Endert's Beach. From there they took to the beach, traveling
along the waters edge until they reached the location where Crescent City now stands. They followed
the coast until they arrived at the mouth of Lake Earl. Smith and two companions went around the
lower end of the lake and followed north along the eastern shore where they met up with a young
Indian boy about 16 years old at that time. The boy, through signs, directed them to follow a path
that led in an easterly direction to a stream that could easily be forded. This young man had been
inspecting some elk pits with his dogs when he and Smith met.

Fording the river that was to bear his name, below the present Hiouchi bridge, Smith and two
companions left the main party and did a little exploring further up the river. He passed through the
park that was named for him, crossed the present Hawkins Flat and climbed up the point where he
could see the junction of the Smith River and the South Fork and also get a good view of Myi-tle
Creek.

Turning back here, he rejoined his party and continued on up the coast. Afier crossing the Winchuck
near the Oregon border, the next stop was on the Chetco River near the south end of the present
bridge and in front of Hanscom's Store. Here camp was made and the party planned to spend several
days. Three hours after the main body reached camp, the pack animals continued to straggle in.
Several of these animals came in with arrows sticking in their hind quartersl Luckily, none were
seriously hurt. The Indians had never seen their likes before and took them for fair game.

All young boys are curious and so it was with a group of about a dozen young Indians all under 16
who planned on paying a friendly visit to the camp of the travelers. As they approached camp,
laughing and cutting up as all boys at that age might do, they were ordered to halt by one of the party.
They, not understanding the order, continued walking toward camp and although they were not
armed, the guard shot and killed one of the boys. The shot alarmed other members of the party and,
thinking they were being attacked, rushed out and fired into the group of boys. In a twinkling, over
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Iialfoftlie boys were killed and the others made a quick get away.

Smith was not in camp at the time but on returning decided that as soon as darkness fell, to break
camp and start their journey up the coast. Afler dark, the campfires of the Indians could be seen
across the river and tl1eir drums and chants would be heard signifying they were holding a council.
Whether it meant peace or hostilities with th travelers only the leaders would know by morning.

Smith led his party up the river a ways before reaching a ford where they crossed and continued their
journey through the night. By the time the Indians concluded their meeting and daylight broke, the
party was too far away to be molested. This quick action in vacating their camp may have saved the
party from being wiped out on the Chetco instead of the Umpqua.

Ilie party seems to have jounieyed on without much incident until they reached the Urnpqua River.Ficic they iiiade camp and prepared to trade with the Itidiatis. Their dealings scenied to be Ilietidlyenough except for one incident. It was that camp axe again. One of the 1ndiiis took a fancy to it andthen appropriated it. Thinking to punish the Indians for the loss of the axe, the leaders decided tomake an example of some member of the tribe. ?icking out a young boy, they placed a rope aroundhis neck and led him through the camp. This was a fatal mistake, for the boy was the son of a Clüef,and the son of a Chief could not be subjected to such treatment and not be avenged.

The Indians bided their time. On a Sunday forenoon, July 13, 1828, with Smitli.and a qompanion,
Daniel Prior out exploring, the cook busy with his chores, and the rest of the party lying around
camp, the Indians struck and, except for the cook, Smith, and his companion, the entire party waswiped out. $40,000 worth of camp equipment, including pack animals and furs that Smith had
bartered for, were taken over by the Indians. Smith's diary also fell into their hands.

The cook traveled along the coast while Smith and Prior headed through the Willamette Valley, onfoot. Both parties suffered hunger and privation and both arrived at the trading post at Astoria on
the same day where they were joined by another member of the party, Dr. John McLaughlin, who
escaped the massacre and made his way alone.

Tle 1-ludson Bay Company factor of FOrt Vancouver magnanimously weii to the scene of the
massacre on the Umpqua and recovered most of the equipment lost to the Indians, including the nowfamous diary, more in order to maintain their supremacy over the Indians than to help a rival
company. The forty horse packs recQvered were worth $1000 each in the China markets. It is to be
regretted that the party could not have reached their destination (Astoria) instead of being wiped out
so near the end of their journey. With the knowledge they had gained on this trip through our part
of the country, they could have been responsible for settling It 25 years before it really was.

This journey was Smith's greatest contribution to our history of the West. His other explorations
seem unimportant when compared to this. He later became a guide to groups of pioneers who were
headed West and it was on one of these trips that he was killed by Indians on the Cimarron River.
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Up to 1924, Jedediah Smith was unknown except to a very few. Upon the discoveiy of his diary,
that for years had been locked up in the archives of a mid-western university, and its publication, he
has become known as one of the great explorers of the West. The remarkable thing about Jedediah
Smith was that he completed Iüs work and died while still a young man, on May 27,1831.

More than a century after Smith's death, California's northern-most redwood park was named in his
honor. When he passed through the vicinity during his 1828 trip, Smith had spent somewhat less than
a day on what was later to become park land.

Others have had a more permanent connection with the place. The Tolowas had a pair of villages
within what are now the park's bQundarjes, but today the names of these spots are seldom spoken.
Sitragiturn, a village of one house and a sweathouse, lay on the west bank of the Smith River just
north of the Hiouchi Bridge. Tcunsulturn, the other village, consisted of two houses and a
sweatliouse. This village was a suburb of a larger village, Tatatun, near Crescent City.

Between the 1820's and the 1840's, the area was penetrated primarily by sporadic parties of traders
and trappers, some of whom were reported wiped out by the Indians along the Rogue River and in
adjacent areas. Accounts of White depredations against the Indians, unreported in documents from
the time, presumably also occurred.

The name "Smith River" was a question to everyone in those early days. The name was given first
to a river flowing into the Rogue River; probably the Illinois. The stream now known as Smith River
was accepted as the lower portion of the other Smith River in Oregon. John C. Fremont made
remarks which support the belief With the fast development of the lower valley of the Smith, it held
the same name, the other stream being renamed when its mouth was discovered on the Rogue.

JOE MEEK

JIM BRIDGER
DR. JOHN MCLOUGIILIN
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EXCERPT FROM DIARY OF JEDFDIAH SMiTH

On May 3, 1828, Smith and his group of men came to the confluence of the Kiamath and Trinity
Rivers. At that time the Trinity was noted on the maps as Smith's River. The diary of this trip records
the hardships Smith and his men endured in attempting to reach the coast.

"One mile north, I made an attempt to move toward the coast but found it
impracticable. I therefore returned to camp and moved north one mile over, traveling
like that to which I had now become accustomed. I encamped a mile from the river
on a ridge which produced plenty of grass and oak timber.

Opposite my camp a large stream entered Smith's River from the east. It appeared
even larger than the stream on which I have been traveling. One mule lost. After
encamping, the hunters went out and killed two deer".

In a diary of Smith's edited by Maurice S. Sullivan the entry for May 23 reads:

"From the information I had obtained on the nature of the country on the coast, I was
convinced of the necessity of retracing my steps and making the attempt to cross
Smith's River where I left it. During the past night a north wind cleared the sky from.
clouds and left the weather fine. Smith evidently had supposed that the Kiamath or
Smith was a continuation of the Trinity."

May 24: "Back to the river and down it one mile below my old campground. Finding
no grass on the river, I encamped about a quarter mile from the west bank. A little
below my camp and on the opposite side of the river was an Indian village where
there were some canoes. I went down to the river and, calling to the Indians, some
of them came over and went with me to camp. I gave them some beads and made
them understand that it was my intention to cross the river the next day."

May 25: "I packed up early and went down to the river. The Indians appeared
suspicious that I had come with evil intentions and made signs for me to go off
However, after a long time I prevailed upon one of them to come over with a canoe.
I soon convinced him that I only wished to cross the river and promised to pay him
if he would bring three or four canoes and carry my things across." Smith crossed the
Kiamath River at a point southeast of the town of Kiamath and south of the Del Norte
Humboldt County line.
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THE FIRST WHflI MAN

The Indians of Del Norte County have told stories to their children, and grandchildren of the first
white men to visit this area of California by land.

Indian scouts of the High Prairie - Hunter Creek area told of sighting strange men with strange
animals. One of the men was a "big, big, man....veiy strong. He was so big he had powerful medicine.
That big man was not afraid. He walked alone the mile and a half over the trail to the Pacific. He
climbed on a high rock, took off his cap, folded his arms, and stood a long time looking out over
the ocean. He was not afraid."

An old woman of the Lake Earl area told her friends of how her grandfather, Swi-net -kias,
happened to view three white men while out checking his elk traps early one morning. Swi-net-kias
sat down to rest with his three dogs. One of the dogs noticed strange beings coming.

Swi-net-kias thought these beings might be humans. There were three of them, each followed by a
strange animal. The old woman told how her grandfather described the young leader of this group:
"He wore a cap of fir. He was all hair from here (the cheeks) down. He wore high skins all over his
feet (which Swi-net-kias thought was good because it "kept the feet from hurt.") As this stranger
was approaching our grandfather, he was carrying something in this hand and it rested on this
shoulder (a rifle in his right-hand):

"In the other hand he held a strong string which was fastened to the large animal which was
following him. On the back of the animal as a big thing (a horse with saddle)."

Who was this group of strange men with their young leader? What were they doing in this area with
their strange animals? Swi-net-kias told of the leader tapping his chest over his heart and pointing up
the coast - indicating that he wished to go north.

The Indians of the Hunter Creek area, after watching the, group dry out their rain drenched furs and
hunt unsuccessfully for game, decided that the strangers were not aggressive.

The young white leader with hair on his cheeks was Jedediah Strong Smith, mountain man and
trapper. In May and June of 1828,. he passed through what is now Del Norte County with a party
ofl8 men.
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WHEN THE WHITE MAN CAME
by Raymond Mattz

The author who contributed this article, a youth at the time, is a direct descendant of a tribe of Del
Norte Indians - the Tolowa. It is an account of Jedediah Smith's arrival in Del Norte County over 150
years ago. In 1937, as a Junior at Del Norte County High School, he presented this as an assignment
in one of his classes. "When I asked my Grandfather to tell me something that happened in Del Norte
a long time ago, he replied:

"I'll tell you the story my father told me a long, long time ago, White people didn't
live here then, and we didn't see any again for many years after. The year they came
it was very wet; Rain, Rain, all the time Rain. In those days there were no roads;
only trails made by wild animals, and a few used by the Indians along the rivers and
creeks where fishing and hunting were good, or there were good berry patches. The
Coast Indians stayed near home because there was bad feeling among some of the
inland tribes, and we didntt want to have any trouble. But the Yontockets, Tututinis,
Yuroks, and Karoks were friendly. They hunted together along the coast, up and
down the Kiamath and Trinity Rivers. That's how some of our tribe happened to be
camped near the mouth of the Trinity one day during a salmon run.

I was standing on the bank, when I heard a noise like talking, and as if someone were
coming along the canyon across the stream. I climbed up onto a high rocky point and
kept real still. As I lay flat on the ground I saw a party of strangers, queer looking
men at the edge of the brush. There were about twelve of them. I knew they were
no Indians and I was excited. I stayed hidden and soon I saw some of the queerest
animals I had ever seen They appeared to be somewhat like elk, but they had no
horns and their tails were not like those of the elk. The animals had packs on their
backs, and the White men seemed to be leading them. Those strangers were looking
for a place to cross the river, so the went down into a gully to sneak back up stream
to our camp. I had just started to run when one of those animals let out the worse
noise I had ever heard; much worse than Indian Devil noise.

We Indians hid in the thick brush, and after a while the White men managed to cross
the swift river. They went down stream a short distance, and we watched to see what
they would do. They finally made camp and built a fire in the rain. That made us
think they were 'plenty smart." But we didn't let them see us, or even hear us, for they
carried some kind of sticks that made a terrible noise like thunder. They fired those
things once or twice, but I don't think they killed any game, at least not at that camp.
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When they moved on downstream we followed them always keeping out of sight
behind brush, trees or rocks. They kept watching all the way and cautiously stayed
close together. Sometimes they stopped to let the animals eat, and once in a while
they removed the packs to let the animals rest. Those creatures were skinny, always
hungry.

When the travelers made camp at Terwer, they explored around the valley. We were
curious to see which way they would turn when they reached the mouth of the river
at the ocean Finally they turned north, and that night made another camp in the flat

at Wilson Creek, as it is called today. It was wet and cold. Some of our men stayed
to spy on them, and the rest hurried on home to Tutitini.

That Wilson Creek place was bad for the White men. They were hungry and must
have been nearly starved, for they shot one of those bony, tough old mules and tried
to eat it. They ate the meat too soon and all of them became very sick.

When we told our tribe at home what was happening, some of the warriors wanted
to attack the Whites, but we didn't like the looks nor the sound of those fire sticks.
At last, the sun came out and those Whites grew strong enough to continue their
journey up the coast. The first Indians they saw were near where Crescent City is
today. Then they came to the lake where we lived and made peace signs. My father
was Chief ofthe tribe. He wasn't afraid of the Whites and he talked with them in sign
language. The White leader made a bad face, rubbed his belly, and opened his mouth
to show that he was hungry. Our men traded them fish, dried meat, dried berries and
tule potatoes. They gave us some old blankets and worn out shirts. The leader gave
us some round hard, shining things. We tried to eat those peculiar objects, but we
couldn't even bite them. We thought White men must have "heap strong teeth", and
a stout stomach. At last the White men went on to "discover" and to explore the
river, and in a few days more, they departed from our country and went

As soon as those strangers left our village, we threw those hard, round things which
they had given us far out into the sand dunes. We were afraid they would bring us bad
luck. Years afterwards, when we Indians knew that those objects were money, we hunt-
ed and hunted for them, but never did find any.Anyway, our people were the first Del
Norters to meet Jedediah Smith, his explorers, and their tame "elk."
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hereas many coastal towns and cities were founded from coastal explorers, Crescent City was
"discovered" from the interior side. The first Illinois Valley to Crescent City trail or Cold Spring
Mountain Pack Trail, was originally an Indian trail. It led from Crescent City, over Redwood Ridge,
to the Smith River, thence along its north bank to the North Fork, crossing at Black's Ferry, in
present-day Jedediali Smith Redwoods State Park at the west end of Hiouchi Flat and continuing
along the north bank of Middle Fork, up Elk Camp Ridge and over Cold Spring Mountain. The trail
then went north along the ridge to Oregon Mountain, over it and down to the Illinois Valley and to
Sailor Diggings. It was improved enough for use by pack animals in September 1852 by a party of
men from Sailors' Diggings (Waldo). This party was on its way to Paragon Bay to found the town
of Crescent City. Several members of this party had organized the "Sailors' Diggings Water, Mining,
and Milling Company," the previous month.

By 1854 there were the following "hotels" along the trail between what is now Gasquet and Sailors'
Diggings. The Cold Spring House, was about a half mile this side of the top of Cold Spring
Mountain, Patrick and Johnson was at Elk Camp, Cain's Ranch was at Cedaf Trough Camp, Shelly's
Ranch, later called Robin's Nest, was nicknamed Robber's Roost by the packers that used the trail.

It was to supply these isolated back country communities, which could be reached only by days of
travel over steep mountain trails, that Crescent City, the region's first coast-wise settlement and still
its chief town, was founded. These inland miners needed supplies and they preferred a "close by"
port for ships to lay in rather than waiting for southern supply trains from the San Joaquin Valley.

In 1848, gold was reported at the Trinity River. Groups began to search for a sea route to the mines.
The year 1849 brought tens of thousands to California. in search for gold. They came across the
plains facing many hardships including Indians and starvation. Those that could afford it, came
around Cape Horn by boat.

In 1850, the brig, "Cameo," landed explorers at Point St. George and at the mouth of the Klamath
River. In the same year, the schooner, 'Paragon," wrecked in the future Crescent. City harbor.
Thomas Rausch, traveling along Aithouse Creek, reported nine rancherias with well-armed Indians.
In 1851, Indian and white clashes began as the northern California gold fields developed. That year
J.B. Long and some vigilantes from Yreka "avenged" the deaths of two prospectors by attacking
Shastas near Yreka and in Scotts Valley. They proceeded into the upper Smith River drainage and
killed four Tolowa at a village of nine houses.
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In 1 850, the new California state legislature passed the indenture Act, permitting the involuntary
servitude ( polite tenn for slavery) of Indian children and adults under the age of thirty-five who were
not living on a reservation. The law was repealed in 1863, but legalities were frequently ignored and
California's indians were simply enslaved by the white population. In Humboldt County, 181 Indians,
mostly children, were indentured between 1860 and 1863.

Between 1850 and 1852, the yield of gold in the Mother Lode placer mines began to fall off and
prospectors were ranging all over the northern half of the state in the hope of finding other rich
fields. Gold-bearing sands in the streambeds between Mt. Shasta and the "Siskiyou backbone"
brought thousands of miners into the area and, with them, the establishment of towns and camps.
Gold was first discovered in Del Norte County along the Smith River in about 1851.

In 1853, coastal Indians were being pushed into the Illinois Valley, aggravating hostilities there. The
mining population was also increasing rapidly. The Cold Spring Mountain Trail to Paragon Bay was
well under way. Hundreds of Tolowa were masssacred at Yunt-do-kut, by whites... Crescent City
was laid out and this was the year of the first successful logging operation and sawmill in the Crescent
City region.

The Smith River Valley was described in an article taken from the Crescent City newspaper in 1854.

"This valley is situated about six miles north ofCrescent City and extends from the
mouth of the Smith River up stream five or six miles; its width varies from a half to
one and a half miles. It is effectually sheltered from the bleak northwest winds
prevailing along the coast during the summer months, and the climate is, in
consequence, very mild.

As there are some families that have lately emigrated to this County with a view of
making a permanent settlement, we invite their attention to the Smith River valley.
It has a rich soil and is principally prairie land. The water is of the best quality,
running from the foot of the mountains in spring branches. Plenty of good timber is
found on the hillsides and along the river. Some of the best claims are held by young
men who would sell at a reasonable price. This valley is extensive enough to make
a large settlement. An abundance of fine salmon can be caught at the mouth of the
river, and thousands of wild geese, ducks, etc., afford sport for the leisure time of the
sturdy farmer.

Messrs. Walt & Malone have some fine wheat, raised in the SmithRiver Valley and
sowed only last spring. Mr. James Haight showed us turnips measuring two feet in
circumference, and presented us with a mess of delicious roastin' ears raised in the
valley and for which he will please accept our thanks. . Mr. Haight also informs us that
he put a couple of hundred peach seeds into the ground last spring, and has now
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about a hundred and fifty scions (a shoot or twig to be cut for grafting or to be
planted) grown to the height of three and four feet. From what we can learn about
the situation of the hill sides enclosing the Smith River Valley, we should judge them
to be particularly favorable for the cultivation of the grape vine. Will not some of the
farmers make a trial?

Our townsman, Mr. H.B. Dickinson, will please accept our thanks for a finely
flavored, smoked salmon. Mr. D. Is engaged in curing this delicious fish? which is
easily caught at the mouth of the Smith River. The cured salmon tasted much like fine,
juicy ham, and forms a valuable addition to the breakfast table.

Mr. VanVleit, a farmer on the Lagoon (between this place and Smith River) handed
us some fine fill grown potatoes, which he states are of the second crop raised this
year. The first crop was gathered in July, which, being immediately replanted,
produced this second crop."

It is not entirely clear just how the Smith River got its name. A.J. Bledsoe wrote that the most
generally accepted account of how the river was named is related to the exploration of the southern
Oregon region by James Fremont in 1842. Fremont named what is today the Illinois River in southern
Oregon after Jedediah Smith. After the "Smith's" River in Oregon was named, other explorers
crossing the mountains followed the Smith River of California to the sea and believed it to be the
lower portion of the Oregon River. Eventually the upper "Smith's River" was found to flow into the
Rogue River and was renamed the Illinois, while the "lower" portion of the river retained its original
name.

In 1854, A. French, a farmer near Yunt-do-kut, was "murdered by Indians, apparently Yurok and
Chetco. The Tolowa at Mill Creek acorn stations were interrogated. "Black Moe", "Jim", and
"Narpa" were apprehended and hanged. Increased hostilities led to the battle at Lake Earl, in which
30 Indians were killed.

Ma Mead Simpson arrived in California in 1849 in search of his fortune. In the early 1850s he went
looking for a supply of lumber and caine to this area in 1855 where he established a lumber trade. He
dominated this region and in Southwest Oregon for several decades with mills at Boca and Crescent
City in California; Coos Bay, Gardiner, and Astoria in Oregon, and Knappton and Gray's Harbor in
Washington and was a major figure in the Pacific Coast lumber trade until his death in 1914.

In 1856, the populations o some of the surrounding towns were: Happy Camp - 100, Indian Creek -
450, Salmon River - 1200 Smith River and Redwood Diggings - 200, and Crescent City - 1000. On
Bald Hills, a city was lal out and called Vallardville.

1862-1863 was a viscio s winter. Rain fell in torrents. Wind tore up trees. Logs washed into the
streets of Crescent City. e wharf was crushed. The Smith River and the Kiamath River flooded the
countryside. A large hou e near Fort Dick was carried away entirely.
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THE KELSEY TRAIL

A good trail was needed in the early days to transport mining equipment and food from the coast
inland to the mine. Ben Kelsey, one of four brothers who crossed the plains in the party of Gen.
Bidwell in 1841, constructed a trail from Crescent City to Yreka by way of Big Flat, Happy Camp,
the Kiamath and Scott Rivers. The Kelsey Trail was constructed in 1855, and was used for
approximately 25 years to supply the interior mining camps of Del Norte and Siskiyou counties with
goods shipped into Crescent City. The Kelsey Trail cut down traveling distance between Crescent
City and Yreka from 175 miles to 100 miles.

One version of the origin of the Kelsey Trail is that in 1855, Ben Kelsey convinced the people of
Yreka and Crescent City Of the necessity for a new, shorter route between the two towns, via the
Kiamath and Scott Rivers. Yreka was the county seat of Siskiyou County and, therefore, a business
and legal center for that area. Crescent City had a good port for supplying the mining areas of the
Klamath. The people of Yreka raised money to complete their end of the road from Yreka to the
Kiamath and the people of Crescent City raised funds for their section from Crescent City. On the
basis of bids, the contract for the latter section was awarded to Messrs. Tucker, Collier, and McPhee
of Crescent City. Ben Kelsey constructed the portion of trail from Yreka to the Kiamath, and had
a supervisory connection with the Crescent City portion. The entire trail was constructed for about
$4,200.

Another story is that the troops that were garrisoned at old Fort Jones were from Fort Vancouver,
later Vancouver Barracks, Washington, and naturally they were supplied from that base. The supplies
were hauled in a wagon across Oregon to Jacksonville, packed from there over the Siskiyous, across
the Klamath, across Shasta Valley, over Fort Jones Mountain into Fort Jones. The commanding
omcer there thought there must be a better and shorter way to accomplish this feat. He decided he
would see if he could find a way to the sea coast. In the Spring he detailed some Indian scouts and
soldiers to find their way to the coast.

They made their way up Kelsey Creek, through the Marble Mountains to Buckhorn Mountain, down
Little Creek and Elk Creek, up what was later Malone Creek, down Titus Creek to the Kiamath
River. They crossed the river, went up the ridge between Clear Creek, Coon Creek and Swillup
Creek, until they hit the Dillon Creek drainage, then around the rim between Dillon Creek and Clear
Creek drainages into the head of the Smith River. They traveled down the south fork of the Smith
River drainage to the mouth of the Smith River and crossed the south fork, finally arriving at the last
little low range of hills where they looked down into the busy little harbor of Crescent City. It took
them three weeks to scout out and blaze the trail through. They then returned along the main trail
through the Illinois Valley and Grants Pass, the Rogue Valley and so on to Fort Jones. They were
gone a little over a month.
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The commanding officer at Fort Jones contacted the general at Fort Vancouver who asked the War
Department for permission to build the trail from Fort Jones to Crescent City. After due investigation
they decided it would be done and allocated $5,600 to do the job. To get someone to do it was
another question, as by then Summer had faded away and Fall had come.

About that time, a Lieutenant Colonel R.W.Kelsey, of the engineers showed up at Fort Jones. He
was retired and out of a job so the commanding officer asked him if he would like to take over the
job of building the trail. He looked over the maps and profiles and decided he could do it exclusive
of the ferry. He went away for the winter and when he returned in the Spring, he had a huge crew
of Chinese with him. He followed the snow back into the Marble Mountains with the Chinese
workmen and before the season was over, he had the trail built. By that time the government had
made a deal with the people who ran the store at Ferry Point to build and operate the ferry on a
contract basis. Pack trains were also contracted from the central California Mother Lode country for
the purpose of supplying Fort Jones,

A rock about 11 inches long, 6 inches wide, and 4-5 inches thick was once found that bore this
inscription: "This trail was built in 1851 by W. R. Kelsey and crew." The man who found this rock
had no idea who this man Kelsey was and, later in the Fall, when attempting to re-find the rock, it
was nowhere to be found.

The Kelsey Trail began to the south of Crescent City and then proceeded up Howland Hill, crossing
Mill Creek near the site of the former Nickerson Ranch. There, it converged with the Bense Trail
from Crescent City, and ascended Bald Hill and proceeded to the southeast, following the ridge
paralleling the South Fork of the Smith River. The first mule pack train crossed the Kelsey Trail
between Crescent City and Yreka in August, 1855

The use of the Kelsey Trail resulted in improved trade and communications between Crescent City,
the interior mining camps, and Yreka. Legal and business transactions were completed more rapidly.
Pack trains kept the mining camps supplied with materials from the port of Crescent City.

The last commercial pack train of 36 mules under Elliot and Wilson was made in 1909 and traveled
200 miles to Fort Jones. In 1909 the packing of gold from the Kiamath River country and durable
goods from Crescent City ended, so use of the old trail declined when the Army abandoned Fort
Jones and other trails were established to supply the surrounding communities when gold was found.
The trail was used to transport gold bullion from mines in Siskiyou county to Crescent City for
shipment to San Francisco banks, by sea. Later, cattle were driven over the trail to summer pastures
below Harrington Mountain. Trail use was minimal from 1909 to 1930. The last pack train used the
trail in 1905. In the early 30s the Forest Service decided it should be reopened and maintained for fire
access into the rugged Siskiyou Backbone country. Using the California Conservation Corps, they
did a good job of brushing out, regrading, and taking all the logs out of it and maintaining it for a
number of years.
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The Kelsey Trail became a secondary route about 1880 when the railroad was constructed up through
the Sacramento Valley to Red Bluff, at which time supply routes and transportation systems changed.

THE CRESCENT CITY PLANK ROAD

In 1857, the Crescent City Plank Road and Turnpike Company was organized to build a toll road
from Crescent City to illinois Valley. The Crescent City Plank road was created; the "planks" being
puncheons (slabs) of split redwood that were laid across muddy stretches in the lowlands. Sections
of this road were built by various contractors. Building the road took several years, for the workwas
hampered by lack of funds. The road was opened for traffic in May 1858. George Peacock operated
the ferry across Smith River. This is the road that is now called McGrew Trail at this end and
Peacock, in honor of George, or Low Divide Road at the Smith River end. Low Divide was a place
not known for its amenities.

"We had rainy weather part of the time which increased my discomforts. Standing at
night in a crowded bar room, with seats for half a dozen, while 20-30 wet dirty men
from the mines steamed around the hot stove. To go to bed was no relief. We slept
on the floor upstairs, some 20-25 of us. They kept running in and out all night. The
noise from below prevented sleep until late, and the last of the card players would be
getting to bed in the morning after the first risers were up."

-William Brewer, 1863

Thomas H. McGrew,a member of the party that had first opened up the trail in 1852, operated the
Stone Corral stopping place. The Illinois Valley end of the road received his name. In 1882, J.
Wimer and Sons built the part of the road over Oregon Mt. to about the Sourdough Camp Road
corner. In 1887 Horace Gasquet built his road to near the top of Oregon Mt., joining the Wimer
Road, so named after Jacob Winier, a pioneer who lived in Waldo where he mined and also operated
a store and a hotel. All three were toll roads and were financially unsuccessful, to put it very mildly.

This road was so rough they used to put iron shoes on the oxen before traveling it. Apparently, some
chrome miners tried to make the road more passable and threw dirt and rocks to one side. It must
have been easier walking out of the road..

After this first road was finished in May 1858, the first stage left Crescent City, May 19th, en route
for Sailors' Diggings, Oregon. It ran tn-weekly and connected at Sailors Diggings with the stage line
for Jacksonville, Oregon and Yreka, California. This first stage line was established. by McClellan &
Company and P.J. Mann. After leaving Crescent City, the stopping places for the stage were at Smith
River Corners, Altaville at Low Divide, North Fork on the Smith River, Tailor's on top of McGrew
Mtn., and Sailors' Diggings, Oregon.
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. In 1858, Nicholas McNamara, Sr., with McKay and Dobson formed a company to keep the freighter
business flowing through Crescent City. They paid $50,000 and made contracts to deliver freight to
Yreka, Fort Jones, and Jacksonville, or to any place in Northern California and southern Oregon.
That same year, the Fraser River gold rush boom was on and the freight business diminished.

Most of the supplies for Southern Oregon and Northern California were packed or hauled over the
first trail and the first road for nearly 30 years. The Crescent City Herald, November 1, 1854,
reported that there were 27,000 mule pack loads packed over the trail" in the past seven months."
There was also a passenger train (saddle horses) over the trail before the road was opened. In
December 1856, Hutchings' California Magazine reported that there had been as many as 1,500 pack
mules using the trail at one time, from Crescent City inland, In 1881 a flood washed out Peacock's
feny and the next year a new route, farther to the north, replaced the Crescent City Plank Road.

THE PIONEER ROAD

This road was built by the Crescent City Plank Road and Turnpike Co., a share company, the road
ran from Crescent City over Redwood Ridge, crossed the Smith River at Peacock's Crossing, or a
feny at the same place, went up a ridge at that time called Bald Hills, continued northward over High
Divide, turned eastward down to Low Divide where the town of Altaville grew up around the mine;
thence north to near the Oregon line, where the road turned east and crossed the North fork of the
Smith; thence north and east, and to McGrew Mountain, Taylor Mountain, Cedar Springs, and thence
eastemly down into the Illinois Valley and to Sailor's Diggings. The distance was sixty miles. Soon
after the road opened in May 1858, two stages of rival companies ran a race. The winner covered the
60 miles in five hours and 27 minutes, a time that could scarcely be surpassed over such a road 50
years later in a Model T or any other car.

This toll road was successftil for a time, while mining remained good. In the 1870s, the residents of
the Smith River Valley, near the mouth of the famous River, secured a road from their town to Low
Divide, which was an improvement over the road via High Divide. However, as income fell off, the
road was allowed to deteriorate, and by 1880 there was much agitation for a new road.

1IMR ROAD

At this point, a merchant named Wimer, of Waldo, Ore. (Sailors' Diggings) proposed a road. He
secured rights to a part of the old Pioneer Road, and built about 16 miles of new road, connecting
with the road the Smith River people had built from Low Divide to their community. In 1882, the
Wimer Road was ready for use, and proved very satisfactory. It coincided for about 16 miles with
the original road, but at both ends of the route'was quite different from the original road. On August
23, 1958, mail was carried again over the old road, a combination of the Wimer Road and the Pioneer
Road, by jeep, horseback, and horse-drawn springwagon, and a special cachet was used on the mail
so cathed, celebrating the Centennial of the old road. This road was named after Jacob Wimer, who
pioneered to Oregon with his family in 1863, and lived in Waldo where he mined and also operated
a store and a hotel.



ON THE ROAD

The roads of the early days were atrocious. They were steep, dangerous, and rough beyond belief.
The dust in summertime was ankle deep, and in the winter the mud practically put a stop to freighting
at all. In building the roads, little thought was given to making easy grades, and no attempt was made
to eliminate the innumerable hairpin turns. The grades were narrow with few turnouts to let another
team by. Repair work in the spring consisted of filling in the worst mudholes with small rocks, cedar
bark, and brush. Gravel was out of the question with the primitive equipment of that day, so the road
crews were taken off sometime in May, and the road was left from then on to the mercy of the big
teams and their punishing loads. Here and there, on either side of the railroad, were stretches of toll
road which were kept in fair condition, and by constant, suffocating fog which spared neither man
or his patient, plodding horses, filling the lungs and nostrils of both, and finding its way into bedding
and grub box.

At first, the teamsters mostly hauled their own beds and camp outfits, pulling out of the road where
night found them. This was not the hardship it might seem, for the summer nights were warm, and
a team saddle is a fairly comfortable pillow, while a few pine boughs made a good bed for a tired
man. However, over the course of time, the ranchers along the different freight roads began to cater
to the teams, building corrals and feed sheds, and boarding the teamsters, so that eventually there
were few that hauled camping outfits, with the exception of the inevitable old die-hards who thought
that twenty-five cents a meal was exorbitant! Save the mark! Naturally, the "stopping places,"as
they were called, that put up the best meals, got most of the teams and it was not uncommon to find
six or eight big outfits - ranging from six horses to twelve to the rig - stopping for the night at th
favorite stations. A dusky, sociable gathering it was - the teamsters sitting around a small campfire,
smoking and going over the day's drive, criticizing the state of the roads, the supervisor and all his
works or lack of them. Idle gossip about certain teamsters on the road was also taken up very
thoroughly - how they treated their horses, how certain teams pulled or düln't pull, how some drivers
could get all there was out of their teams, and others "couldn't pull a setting hen off'n its nest,"
another so-and-so who overloaded and underfed, and roadhogs (there were lots of them in those
days, too) whO wouldn't turn out till they had to and so on until bedtime. It was a happy, friendly,
and unhurried life, with all its hardships. Everyone helped everyone else in trouble, even the churlish
ones among them. A broken-down wagon could be left beside the road for days, and not a thing
would be missing when the owner returned with a rebuilt wheel or whatever it was that had caused
the breakdown.

A breakdown anywhere was, of course, bad and generally took half or all of the profit out of a trip:
but, worst of all, was a sick horse. One would be coasting down the mountain, bells jingling merrily,
the team stepping out at a good fast walk, and everything seeming to go well (fatal thought). You
stop at a watering trough, the team eagerly nickering. You begin the long job of watering, and
sponging out dust-clogged noses, when one of the horses refuses to drink. Your heart sinks to your
boots. (It is usually one of the best horses!) You finish watering. In the meantime, the sick horse is
pawing, and maybe lies down. It may only be a dose of colic which can generally be cured on the
spot, or worked off when he starts going again. Then again, it may be one of the many mysterious
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afflictions that horses are heir to. But you have to go on, sick horse or not, and the day may well end
on a sad note - or he may get well. To lose a horse was one of the tragedies of the road. It was like
losing a faithful and indispensable friend. When such a loss occurred late in the summer, it was very
difficult to fill his place, sometimes having to finish the season with a shortened team.

The training of a big team from scratch - by that I mean eight or ten horses picked up here and there -
was quite an undertaking. For horses, like people, are seldom of the same disposition. Some are free,
some lazy and slow, some surly and unwilling, some inclined to be faint-hearted in a stiff start on a
hill, pulling through mud. So the man who undertakes such a task has to have unlimited patience and
judgment in placing each horse to the best advantage and, as the saying used to be, "He has to know
as much or a little more than the horse!" Naturally, the free horses were out in front, the laziest or
slowest on the wheel. The pointern were chosen for weight, even disposition, and reliability, for they
were the key horses of the team. A good pair of pointers that would cross the chain "on.the fly"
were worth their weight in gold on a crooked road. And this pair was always the hardest to find and
break. The best method was using a long bamboo fishing pole. With this, one could tap a horse on
the side of the bridle and he would soon learn to cross the chain or "single point" when he was called
upon to "gee" or "come here". One man refused to take $500 for a pair of pointers, and the next day
his brake roller broke on a steep hill and the off-pointer had both hind legs broken as he swung back
under the front wagon!

These long teams were seldom composed of big horses. The heavy draft stock couldn't stand the
travel (about 15 miles per day) and would become so leg-weary and slow that, by early fall, the team
would lose a day every trip, and a six-day haul would take seven days. Therefore, a good free-
walking team would average around 1,200 pounds to the horse, though the pointers and wheelers
were generally a little heavier. A team of that weight could step out freely, on the long downhill
stretches up to three miles an hour, if the road wasn't too rough and the driver handled his brakes
skillfully, just keeping enough pull on the load so that the wagons would be handled to the best
advantage, and the team given surcease (free rein) in the wearisome legging of the level road.

The average rate of travel for a team loaded to capacity (on the downhill trip) was about 2 mph, and
the load (generally lumber or concentrate from some small mine) was a ton to the horse, more or less,.
from the railroad up to the mountains, for a ten-horse team; about 16,000 lb. was an average load.

The teamster of that day was, as a general rule, a good horse man, if he wasn't, he would not last
long, either driving for wages or on his own hook. He had to be a good horseshoer; they did all their
own shoeing after the team was first shod in the spring by a professional shoer. He also had to know
the rudiments of blacksmithing and woodworking. To be successful with a team, he also had to have
the gift of getting the pull out of them without undue severity, to be able to spot the shirkers in a hard
pull and to drive with a minimum of fuss and "hollering".

Such a man, in making a hard pull would seldom pull his team more than eight feet at a time,
sometimes less. The team would be trained to wait till the exact moment when all would "hit the
collar" together. This was where a first-class leader came in. You gave him the word to go and he
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would, taking his own time, stretch out the "rigging" and stay there, not pulling much. Then, like a
slow ripple down the team, the different pairs would get set and at a final word and a sharp slap on
the saddle, all would pull till the load started. At each pull, the team would slack back to allow the
front wagon to drop back to the bumper on the trail wagon (which was stopped by its trail block
from backing down the hill). That gave them slack chain of about a foot, so that the jerk of the front
wagon, when it started, would move the trail wagon much on the same principle as a long freight train
will back up to gather slack for a hard start.

A well-found team, swinging down the road, wagons clicking and ccchucing along was an
interesting and impressive sight. Most of the best outfits took great pride in the appearance of their
teams. From the bridles would hang gaily colored squirrel tails. The horses' manes were closely
roached, and the housing over the hames would bear the owner's initials in brass tacks. The bellson
the leaders lent a cheerful air to the spectacle, and materially added to the traveling of the team.
Also, these bells had another very practical use, since they could be heard a good mile away. This
was most important, for in those days turnouts were few and far between, and it was an understood
thing that all teamsters, on starting down or up a long narrow. grade, should stop and listen for an
oncoming outfit. If this precaution was neglected, the result was often a matter of grief for both
parties, and hours would be lost in passing.

The teamsters of those days were much the same as the truck drivers of these modern times. Some
were very good, and naturally their teams responded to their treatment. Others were fair, and
managed to get over the road without too much trouble; and some were so bad that one hates to
think of them! This latter kind, one dreaded to meet in a tight place. He had little or no control of
teams and was invariably brutal and stupid. The coming of the freight trucks took the teams off of
the road where drunken, brutal drivers can no longer abuse and mistreat those loyal, patient animals
whose only reward was their hay and barley at the end of a long gmeling day. It was a callous age
as to the welfare of work animals.. The decent and humane drivers who really cared for their horses
or mules were in the minority. "Pound them on the tail" was the order of the day with most of them,
and the comfort and well-being of the team was the least of their troubles.

One heard in those times many arguments comparing the merits of the mule team versus the horse
team in their ability to "stand the gaff' of the road, and their pulling qualities. These arguments in
camp were often long and acnmonious. Mule teams seem to have had the advantage over the horse
teams. They could, pound for pound, out start the horses on a dead pull. They could outleg them in
a day's drive, and turn when you turned them out in the corral in the evening, they would play like
colts. The mules were seldom sick, and ate a third less than the horses. They didn't seem to be as
excitable in a bad scrape, and never managed to get hurt, as horses did if there was a possible chance!

Disquieting mmors in the early 20th century began to disturb the minds of the teamsters. There was
talk of the automobile or horseless carriage. There were some, especially the mill-owners and ore-
mine operators, who hinted at heavy trucks that would carry ore, lumber, and freight at the impossible
speeds of 15-20 mph! This was ridiculed and at the time with some good reason. On several oc-
casions, these contrivances had been met with on the road, either under tow or hopelessly stuck by
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the roadside. These mishaps occasioned raucous mirth and unrefined jeers. On one occasion, one
of these cars was towed into a teamsters' camp which that evening happened to be filled to capacity.
It was soon surrounded by dusty, cynical men who regarded it rather critically.

PACKfRS STOPS

The following are known packers or stagecoach stops:

Bummer Lake

Pigeon Roost - named by Ranger A.W. Lewis for the large bands of bandtail pigeons
frequently over the area. A small spring exists on the site. This was used
by many old pack trains.

Bear Wallows - named by the Wilson Brothers because of the use by bears to escape heat
and flies; also a small packers stop.

4.Harrington Ranch - old packer's stop on the Kelsey Trail.

Gunbarrel Camp

Big Flat - one of the two largçst flats within the district.

Gasquet Forks

Wimer Spring

Major Moores

Pine Flat Station

Cedar Trough- site of the old packers camp. The watering trough was probably
constructed of cedar.

Baker Flat

Monumental
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14. Barn Station - old stage coach stop on the Wimer Road. So named after the Bain family.
As one of the Forty-niners, Calvin Bain left Maine for San Francisco via the Horn.
In 1850, he was in Placer County en route to Yreka where he stayed a short time
before going into the Illinois Valley in Southern Oregon to take up a homestead. In
1869, his son, James Wilson Barn and family arrived from Maine, but not until a year
later did his wife join her husband in the far west. At that, she came west with her son,
Josiah, Mrs. Jean (Napier) Purdy, a widow with two daughters, one of whom married
Josiah in later years, and the Tryons. In order to take his family to his ranch, Calvin
Bain met them in Crescent City, where they arrived via steamer, and transported them
in a buckboard over the first road. This took them up Low Divide to the North Fork
Stopping Place on the first road through the county which went to Sailor's Diggings,
now Waldo, Oregon, then on to the Bain ranch. Calvin Bain, Calvin Bain's grandson,
operated Bain's Stationon Wimer Road.

JOSIAH BAIN (b. 1849) was married in Crescent City at the home of Nicholas Tack
Jr. to Nicholas Tack's stepdaughter Jennie Purdy, in 1883. To their union were born
nine children: Emma, LaFayette, Lola, Lillian, Wilson, Dora, Alfred, Margaret and
Florence.

For a time the Bain family operated the Bain's Station which was located on a level
site on the Wimer Road about two miles due west of Robber's Roost.It was one
of the busy stopping places along the old pioneer road that catered to the needs of
the teamsters who freighted cargo from Crescent City to the gold fields in
Southern Oregon.

The place hummed with activity and prospered until 1887 when the Gasquet Toil Road
was completed, and the traffic that once stopped at these stations was diverted away
from them to the new route. Bain's Station was one of those left by the wayside and
was soon abandoned. Today, the site has returned to its natural state, with only a few
clues remaining to tell it ever existed.
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The public eye once again focused on the old stopping place in 1896. A newspaper clipping from
1896 tells the story as follows:

"MURDER AT BAIN'S STATION"

September 1896 - "During the week the principal topic on our streets has
been the finding of the body of a man identified as Chas. Perry in a well
at the deserted stage station on the old Wimer road known as Bain's
station, and the arrest of the man supposed to have committed the deed.

The particulars of the case as far as learned, are as follows: On March
22nd last, the man found dead, with a companion named L. Melson, left
Waldo presumably for Low Divide in this County, to work a mining claim
which Melson claimed he knew of. At the time it is claimed Perry had a.
considerable amount of money on his person, he having been employed
for some time at the Waldo copper mines, where he commanded good
wages. This was the last seen of the man until found by a searching party
Friday of last week in the well at the station mentioned above.

The causes leading up to the discovery of the body were the receiving of
letters from his wife in Connecticut, inquiring of his whereabouts and a
search instituted by Frank Gay, who had been hired by Perry on the
morning of his departure from Waldo with Melson to haul his tool chest
over the mountains to Crescent City, where it was agreed Perry would call
for it. Time passing and Perry falling to make his appearance, Mr. Gay
became apprehensive of foul play, and made a visit to Grants Pass to see
if the man had gone back that way. Falling to find a trace of him, and
knowing that if Perry was in the country he would have called for his
chest, he communicated his fears to the officers here, and together the
case was quietly worked up.

Circumstances pointing more and more that Perry had been made away
with, it was decided by Sheriff Ferguson to make a search of the
mountains through which the man was supposed to have gone.
Accordingly, Wednesday of last week, he, in company with Frank Gay,
Marion Thomas, and Tim Wadsworth went to the Shelly Creek country
and instituted a search.
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The first day developed nothing, but on Friday the searchers were
rewarded. The discovery of the body in the well was made by Marion
Thomas and Wadsworth, who immediately communicated the fact to
Sheriff Ferguson, who went to Waldo and telephoned for Coroner Elwell
and County physician DePuy, the message reaching here Saturday
morning. On receiving the message, they started for the scene.

Arriving there early Sunday morning, an examination of the ghastly find
in the well was made. Up to the time of the arrival of the Coroner the
body was not disturbed by the finders, and they knew not whether it was
that of the missing man Perry, or someone else. On taking the body from
the well, it was immediately recognized by Frank Gay, as that of the
missing man, the face having been immersed all the time, and in a fair state
of preservation, considering the time the man is conceded to have been in
the well.

The fact was also developed that an atrocious murder had been
committed. Tied around the ankles of the body were four rocks, weighing
in all about 30 pounds, and on the right side, a gunshot wound. The
appearance near about denoted also that a crime had been done. On the
ground near where a camp fire had been, was found blood stains, which
had not been obliterated by the snow and rain storms which have prevailed
since the 22nd of March, the night upon which circumstances point
strongly as the date of the crime; a silent witness that murder will not
down. An empty cartridge shell, lying near the charred remains of the
camp fire was significant. All appearances pointed that the victim and the
murderer had camped for the night; that the murdered man was sitting by
the fire when he was approached from behind and shot.

After holding an inquest the body was put into a rude box and brought to
Crescent City, arriving late Sunday night. Monday morning it was
brought to the morgue and a post mortem examination made by Drs.
DePuy and Stone. The examination disclosed that the bullet had entered
between the sixth and seventh rib, ranging downward and lodging nearly
opposite on the left side under the skin where it was found. The bullet
evidently came from the cartridge found near the place the crime was
committed. The body was then taken in charge by Coroner Elwell and
given interment in the up coast cemetely, as best it could be done, it being
in an advanced stage of decomposition.
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Mel son, Perry's companion, on the 22nd day of March when he left
Waldo, was arrested at Smith River by Deputy Sheriff Crawford and
Constable Davis, immediately after the receipt of news of the finding of
the body, and is confined in the county jail. The circumstantial evidence
against him is very damaging and it will take strong evidence on his part
to prove his innocence.

On the evening of the 22nd day of March, Melson made his appearance
at the Shelly Creek station alone. The time of his arrival is given at 11 o'
clock at night by the station agent. The station agent further avers that he
came down the mountain side, over an old trail leading from Bain's
station, instead of by the Gasquet road which he would have traveled had
he been coming from Waldo direct. Next morning he took the stage for
this place, where he is known to have spent considerable money.

His explanation of his departure from Perry given to Mr. Gay, several
weeks afterwards when he came after the chest hauled over by Mr. Gay,
was that Perry had gone back to Grants Pass. To others he told
contradictory stories. One was that Perry had gone to the Columbia river
to fish; that he was doing well and that he wished he had have gone with
him.

Another circumstance that is strongly against Nelson, is the fact of his
selling the dead man's watch to the Shelly Creek station keeper some two
months afterwards while on a trip over the mountains. The watch was
sold by the station keeper to a man named Wilson who is supposed to be
in Humboldt county. The officers are trying to find him and get the watch
to be used in evidence. Melson's explanation of his being in possession of
the watch was that Perry gave it to him. To further complete the chain of
evidence against Nelson, a pistol cariying the same sized ball is known to
have been owned by him. It has been procured from his brother-in-law,
to whom it was given by the accused shortly after the crime is supposed
to have been committed.

The place where the murder was committed is isolated. Probably not
once a year is it visited, since the divertment of traffic from the Wimer
road by the building of the Gasquet highway. It is located about three
miles from the junction of the two roads, and about four miles from the
Shelly Creek station on the Gasquet road, by the trail across the country
over which Nelson came on the night of March 22nd. The supposition is
that the perpetrator of the crime calculated on the out of way station as
a safe place to conceal his crime from the world. The water at that season
of the year in the well was probably twelve feet deep.
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Nelson, the accused man, has been a resident of Del Norte County for
about three years, and nothing particularly bad was known of him before.
His brother Bob Nelson, now deceased, was for many years a resident of
Big Flat. To his door is laid the disappearance of at least one man under
similar circumstances to that of Perry. He has a wife and three children.

Perry, the murdered man was said to have been a quiet hard working man,
tending strictly to his own business, and was generally esteemed by his
fellow workers at the Waldo copper mines. He leaves a wife and several
children.

The case will be tried at Grants Pass. A survey of the state line made this
week by L. F. Cooper, makes Bain's station three quarters of a mile over
in Oregon. The Sheriff of Josephine County is expected soon to take
charge of the prisoner and transfer him to Grants Pass."
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S HISTORY OF BAIWS STATION
by Emma Bain Cooper

William Wimer, better known as Bill, was a merchant in the old brick store at Waldo, and was also
operator of the Waldo gold mines. He conceived the idea of a better route in bypassing Taylor
Mountain, and routed the road around the side of the mountain with a very good grade. The road
then went over to the site of Bain's Station, which was afterwards built, on down to Diamond Creek
to within four miles of the North Fork of Smith River where it connected with the old McGrew Road.
The stage canying U. S. Mail and passengers was making three trips a week to Smith River. Many
heavy wagons drawn by four and six horses were traveling at this time. There were also pack trains
with as many as fifty mules; some trains of 100 horses and mules.

As there was no stopping place between the North Fork and Waldo, a distance of about thirty-five
miles, my father Wilson Bain and my grandfather Josiah Bain chose the spot where the station stood
for many years. It was a very desirable spot. There was quite an open space surrounded with virgin
timber, a good spring of water, and beautiful wildflowers. They chose cedar for the main building,
hewn to about twelve inches square, put together in such a manner that there were no open spaces.
Both father and grandfather were experts with a broad axe. The roof and partitions were split from
sugar pine. It was a wonderfUl piece of work, and would have been a very attractive place had it been
completed

The stage would leave Waldo in the early morning, and would arrive at the station at noon where the
passengers and driver would partake of one of mother's good meals, change horses and be on their
way. There was also a shelter for about fifty horses to accommodate the freight teams. The station
proved to be a very poor investment for the Barn family. By the time it began to thrive, another road
was put through, called the Gasquet Road. This road was on a lower level which missed us about two
miles.

About the time this road was completed (1886), the North Fork Bridge burned down. As there was
no other way to cross the river, that was the last straw. The station was abandoned. After quite a
number of years it was destroyed by fire. As far as I know, this is the history of Bain's Station.

My grandfather caine to the Illinois Valley in southern Oregon in the early 1850's. He came by way
of Cape Horn on a sailing vessel. He preceded our family by eighteen years. He owned the beautiful
old place just across from the post office at Holland, Oregon. His son Wilson Bain and family
consisting of wife Sarah, daughters Lizzie, Josie and myself came to the valley in 1869 by way of the
Isthmus. Mrs.Cooper remembered the first billiard table that went over the old trail strapped on a
mule's back as did the first piano to Kerby, Oregon.

She also remembered some of the early day miners on Sutter Creek near the Oregon Caves where
large pockets of gold were taken out were: Elic Anderson, Mr. Wheeler, Mr. CA. Martin McGee
and Jim Mc Fall.
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In 1857, Del Norte County was created and named by the California legislature who rejected the
proposed names of Buchanan (after the U. S. President), Alta, Altissima, Rincon, and Del Merritt.

ThE TOLOWA AFTER l52

In the Environmental and Cultural History of the Smith River Basin, Thomas S. Keter, Cultural
Resource Specialist of the Six Rivers National Forest states:

"With the discovery of gold in the interior and the settlement of Crescent City
in Del Norte County (then a part of Kiamath County), the Indians of this region
were rapidly, and in many cases, violently driven from many of their coastal and
river settlements. During the early years of Crescent City, the local newspaper,
the Crescent City Herald Weekly referred to the local native peoples by either
the term "Indian," or by the general location where the rancheria was located;
the "Smith Rivers," the "lagoon" Indians, or the "Yon-tocket." In 1881, A.J.
Bledsoe wrote the first history of Del Norte County. This publication, which
included a business directory, was published not only to document the history
of the area, but to promote the area for outside investment. Bledsoe's
references to the local Indian population are extremely belligerent and racist.
Little interest was displayed in providing any information about them as a
people. Bledsoe variously referred to the local Indians as the, "Smith Rivers,"
"Yontocket Tribe," or the disparaging term used to refer to California Indians
in general, "Digger Indians."

Perhaps one of the most surprising things about research into the history of the
Indians of Del Norte County during the early historic era (the 1850s-1860s) is
the almost total lack of information in the historic record relating to the local
Indian population. In reviewing several months issues of the Herald from 1854
and 1855, it was found that the local Indians were for the most part ignored by
the newly arrived residents of Crescent City. Among the articles announcing a
new business establishment, marriages, births, deaths, elections, and even wars
and events in Europe, Asia, and other parts of the world, the only articles that
mention the local Indians relate directly to some confrontation usually violent
between the two communities. It is as if the Indians in this region had somehow
disappeared, retreating to the fringes of Del Norte County and were living in a
world almost totally isolated from that of the white society.

It is interesting to note, that when violence against whites perpetrated by Indians
did occur (often in response to provocations or depredations by whites) the
response was immediate and intense. When a man named French was murdered
and Indians were suspected, the Herald (November 15, 1854) reported that
every Indian within the limits of Crescent City was arrested for questioning and
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that the "jail was filled with Indians." It can be inferred from this and similar
articles, that some Indians did reside or spend time in Crescent City, but other
than this kind of passing remark, little can be found of aboriginal life in the late
19th century in Del Norte County."

THE TRIPLICATE - DATE UNKNOWN
- from a colunm entitled, "Time Tunnel," written by Helen Williams

TOLO WAS LOST HOMELAND

"The perusing of history shows the Tolowa Indians of northern Del Norte
County and the extreme southwestern portion of Oregon were abused and
defrauded of their natural rights as were other Native Americans.

Their domestic happiness was disturbed by lawless adventurers, they were
driven from their favorite fishing grounds and hunting places, their homes
destroyed, and they, themselves, almost annihilated. All this was to enable new
settlers to get possession of choice locations.

With time, other Native American tribal members also were relocated to the
Smith River Indian Farm. Eventually, the farm became almost self-sustaining
because of its excellent farmland and its accessibility to the salmon of the Smith
River. The diligent occupiers needed only to make occasional trips to Crescent
City to have their grains ground into flour.

Congress, however, in July 1868, authorized the abandonment of the Smith
River Indian Farm and the removal of the Indians to the Hoopa Valley
Reservation, in Humboldt County.

The route from the former to the latter place was by devious mountain trail,
probably the most difficult on the Pacific Coast to travel or drive stock over.

-- There were many rivers and mountain streams to cross, and a portion of the way
led along the sea beach, utterly impassable except at low tide and in moderate
weather.

The first 20 miles only from Smith River to the foot of the first of the first range
of mountains, had ever been traveled with wagons. The entire distance from
there to Hoopa was but a serpentine trail through mountain fatnesses, deep
gorges, and over rocky cliffs:
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John Chapman of Humboldt County was employed to escort the Tolowa. He
was an experienced mountaineer, well acquainted with the route, with the
crossings, and with the various tribes of Indians through whose country they
were to pass.

Chapman acted as special Indian Agent or conductor in the matter of removal
of Indians and stock. He was a good interpreter, an experienced guide, and
packer. He furnished a train of pack mules and several practical packers.

It was found no easy task to move Indians, cattle, horses, colts, and a pack-
mule train, all at the same time over a narrow mountain trail. Consequently,
Chapman; Henry Orman Jr., the Agent at Smith River; and B.C. Whiting,
superintendent, were frequently separated, each having about as much
responsibility as a division commander.

The sick and blind Indians, thirty-eight in number, besides a portion of the
baggage, were hauled from Smith River to the foot of the mountains in wagons.
This was about 20 miles and as far as wagons could go. From there to the
Kiamath River, a distance of 24 miles, the sick were carried in boxes packed on
each side of a mule, as Californians had carried smoked bacon or salmon.

From the mouth of the Kiamath the sick were taken in Indian canoes up that
river to its junction with the Trinity, and then up the Trinity River to Hoopa
Reservation, where they landed. The balance of the Indians, together with the
train of pack mules, the government horses, colts, and cattle, were driven over
the mountains, a distance of about 90 miles further, making a total of 134 miles.

At Hoopa, the newcomers, experienced in farm operations, aided in the highly
prosperous cultivation of arable lands along with the efforts of Native
Americans of other tribes."
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special cachet and carrying of-
ficial United States mail over
a combination of the Wiincr
Road and the Pioneer. Road
The author of this article had
he honor to carry the mait by

jeep, by horseback for two or
three miles where no - other
means was practical and by
spring wagon for the final part
o the trip into Crescent City.

number of the special en-
velopes bearing the.cachet of
Lhe occasion,.ar.d the postmark
ancel1atjons Of:;.both O'Brien,

Oregon and Ciescent City are
available and may be had by
addressing theSociety, at Cres-
cent City.

The State of California has
honored the old pioneer route
by presenting to Del Norte
County an attractive bronze
plaque which wilE be 'set up at
the junction of Elk Valley Road
and Higliway,1o1 It bears the
following insci-iption:.
YPIONEERSTAGEROAD

TO OREGON
. constructea'iij 1858,: this
was the ioute of the Cresce.rjt
City Turnpike; Following the
present EhkVlley Road to.
old, Camp - Lincoln;Ut then
crossed the ildge, forded
Smith River toLow Divide,.
and continuedto Jacksoiivfl
le, Oregon b. way of various
gold camps.
CALIFORNIA REGISTERED

Y. LAND MARK NO: 645
Plaque placed by. the Call-

fornia State Park Conijuls-
. sion in cooperation v1thi.the

Del Norte Co.11lstorjca1 So.
cleLy. Aug. 23, 1958,......... .-.

The End
(Copyright by Don K Chase)
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. MINING

Gold mining was steadily and successfully carried on in Del Norte County from 1852 for several
years, until the Rogue River Indian Wars. Placer gold deposit sites in the county included Myrtle
Creek, French Hill, Haynes (Haines) Flat, Big Flat, Hurdy Gurdy Creek, Monkey Creek, and Craigs
Creek. The Armand Gold and Silver Mining Company operated the largest mine in the county at
Haines Flat. The black sands of the ocean beach and hydraulic mining at Happy Camp also found
gold in paying quantities. The Bald Hill quartz mine, 12 miles northeast of Crescent City was worked
for some 20 years.

MINERALS AND MININ6 OPERATIONS

Between 1853 and 1854, Crescent City-then the county seat of Kiamath County-became a bustling
shipping and trading center of some 800 inhabitants. With schooners and side-wheel steamers from
San Francisco making regular calls at its harbor, with substantial wood and brick buildings fronting
its main street, and boasting not only a weekly newspaper but a full-fledged amateur theatrical
society, Crescentonion Club. It was only natural that some of the miners settled in the county. Haines
Flat, French Hill, Big Flat, and Craigs Creek held the principal concentrations of gold seekers.

MYRTLE CREEK

Gold was discovered in the Myrtle Creek drainage in 1853, by Louis Gallise. During the 1850s
Myrtle Creek was known as one of the only really "paying streams in the County, and two express
wagon companies out advertised that they stopped there. The early mining activities along Myrtle
Creek were small individual placer operations using a pick and shovel. The miners of Myrtle Creek,
12 miles from Crescent City, did exceeding well. The general average was from $5-$ 15 per day to
the man, and in the month of June, one man took out, in about two hours, $400! Pat Smith took
about $1,500 of gold dust and nuggets out. Mike Richardson panned about $7,000 in pay dirt. From
a small piece of ground on the mountain side, Uncle George Cooke took out some $2,000 in one
season. Owen Casey, during his stay there, found several nuggets valued from $1.00-$100 at the
mint. In one spot, about 12 feet square in the bed of the creek, Casey found a pocket of over $2000
worth of the precious metal. There is an unattested tale of $85,000 being taken out of one piece of
bedrock. In 1885, Jim Slinkard took out the largest known nugget, which weighed 47-oz.and was
about the size and shape of a single-bitted
axe. It was valued by the mint at $1,124.00. Slinkard had previously found a $100 nugget and a
$200 one near his cabin which was located on the left-hand side of Myrtle Creek, going up from
Smith River. The large nugget had been found on the right-hand side of Myrtle Creek, going up the
creek three-quarters of a mile from the mouth of the creek at the Smith River. It was not in the creek
bed, but was lodged in the roots of an old uprooted tree high above the creek. Slinkard lowered the
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dirt in a sack some 20 feet to the water where he panned several pans before a color showed. It was
almost dark when he found a $3.00 and a $7.00 nugget which sent him back early the next morning
to the same spot. As he continued digging the dirt out of the roots, his pick struck the large nugget
which became the famous nugget of Myrtle Creek. When asked what he did when he found the
nugget, he replied, "I just kept on digging."

A newspaper article of the day reported that-.

"For a few weeks past, four men have been mining in the redwoods, a few miles from
town, on Mill Creek, and are averaging wages of from $3-$5 per day. Quite a number
of men were mining on Myrtle Creek. The largest piece taken out was valued at $60.
One person took out $50 in one day. Two Swedes, Johnson and Hanson, mining on
Boulder Creek, found a nugget lately that was worth $900." -June 1858

The Myrtle Creek area generated new excitement in 1874. A man named Blalock had sunken a mine
shaft and discovered silver along the creek three years earlier, but had kept it a secret. When the
secret was discovered it created in Crescent City the "usual scenes of a mining craze". Miners were
exhibiting the results of the tests on the silver bearing quartz rock, some saying that it would yield
up to $300 per ton. A new mining ditrict was established and claims taken out for all of the lands
in the vicinity of the discovery, The excitement of these new discoveries soon subsided, however,
due to the large amounts of capital needed to finance the type of operations needed to extract the
silver from the quartz parent material and no major silver mining ever took place.

Early mining along Myrtle Creek was done by individuals with little capital investment using simple
mining technologies, and was usually restricted to the winter months which is the rainy season. As
with other areas of California these early mining methods removed the placer deposits which were
easily accessed in stream beds and bars. Mining continued along Myrtle Creek and in 1891 a nugget
valued at $800 was found. By this time the newer hydraulic technologies were available, but large
sums of capital were needed for hydraulic mining, both for equipment, and construction of the ditches
and flumes to bring water in large quantities and with the high speed needed for hydraulic operations.

In about 1893 the Myrtle Creek Ditch was completed. Records did not indicate its completion date
nor how long it took to build. The ditch was constructed by the Myrtle Creek Mining Company of
Crescent City. Although there were reports that the Chinese probably constructed the ditch, this could
not be confirmed. The Myrtle Creek Mining Company and 18 claims totaling 360 acres. The gold
assayed at $18.50-$19 per ounce and the black sands which were mined, were said to assay as high
as $3,562 per ton in gold and platinum.
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MONUMENTAL

Located along the Gasquet Toll road just to the south of the Oregon state line, the mining "town"
of Monumental was established in 1904. The Monumental Mining Company started to develop a
project to mine gold and copper two miles below the headwaters of Shelly Creek. An adit (a nearly
horizontal passage leading into a mine) was constructed into the mountain. A sawmill and a number
of buildings were also constructed. From these activities, the small community of Monumental,
located along Shelly Creek, came into existence..

The mining at this location was not placer mining, the predominate method used in mining gold,
rather it was hard rock quartz mining. This method requires more processing including concentration
of the quartz for shipment and ftirther processing. As the State Mineralogist's Report (1913/1914)
notes in this region, "transportation facilities are so poor that development of quartz properties is
hindered." At another location nearby, the same report noted that "5 tons of ore were shipped to the
Shelby smelter" from the Hard Luck Mine. The ore was assayed at $10.40 to the ton in gold.

Although little information could be found related to the Monumental, it appears to have had a brief
but active existence. In addition to the mine, there was a rooming house, cook house, shop, barn,
office, and store. There was also a Post Office (indicative of a relatively substantial population). A
railroad connecting Monumental with Grants Pass was proposed and apparently some of the track
was laid. The 1906 Earthquake led to financial ruin for the company (headquartered in San
Francisco) and the mine was abandoned.

BIG FLAT AREA

The three main mining camps in the Big Flat area were, the Mill, Brady's Camp, and The Store. The

Store was owned by a local miner named O.M. Paris. It included a general store, a boarding house,
tent, five cabins, and a pig sty that was referred to as "Parksville," or "Paris City." A Chinese
community, consisting of men primarily engaged in digging the mining ditches that evolved in the
general area of Parksville. These were originally worked by John McLoughlin and his son, Ed,

comprised about 640 acres on the east bank of Hurdygurdy Creek, and were worked for several years
by hydraulic equipment. In 1889, floods washed out much of the ditch and flume carrying water
about 9 miles. The yield was coarse gold; in one cleanup of $1,600, pieces of gold worth $20 and
$40 were washed out. The largest piece ever found at this mine weighed 5 '/ oz. at the Mint. Ed
McLaughlin says there was a total of some $260,000 in gold taken from the properties-$90,000 in

one delivery.
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HAINES FLAT

Thomas Peacock, in his 1977 article on mining in Del Norte County, notes that Haines Flat rated
second behind Happy Camp as the largest gold mining area in Del Norte County. The operation was
run by the Armand Gold and Silver Mining Company out of Oakland and Boston. One of the
investors, along with an engineer, a contractor, and about seven ro eight employees arrived in the area
in April of 1878 with the objective of developing a ditch to bring water to the mining area.

Mining ditches (such as the Haines Flat Ditch) required a significant investment of men and money.
During this period of time, Chinese labor was often used to construct the mining ditches in Del Norte
County. The labor was often secured through Chinese companies with offices in China who supplied
the men for the developers.

"On Friday, June 19, 1877, quite a lively scene was presented around the wharf and
in Chinatown in Crescent City. Charles B. Kendall of the Haynes Flat Mine, arrived
in Crescent City on the steamer, "Los Angeles." With him he brought along 197
Chinamen to work on the ditches and to mine. This was probably the largest number
ever to embark at Crescent City at one time.. .The next morning they left for the
mines."

The mining camp included a cookhouse, mule barn, and bunk house located on the ridge above the
mine. During the 1890s, a large fire swept through the area destroying the flumes and camp.

JONES CREFJ(

The Big Jones Creek Canal was constructed in the 1880s It was built by Ed McLoughlin, owner of
the Big Jones Creek Mining Company. In the late I 890s, McLoughlin sold the majority of his Big
Jones Creek Mining company to a San Francisco Chinese man named Ock. Ock paid $7,000 for the
claim and worked it until 1906 when he left the area. He appears to have been the last Chinese man
to have worked in the Big Flat area and perhaps the entire Smith River Basin.
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FIURDY QURDY CREEK

In 1880, there was only one copper mine in Del Norte County, the Condon Copper Mine at Big Flat.
The Condon Copper Mine was said by its promoters to be the richest copper ledge in the State. A.J.
Bledsoe noted that:

"It is supposed to be the richest copper ledge in the state. Mr. Condon, the owner,
has sunk a shaft about 40 feet deep and 50 feet back in the hill. The ledge is from 15-
20 feet wide, and grows wider as it goes down. While the shaft was being sunk, a
cave was broken into in the middle of the ledge which was about 15 foot square, and
was on all sides rich with decomposed ore, leaving what remained almost pure
copper."

After the initial placer mining in the Big Flat area, gold mining activity remained at a low-level until
1878. The reason for this inactivity was due to the "difficulty of procuring water with which to work
the vast gravel deposits of Big Flat."

In that year, the Big Flat Gold Mining Company (also known as the Boston Company) bought 40
acres of land from John Mains. In 1879, they constructed a mining ditch seven miles in length from
near the head waters of Flurdy Gurdy Creek. In 1880, operations began and the water was used to
run giants at the mouth of Growler Gulch and also lower portions of the mining claim, This ditch is
referred to as the "China flume and local legends attribute its construction to Chinese labor.

There was also a lumber mill constructed at Big Flat near Growler Gulch to supply lumber for
construction of the buildings and flumes in the area. The logs were hauled down the Gulch and up
a skid road to the mill. The lumber was carried to the ditch by an endless wire rope elevator powered
by an undershot waterwheel.

During this period, several other claims were staked out in the Big Flat area, including one in 1877
by Hery Harvey, H. Mulkey, and Captain Fauntleroy along the east bank of Hurdy Gurdy Creek.

During the 1880s, the mining company had a claim of 640 acres on the east side of the creek. This
hydraulic mining operation employed over 300 men. One local consultant indicated that he had
relocated the site of"Hurdy Gurdy Village." He had been told by Fred Fisher, the caretaker of the
Ora Grande Mine, that this was a tent village inhabited by gamblers and prostitutes who catered to
the hundreds of men who worked in the area. (This assertion of a Hurdy Gurdy Village could not
be confirmed in the literature but given the fact that the 300 men earned good wages, some sort of
"village" is likely to have sprung up.)
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From 1879-1895, a number of mining operations were active in the Big Flat area. These included:

Big Flat Mining Company
Big Flat Placer Mining Company

Big Jones Creek Mining Company
Mountaineering Mining Company
Big Flat Gravel Mining Company
Hurdy Gurdy Mining Company

Thus, in 1880s, there existed what can be termed a boomtown atmosphere near the mouth of Hurdy
Gurdy Creek. One visitor reported that "Big Flat is one of the liveliest mining camps I ever was in,
but I must say that it is the most out of the way place that I ever visited., only accessible by rough
mountain trail."

In 1881, the Big Flat Gold Mining Company (Boston Company) had trouble paying its bills and the
entire property was taken over by several creditors. A number of other operations continued
however, including the Big Flat Gravel Mining Company. In December of 1882 and 1883, slides
destroyed major portions of their main ditch. The ditch was repaired and work continued; also
worked were the deposits of the defunct Boston Company. In 1889, there was a major flood that
washed away about 165 feet of flume and ditch. The location of this break was on the portion of the
ditch to the east of Dry Lake and it is generally believed to have created the large slide at this
location. This destruction of the ditch led to the closing of the mine and the end of mining activity
at Big Flat.

In the 1860s, one of the richest finds of copper in the West was discovered on the Low Divide range
forming the boundary line between California and Oregon, where five mines at one time were
working, including the Low Divide Copper Mine (also known as the Rowdy Creek, or Copper Creek
Mine) , the Hanscan-i, Occidental, Alta, Union, and Monmouth. Other nearby copper mines included
Diamond Creek, Shelly Creek, Doctor Rock, Higgins Mountain, and Monkey Creek. From 1860-
1863 there was about 2000 tons of high grade copper ore packed from the Alta and Union mines, at
$60 per ton at San Francisco.

Chrome was found in 1868 on Low Divide Hill and worked by the Tyson Smelting Company of
Baltimore, Maryland, with an annual shipment of 1,500 tone. It was abandoned in 1875, at a depth
believed to be the greatest depth of any chrome property; an 85 ft. shaft. It was unwatered
by the American Exploration and Development Company in 1918 and in this year alone, 3,00 tons
of high grade chrome was removed from the mine through Crescent City; the property later yielding
some 14,000 long tons in 1950. Expenses of freighting finally made this site unprofitable. Total
shipment of chrome from Del Norte County, up to 1947, yielded 80,000 long tons.
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Large scale chromite mining was also done at the Low Divide Mine. Other sites included the French
Hill Mine and the High Plateau Mine. Between 1863 and 1873, approximately 1,500 tons of chromite
ore was shipped annually by sea routes from Crescent City to Baltimore. Until 1944, Del Norte
County was the second largest producer ( after San Luis Obispo County) of chromite in California.
Production of this mineral, an oxide of chromium and iron, increased dramatically during World War
I and World War II due to its importance in manufacturing chrome-steel alloy armaments such as
annor plate, projectiles, motors and automobiles. Other uses include chemicals for dyes, paints, and
tanning leather.

Mineralogists claim that Del Norte County still has large areas under-laid with ore which has not been
sufficiently prospected. Most of the territory in Rattlesnake, Big Bend, and Ship Mountain districts
are claimed to be virgin districts.

Oxide of chromium and iron are found in the black sands of the Smith River and Gilbert Creek. Good
bodies have been uncovered in the French Hill District, Wimer Road, Hole in the Ground, High
Plateau, Upper Diamond Creek, Patricks Creek, Gasquet, Gordon Mountain, South Fork, Little
Rattlesnake, Red Mountain, Doe Flat, and Dunn Creek Districts.

Besides gold, copper and chrome, other minerals have been found in the country such as mercury in
the form of cinnabar was mined in the Diamond Creek area. Tungsten, manganese, pyrrhotite, triolite,
and iron were also found. Considerable prospecting has been carried on recently in several sections
of the country for uranium formations, particularly in the Low and High Divide Districts. The ghost
town of Altaville has again heard the ring of the miners pick. To date, as far as is known, only surface
findings have been located.

ALTAVILLF

Probably the most colorful and interesting mining history in Del Norte County during the 1800's was
the copper mining community of Altaville. Altaville, located on Low Divide, was laid out as a
townsite of sixty acres in 1862 by Robert B. Randell, the county surveyor. The survey was made for
Henry Smith, John A. Baxter, Thomas P. Baxter, Daniel L. Clark, John Chaplin, and John Y.
Valentine.

The gold prospectors discovered the copper deposits during the years of 1853-1855. With the
outbreak of the Civil War, the need for copper was suddenly critical and the rush was on to exploit
the Low Divide deposits. A dozen or so copper prospects were opened, but out of all of these
prospects only two major copper producing mines were developed; the Union and the Alta.

The Alta produced the greatest tonnage of high grade ore with the best being close to 63% copper,
which by todays standards is almost unbelievable. The copper ore from these mines was shipped to
England and Germany for processing. The year of peak production for these mines was 1865, and
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by this time the settlement of Altaville had a population of 1,500 people. With the close of the Civil
War, the price of copper dwindled rapidly and within two years all production had ceased. Most of
the inhabitants of Altaville soon departed the area to work in the on-going gold mines, either locally
or in the Sierras.

The mining companies holding the Union and Alta mines kept their properties current for many more
years in hopes of going back into production. In 1873, the owners of the Alta mine applied for a
government patent on nearly 80 acres, encompassing the town of Altaville and their mines. On May,
15, 1874, the government issued a patent deed to the Alta California Copper Mining Company. The
acreage of this patent encompassed 74.36 acres. This acreage has remained in private ownership
through the years with many changes in ownership.

There was a great deal of activity in the village of Altaville, and many interesting happenings occurred
there:

The Altaville Hotel was built by Nicholas Tack who purchased lot 29 for one dollar from Henry
Smith, June 4, 1863. As late as 1876, Tack was listed as the owner and proprietor of this hotel,
which closed soon afterwards. He also ran a billiard hall in this busy mining settlement. Tack had
become the first sheriff of Del Norte County in 1857. He had also served as supervisor and Justice
of the Peace prior to moving to Altaville. The mines were shut down in the late 1870s which caused
the death of the flourishing mining town of Altaville. An early day traveler, Joseph Snowden Bacon,
wrote of old Altaville as follows;

"The town of Altaville, for the most part quiet during the day, presents a bustling
appearance at nightfall. A large square or plaza is laid out on the town map and is not
encroached upon by any of the buildings. During mid-afternoon, the trans-mountain
teams begin to arrive. Those from Crescent City freighted down with steamer goods
and those from over the mountains generally empty. These latter go immediately
down to the ore sheds and take their ton or two of ore freight for Crescent City,
returning again to the town to tany until morning before making their start. The plaza
fills up with wagons, drawn up like those of an army. The tired mules are braying
loudly for their evening meal and a scene of confusion reigns around. The animals are
safely housed and fed under long sheds, the jovial teamsters squat around telling
incidents of travel or the amount of freight earned. Each one with his cheny stemmed
pipe or his mouth filled with old 'Solace'."

There were many Chinamen working the mines, and it used to be said that they worked for "two
bittee day". One day, a very well-dressed and personable man arrived at Altaville. He had all the
earmarks of a very fine gentleman of education and refinement. However, no one ever knew why he
came to such an out-of-the-way place as he never spoke of his former life to anyone. His family

name was Lewin and he became a close friend of the Tack family. Many years later, it was learned
that he was from a very fine, well-known family in San Francisco. He was later fatally injured in a
train accident in the Tehachapi Mountains.
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S In 1865, the Miner's Hotel was established in Altaville with Frank Richert and Mr. Dowe as
proprietors. In the 1870s John McVay purchased this hotel with complete furnishings, and soon
afterwards it burned to the ground. Today, nothing remains of the former town of Altaville.

THE LE(SEND OF THE LOST CABIN MINE.

It has been said that "gold is where you find it," sometimes where others have lost it. In the dusty files
of the Shasta Courier, of June, 1858, is found the following story of the Lost Cabin legend:

"A Young miner not satisfied with what he had, dared to cross the mountains to the
coast. The lonely gold seeker struck it rich, the earth yielding the yellow treasure in
abundance. He built a cabin and panned for gold. Each day it was hidden from
possible thieving eyes. For months, he toiled and reaped. Then he was discovered by
a prowling Indian, left for dead at his cabin door. Somehow he made it back to
civilization. There, just before passing away, he divulged to friends the spot of his

cabin and the fabulous sum stashed away. To this day, old prospectors will tell you,
that the Lost Cabin mine is somewhere in the French Hill district of Del Norte county,
though it has not been located."

Del Norte Record - In 1891, Humboldt County newspapers carried accounts that a Judge Loveland
of Eureka and the Puegh Brothers of Table Bluff, had located the famous diggin's. In answer to their

tale, J.E. Eldredge, editor of the Del Norte Record replied: "Although they may have discovered

some rich diggings, they were not the Lost Cabin mine. Since the year 1852, various articles have
appeared in print, not only in this state, but have also found their way into the journals of the East as

well, concerning the far-famed stories of the Lost Cabin."

This much-sought-for Cabin mine has been located, according to the different tales concerning it, all

the way from the Gulf of Mexico to the wild's of Montana and Colorado, and the first searching party
starting from various points along the coast. The last account given of the locality appeared in the

Chicago Mirror of the late date (1879), titled "Tons of Gold!" This cabin mine, however, was in

Montana, and had it not been for the names of the persons mentioned in the descriptions known to
have been the same as those who figured in the Lost Cabin, we should have thought it another cabin

altogether.

All those who were in Crescent City at an early date distinctly recollect the excitement created by the

report circulated regarding this Lost Cabin and the amount of time and money expended in searching
for it. The first person who went in search of it happened to be well known to us, having lived in our

fanily for some time, and whose wife is now a member of our family, we consider that we are
probably better posted in the .matter than anyone living in the lower part of the state. We propose
briefly to give our readers a statement of facts as they actually occurred relative to the Lost Cabin

Mine.
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LOST CABIN FACTS

In the year 1849, Col. C. Hall crossed the
plains of Missouri to California, drifting about
with the tide of emigration to different parts of
the country in search of the precious metal. In
the sunmer of 1852, he found himself at
Trinidad.

While there, a party of three men came down
from the mountains, one of whom, Vernile
Thompson, was an old acquaintance of his
from Missouri. After the usual greetings,
questions were asked and answered in quick
succession and finally Thompson produced a
quantity of gold dust and nuggets and confided
to him the secret of where it had been found,
saying, at the same time, that there was plenty
left at the place where they had been mining.

They had built a cabin which they had left,
along with their tools. They had three pack
mules pretty well loaded with dust, and the
usual reckless prodigality of miners in those
days, thinking they had sufficient to last them
for the remainder of their lives, never
expecting to return.

They had left papers in the cabin with full
instructions where the mines were located,
should they ever wish to direct others to the
place. Colonel Hall became greatly interested
and, having entire faith in their representations,
obtained from them a diagram of the country
which was reputed to be rich, together with
directions of how and where to find the cabin
they had left behind a short time before. They
stated that the place was within hearing of the
oceans roar, but, as at that time little exploring
had been done on the northern coast, they
could not give the exact locality.
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HALL'S SEARCH

The three men left for the East. He
immediately organized a small company and
started in search of the rich diggings. They
followed the instructions as best they could,
taking a northerly course, and keeping within
hearing of the ocean. They spent the summer
in fruitless search, and by winter the news had
gradually leaked out. Other parties started in
pursuit of what was known as the Lost Cabin,
however, meeting with no better success. In
the Spring, the search was resumed. By this
time the story had been circulated that
enormous wealth waited the finder of the lost
mine. Parties were formed and started out
from different parts of the country having very
little idea where it was in California, Oregon,
or in Washington Territory.

Colonel Hall became discouraged and
returned to his native state in 1854. In 1855,
again he came to this country and settled with
his family in Crescent City, where he remained
for some years. He finally moved to Lakeport
and there met Thompson, who again had come
to California and settled at that place.

He immediately called upon the Colonel, who,
after a long, private interview with him, could
never again be induced to talk upon the subject
of the Lost Cabin. It is supposed to be located
somewhere near this place, and year after year
it has been searched for, but no trace of the
cabin has been discovered. The above are facts
as they actually occurred concerning the Lost
Cabin excitement in early time, a revival of
which has from time to time caused great
excitement along the coast, and a greater
amount of hunting by those in search of
immediate wealth.
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special cachet and carrying of-
ficial United States mail over
a combination of the Winier
Road and the Pioneer Road.
The author of this article had
the honor to carry the mail by
jeep, by horseback for two or
three miles where no other
means was practical and by
spring wagon for the final part
o the trip into Crescent City.

number of the special en-
velopes bearing the cachet of
the occasion, ar.d the postmark
ancellations of both O'Brien,

Oregon and Ciescent City are
available and may be had by
addressing the Society at Cres-
cent City.

The State of California has
honored the old pioneer route
by presenting to Del Norte
County an attractive bronze
plaque which 'will be set up at
the junction of Elk Valley Road
and Highway 101. It bears the
following inscription:

PIONEERSTAGE ROAD
TO OREGON

Constructed-in 1858, this
was the route of the Crescent
City Turnpike Following the
present Elk Valley Road to
old Camp LInoln;iL then
crossed thern 'ridge, - forded
Smith River to'Low Divide,
and continued to .Jacksonvil-
le, Oregon by way' of various
gold camps.:
CALIFORNIA REGISTERED

LAND MARK NO. 645
Plaque placed by the Call-

fornia State Park Comniis-
sion in cooperation with the
Del Norte Co. Historical So-
ciety. Aug. 23, 1958.

The End
(Copyright by Don M. Chase)
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ioris Chase, in her book They Pushed Back the Forest, tells of the Chinese coming to the port at
Crescent City almost as soon as the first schooners brought white setters and supplies. Many of them
came looking for gold. Some of them were hired to work for others. Some of them had mines of their

own.

As early as June 1857, Coroner Houck was summoned to hold an inquest on the body of a Chinaman
found lying dead at Hardscrabble. In 1860, when a census of Crescent City was completed by W. A.
Hamilton, there were 533 residents - 36 of whom were Chinese.

The Chinese worked at other things besides mining. They helped build the road from the mining town
of Altaville down to Smith River and Horace Gasquet used them to build his road to Oregon that
opened in 1887. They worked in the lumber mills, were cannery workers, and domestic servants. The
Chinese laborers also introduced "Chinese Cooking" to the white population. Their purchasing power
helped many American merchants survive. They worked mainly at digging ditches, save a few that were
in the culinary department. In nearly all cases, they worked in groups for mutual understanding as well

as protection. The unmarried Chinese saved up their money until they had sufficient to send home for

a wife.

The Chinese were of a quiet nature, but were quite addicted to the use of opium. The lure of gold is
what originally brought them to America in 1848. They came to get away from their country that was
over populated and torn by civil and foreign wars. Poor peasants came with the idea of not staying
permanently, to make some money, and to return home to be considered a wealthy man in his

impoverished native village. Often these returnees would be expected to finance huge feasts, schedule

fireworks and sometimes stage several days of theatrical performances for the less fortunate villagers.

The Chinese were cheap labor because they were willing to work for less wages than thewhite men.

They worked very hard. They used to have a wooden yoke or collar that fitted on their shoulders.
Hung from this they carried two heavy buckets, one on each side. One of these Chinese yokes is to

be seen at the Del Norte County Historical Museum.

By the late 1870's the Chinese had a regular Chinatown in Crescent City. They lived in an area south

of Brother Jonathan Cemetery in Crescent City. It was mostly on Second Street near where the Bank
of America now stands. The Chinese had stores, a wash house, and places to live. In 1883, there were
"a block of buildings being put up on Third Street, we understand for the purpose of renting

them to the Chinese."
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The Chinese were poor people and never had much money. They lived simply and didn't clean up very
well. There was often mud, garbage, and bad smells around the part of the town where they lived. It
was like a slum, or poorer part of a big city. The white people with more money didn't like to see that
right in the middle of their town.

Chinese have different customs from white people. One of these pertained to burying their dead. The
east end of the city cemetery on Pebble Beach Drive, (now called the Brother Jonathan Cemetery) was
given over to the Chinese. They buried their dead with food on top. (We bury our dead with flowers
on top.) Then, after a few years, when the family had enough money, the bones were dug up and
shipped back to China to be buried with their ancestors. Wherever the bones were dug up, the graves
were left open and uncovered; this annoyed the whites,

Some of the white people didn't like them just because they were different. White men smoked
tobacco. The Chinese often smoked opium, and the whites didn't like it. Reports on the opium dens
were not pleasing;

"It is a noted fact that opium dens are kept up and run at the Chinese quarters
in this place, without any regard to law or anything else. Not only do Chinese
patronize these establishments but we are told that white men and women and
boys may be found in them every day. The grand jury is rather lackadaisical
in the treatment of these Chinese. Again we say, by some means this state of
affairs should come to an end, and that, speedily."

For recreation, the Chinese liked to fly kites; not just the children, but the grownups as well. They
made many beautiful kites, some looked like animals and birds. The Chinese had their secret societies
or clubs, just as we have ours. They also celebrate their own New Year. Chinese New Year comes in
February, and they have parades and firecrackers.

The Chinese liked to gamble very much, just as some white men did. They had many gambling games
and places to gamble in their Chinatown. They did not go to the white man's pool halls and gambling
places. So the owners of the gambling places did not like them because they didntt spend any of their
money with the white men. By 1885, some of the people of Crescent City were beginning to want to
get rid of the Chinese. There were several hundred Chinese here at that time.

"Big Charlie"," Little Charlie", and "Fong" were members of the local groups." Little Charlie", a kindly
man, had two daughters who played with the white children. "Chiny Bow" (not connected with the
local Chinese) was a packer who had his own mule train. He left here by his own volition, went up on
the Kiamath River, married, and raised a large family; only one of whom is now living.

After several weeks of excited meetings in Crescent City and the logging camps, even the children were
imbued with the excitement. Few of them were in harmony with the movement. It would deprive them
of China candy, lichee nuts, sugar cane, and other delicacies; besides the display of firecrackers on
Chinese New Year.
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The first trouble with Chinese came in June, 1856. The papers said that some Chinese bought an old
claim from some white men who were through with it. They worked for eight months without finding
much gold. Finally, they found gold. When the former owners heard about the gold they tried to take
back their mine from the Chinese who had bought it. The Sheriff drove the white men away but they
came back and drove the Chinese off When the Sheriff came back, the white claim jumpers fired on
him, but he and his party killed one and arrested the others.

With the mob milling about the streets it was normally expected that someone would be hurt, yet there
was only one act of violence. Fong stood in his doorway asking the White men to leave and let the
Chinese have three days to collect and pack their personal goods. This was refused. Fong was hit and
knocked to the ground by a tap on the head with the butt end of a revolver.

When the raid started, two Chinamen came running to the Endert House, which set back from the
front gate, to have the sheriff stop it. Endert came to the gate, the two Chinamen following. There
were two White men by the gate with clubs raised. Endert was ordered back into the house, but the
two Chinese were permitted to pass thru.

The exodus began by loading the women and children and two old men on a wagon with what bedding
they could collect, while being pushed and dragged to the wagons. Their cries and pleas were
unforgettable. They were afraid the men would be beaten and killed. By the end of the next day, most
of the men were with their relatives, except possibly a half dozen who were permitted to stay and sell
their effects.

From both areas they were moved out to Edwards' Corner. Mr Edwards had a cooper shop at the
junction of Elk Valley Road and Howland Hill, 2 miles east of Crescent City. He farmed about 40 acres
there.

When a steamer left port the next day, as many Chinese as could be put on it were shipped to San
Francisco. This was done with each ship that left Crescent City until several hundred had been shipped
away. Finally, there were only two women, two children and two or three men left. A gang of men
came in from one of the logging camps and hired a wagon and put them and all their things on it and
took them out to Howland Hill and let them off. It was February, and still winter, and they were not
seen in Crescent City again. No one seems to know what happened to them.

They were shipped from Edwards' Corner to San Francisco by three sailing vessels - the "J. 0. Wall",
Elvina, and the "Wing & Wing", and also on the Schooner "Crescent City", owned by Hobbs Wall &
Co. None of the Chinese went to San Francisco by way of Eureka. Nor did any come back to Del
Norte County for many years. The Bay Hotel Company had trouble keeping a crew of four. They
contracted in San Francisco with four Japanese to take the job. Within two weeks they were waited
on by a delegation from the logging camps and told that Orientals were not permitted to live in Del
Norte County. They left by boat the next day.
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There were other white men who mistreated the Chinese. The Crescent City Herald on February 17,
1858, tells us that Sheriff Tack left last Tuesday on the Santa Cruz in charge of James Garwin who was
convicted of the crime of robbery. Mr.Garwin was sentenced to 20 years imprisonment in the State's
prison. The editor of the paper says that seemed to be a pretty heavy penalty for Mr. Garwin, but he
did not think it was a bit too heavy because the man had confessed that for two or three years he and
another man had been in the business of "Chinese robbing."

One unique philosophy of the Chinese was their habit of settling their own differences amongst
themselves, as reported in the Crescent City Herald,
July29, 1854;

'On July 15, the Chinamen who have been so long preparing for battle met and
had an engagement one half mile east of Weaverville, but within flill view of
the town. Some six or eight were killed, also one white man. A large number
were wounded.

They are still fighting; pistols, pikes, and spears were freely used. One party
is about 150 strong, the other three times as numerous. The Sheriff has failed
after using eveiy endeavor to quell the difficulty. At four p.m. they ceased for
awhile in order to bury their dead."

There were two factors that brought about the expulsion of the Chinese. One was the accidental killing
of Dave Kendal, a Humboldt County Supervisor, during a Tong War in Eureka in 1885. The other was
the fact that the Chinese would work harder in the logging camps for less money than the Americans.

By 1885, some of the people of Crescent City were beginning to want to get rid of the Chinese. On
February 1, 1885, during one of the many Chinese Tong wars (gang wars) a member of the Eureka
City Council was accidentally shot and killed. Within 24 hours all the Chinese were put out of Eureka
and out of Humboldt County. The next evening a parade was held in Crescent City with a small band
playing and people marching holding a sign that read, "The Chinese Must Go." Chinatown was dark,
but eyes were peeping out of windows and doors. The Chinese were told what the people of Crescent
City had decided.

On February 6, 1885, David C. Kendall, a city councilman of Eureka, California, was killed by a stray
bullet from the gun of one of two quarreling Chinese men. The incident played into the hands of an
element in the town that had been clamoring "The Chinese Must GO". Within two days, Eureka's
bustling Chinatown ceased to exist as approximately 480 Chinese who lived there, and in the sur-
rounding area, were shipped off to San Francisco. Racial discrimination persisted; indeed, well into
the twentieth century, a tendency to glory in the anti-Chinese attitude was much in evidence.
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The Chinese had settled in all parts of Humboldt County in the early days of gold mining on the Trinity
and Klamath rivers. Thirty-five years later the majority of the Chinese in the county lived in Eureka.
They had wash houses at the foot of F Street and vegetable farms in the suburbs around Eighth and
K Streets. Chinatown was right in the heart of what is now Eureka's business district. Over two
hundred Chinese including twenty women, lived in the block bounded by Fifth, F, Fourth, and E
Streets. The ground on which these shacks were located was low and swampy, and a creek followed
a gulch which ran through the block from northeast to southeast and emptied into a slough below the
present Fourth and E streets. The slough had been filled at Fourth Street to improve the street; this
cut off the creek and left Chinatown without drainage; here the refuse from kitchens and outhouses was
dumped. The Chinese have always been personally clean, but the newspapers complained of the
nauseating odors caused by the filth.

To be objective you must remember the anti-Chinese feelings that had swept throughout California.
Strong prejudice was directed against all foreigners; but the Chinese, especially, were singled out
because of their strange un-American ways. The local newspapers carried on this anti-Chinese crusade,
speaking against the gambling dives, opium dens, and whore houses, even though vice flourished in
the white area also.

Another important factor that helped the mob to run the Chinese out was the season of the
year--winter. Heavy rains shut down logging operations. Sawmills closed because of no logs or
because ships were in town, and life in Eureka was tiresome and monotonous. There was little to do
other than drink cheap whisky and gamble. Most of there men were single and were always looking
for excitement. Exactly twenty-five years before, a similar situation had resulted in massacring Indians
at Gunther Island, South Beach, and Eel River.

At first the Chinese were well liked. Some of them became clever businessmen, and some of their
children were enrolled in the local public schools. Some were good farmers and supplied Eureka with
most of its vegetables. Many became excellent berry pickers, house servants, and cooks. The Chinese
were employed in the woods as swampers and fire tenders. As early as 1875 they were brought to the
County to construct roads and railroads. All the laundering was done by the Chinese. The Chinese were
peaceful and inoffensive, and they received attacks only from cowardly men and small boys.

In the early 1880's a different type of individual came to the city. This element established brothels,
opium dens, and took advantage of their country men, The citizens of Eureka became alarmed and npw
considered the Chinese as a menace to public safety.
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An editorial published in the Eureka Humboldt Times on January 29, 1881 stressed this concern:

"Opium smoking is becoming one of the fixed vices of this country.... In this
city there is no ordinance to prohibit its use... It is the general belief, and
openly avowed by some that the Chinese quarters of this city are utilized for
that abominable purpose. The patrons of the dens are generally said to be
young men, and sometimes women--whether exclusively of the
"demimonde" type (with a doubtful reputation) or not is unknown, except
that they have been seen to enter and leave China houses in the night."

In time, two rival Tongs were organized. Soon riots, murders, and assaults occurred in Chinatown.
Early Sunday morning became the usual time for these fights.

Many disturbances occurred in the year 1884. On August 24, 27, September 23, October 26, and
December 21, seven outbreaks took place and stray bullets flew across Fourth Street. Citizens
complained about the fighting Chinese men and a few were taken to court on a murder charge but
were released because of a lack of evidence. The Chinese issue was quickly coming to a showdown.

On Sunday, February 1,1885, more violence broke out at Fourth and F, across the street from the
J-Iumboldt Times building. The front page of the paper carried the news:

"Just as we were going to press last night a serious riot broke out in the Chinesç quarters just
opposite our office. Some ten or twelve shots were fired, and noise enough made to shake the
bones of Confucius. We do not know the extent of damage, but saw one Chinaman laid out
with a bullet through his lung. Dr. Davis took the ball out of his back. He is a gone Chinaman.
We saw another fellow with a wound in hi hand. The officers captured about a half dozen
pistols, and locked up as many Chinamen. Since the above was in type it has been learned that
another one was shot in the abdomen and will die."

A following editorial appeared on February 5, 1885 in the Humboldt Times, entitled "Wipe Out the
Plague-Spots," which called for the removal of Eureka's Chinatown by the Board of Health:

"Under the present condition of things, there is not only danger from a
moral point of view, but continual danger to life and property. It will not
do for our citizens to longer permit such life-taking demonstrations as the
one witnessed in the Chinese quarter, and one of the principal streets of the
city, last Saturday night. It was only a wonder, considering the number of
shots fired and the wild manner in which the shooting was done, that some
innocent pedestrian was not made to bite the dust. Such a result is liable to
come at any time, as long as the representatives of two conflicting Chinese
companies are allowed to live in such close proximity. If ever such an event
does occur-if ever an unoffending white man is thus offered up on the altar
of paganism, we fear it will be goodbye to Chinatown."
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The very next evening, Friday, February 6, 1885, at 6:05, the climax came. City Councilman David C.
Kendall lived at the corner of Fifth and E Streets, just outside the Chinese section. Leaving his home
after dinner, he walked down E Street, heading toward his downtown office. At the northeast corner
of Fourth and E, two Chinese men, on opposite sides of the street, began shooting at each other.
Caught in the middle of the shooting, Kendall was hit by a stray bullet. He fell on his face. His wife,
who came out to see about the shooting, was soon at his side. Kendall was carried to his home where
he spoke a few words to Dr Cross and W.H. Wyman before he died. A boy, the son of a Mr.
Baldschmidt, was also shot in the foot while going home to his supper.

Eureka was soon ablaze with excitement. Hundreds of idle men, loggers, miners, mill workers, sailors,
and drifters soon gathered at the corner of Fourth and E, clamoring for action, shouting "Burn
Chinatown" and "Hang all the Chinaman". Police officers captured a Chinese man who was suppose
to have killed Kendall, and, with great difficulty, the captive was taken to jail.

Before the situation could get out of hand, some of Eureka's leaders called for a meeting at Centennial
Hall on Fourth Street between F and G streets. Here some six hundred men met to discuss the recent
development.

Mayor Walsh was named Chairman of the meeting and H.H. Buhne was appointed secretary. A.J.
B ledsoe, Frank McGowan, and James Brown spoke on the evils of Chinatown and its menace to the
community. T.M. Brown and George W. Hunter, who spoke next, sympathized with the angiy crowd
but counseled moderation. The crowd was almost at the rioting point and, if any clue had been known
as to the identity of the killers, would have lynched them immediately. No such clue was known,
however, and Hunter moved that a committee of fifteen men be appointed to go to Chinatown and
notify the Chinese to pack up and leave within twenty-four hours.

The authorities were powerless to control such a mob. If the Mayor and some of the aldermen and
other citizens had not called the meeting to order, and succeeded in diverting the energies of the
multitude into peaceful channels, much blood would have been shed and much property would have
been destroyed. To prevent the mob from storming the jail, Sheriff T.M. Brown called Captain
J.Keleher to mobilize the Eureka Guard. The mob did not riot and the guard retired before morning.

The committee met and sent for three leaders from each rival Tong. The Chinese were told that they
had to leave Humboldt County within 24 hours. Every part of the city and surrounding area was visited
by appointees, telling the Chinese the decision of the committee. Soon the Chinese were transported
to Eureka from the nearby ranches and cookhouses to be housed in warehouses near the bay.

In 1880 a gang of Chinese had extended the Arcata and Mad River Railroad three and one-halfmiles

to Isaac Minor's Warren Creek Mill. At this time the Chinese were working on a branch railroad at
Warren Creek, and these men were herded together and taken to Eureka. Seeing they had no
alternative, they offered no resistance. During the night a scaffold with a hangman's noose was built
as a warning on Fourth Street between E and F streets.
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Despite criticism and ridicule many citizens defended the Chinese. Some did not wish to part with their
Chinese servants, but were finally forced to give them up. Intolerance and bigotry were more in
evidence. A respected clergyman was hung in effigy on Fourth Street in front of Centennial Hall
because a Chinese servant was found hiding in his home.

During the night the Chinese started packing and, by daylight, on the morning of February 7, 1885,
Fourth Street was the scene of much activity. Piles of household belongings, clothing, and merchandise
were heaped into the street and loaded into wagons and all types of transportation. The streets were
crowded with people who watched the movements of the Chinese with close interest. The people were
orderly, and the Chinese were not molested. Before noon all the personal belongings of the Chinese
were piled on the docks to be placed aboard two steamships which were in the harbor at the time, the
City of Chester and the Humboldt.

The rival Tongs were separated. 135 Chinese and 50 tons of merchandise were put on board the
Humboldt, and 175 Chinese and 100 tons of merchandise on board the City of Chester. Four of the
passengers were merchants who had resided from ten to fourteen years in Eureka.

Rough seas prevented the steamers from leaving until February 14, 1885. Finally, at 6:00 A.M.
Saturday, the steamers left for San Francisco and arrived Sunday morning, February 15, 1885. The
Chinese quickly scattered throughout the lanes and alleys of San Francisco's Chinatown.

On Saturday, February 14, a large crowd assembled at Centennial Hall to hear the report of the citizens'
committee and to create Humboldt County's unwritten law against the Chinese; which was to be
enforced for the next sixty years! The following resolutions were adopted:

All Chinamen be expelled from the city and that none be allowed to
return.

A committee be appointed to act for one year, whose duty shall be to
warn all Chinamen who may attempt to come to this place to live, and
to use all reasonable means to prevent their remaining. If the warning
is disregarded, to call mass meetings of citizens to whom the case will
be referred for proper action.

A notice be issued to all property owners through the daily papers,
requesting them not to lease or rent property to Chinese.



S A reporter of the San Francisco Call interviewed Colonel F. A. Bee of the Chinese consulate about the
affair:

"We intend to wait quietly until the excitement dies down and then seek
redress in the courts. The whole trouble in Eureka has been caused by a
few highbinders--law breakers. There is a Sheriff and other officers of the
law in Eureka, and they ought to have arrested all law breakers. All the
Chinese expelled are not criminals. Many of them are peaceable merchants,
whose business has been broken up by their expulsion. Somebody will
have to pay for the injury done them."

The men that ran the Chinese out of the city were very fortunate that their plans did not backfire. The
Chinese did not own any real estate. Most of the miserable shacks in which they lived were rented to
them by C.F. Ricks and other citizens ofEureka. If they had owned property, the United States
government would have stepped in, although the government of China was weak and could not
properly support the rights of her citizens in the United States,

It was also unusual at that time of year for two vessels to be in port, so that most of the Chinese could
leave at once. The two steamers arrived in San Francisco on Sunday morning when business was quiet
and no boats were expected to arrive: few people were at the docks. Recent storms had disrupted
communication, and the authorities in San Francisco had no knowledge of the Chinese incident in the
small isolated town of Eureka. If the officers had known they probably would have met the steamers
and made the captains return the Chinese. The Chinese immediately scattered, and it was impossible
to collect them for reshipment. 480 Chinese, who lived in Eureka and the surrounding area, were
shipped off to San Francisco. Racial discrimination persisted; indeed, well into the twentieth century
and now on towards the twenty-first century.



"OLD DOC"

There was one Chinaman permitted to stay in Del Norte County. Very seldom do we find history of
the Chinese who lived in Curry County and who played an important part in the early mining and
fishing industry. He was called "old Doc." A Certificate of Residence, then required for all Chinese in
1892, listed him as "Oo Dock", a Chinese laborer.

'Doe" was born in China on December 5,1843; left China to mine gold near Sacramento in 1857; and
to Del Norte in 1859. The same year he went to Josephine County and followed mining there and in
Jackson Co. for 10 years. He then returned to Del Norte County and worked for the Rigg and Scott
families. He lived with the Scotts for 50 year's, cooking, keeping house, and bossing them until they
thought they couldn't get along without him. He was always an honest man and a true friend.

Both Mrs. Ann Rigg and Raleigh Scott were prominent citizens of the Smith River Valley. At one time
they ran what was later known as the Yontockett Ranch, now owned by L.Bliss at the end of Lower
Lake Road beyond the Harry Tedson ranch. Old "Doc" was hired by Nettie and Raleigh Scott in about
1874. Mrs. Rigg later owned a large ranch on what is now Fred Haight Drive. "Old Doc" lived with
Mrs. Rigg on this ranch and with Raleigh Scott on the "Mountain Ranch",a sheep ranch near
Carpenterville, in Cuny County. The original ranch included all or part of the ranches now owned by
Doyle Garvin, Davy Crockett, Samuelson (United Bulb Farm), Burroughs Ranch, and L. Bettencourt.
On this ranch she built a large impressive farm house. This stately old mansion still stands. It is now
owned by Doyle Garvin and stands immediately in front of his present day home.

When Mrs.Rigg died, in 1902, Raleigh Scott inherited the Smith River Ranch and moved onto it. Old
"Doc" then lived with Raleigh and Nettie Scott and really became a part of the household. Stanley
Colegrove, whose parents purchased Mountain Ranch, was a frequent visitor to the Scott's Smith River
home. "Doc" loved to wheel him and the other kids around in a wheelbarrow for fin. Whenever "Doc"
saw the Colegroves coming down the long road from Carpenterville, he would say. "By the Devil, I
gotta go kill a chicken, here come the Colegroves!" "Doc" was a lovable fellow and well known for
his humor, good cooking, and hospitality.

In the late 1880's, when the enforced exodus of the Chinese from Del Norte County took place, Mr.
Scott took old 'Doc" to the home of a friend who lived on a ranch on the Winchuck and left him there
until the fever of animosity toward the Chinese had somewhat abated and then brought him back to
Smith River. "Old Doc" had become a permanent fixture in the Scott household and was permitted to
stay. It was reported that he never left the ranch in all the years he worked there. He referred to Mr.
Scott as "Lollie".

He died early in June 1919, at the home of Raleigh Scott, in Smith River and is buried there. He was
the last surviving member of the once flourishing colony of Chinese in Del Norte County, and at the
time of his passing was the only Chinaman permitted to live in Del Norte County. He was one of only
a very few Chinamen whose bones were not disinterred and sent back to China for. reburial.



Another Chinese man came to the State line from Marshfield as a cook for the Southern Pacific
Railroad survey crew, then went back to Marshfield. And still another came down the coast by mail
stage expecting to go by boat to San Francisco, He was advised to take the Hobbs Wall passenger
train at Smith River into Crescent City. He was secreted in the depot at Crescent City until the
following evening by Jacob Marhoffer, who anticipated violence, then smuggled him onto the boat after
dark. The knowledge of the situation in Del Norte and Humboldt Counties kept California and Oregon
coastal Chinese from locating in either of the two counties for quite some time.
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The sisters of Horace Gasquet were nuns in Marseilles, France. They wanted their brother to become
a priest. Afier several years spent studying, Gasquet decided he did not want to live such a confined
life and left it. He embarked on a steamer for California, reaching Crescent City in the late fall of 1856.
Afier arriving, he took the old trail to the beautiflul valley in which he encamped.

Another story as to how and why Horace Gasquet came to America was found in an old newspaper
item which said that Gasquet was alleged to have fought a duel in France, and since his opponent was
well known politically, Gasquet had to flee from his native country. His ship touched briefly at New
York, then turned south via the Horn. Since he had no passport, he was not able to land at San
Francisco, but remained aboard until he reached Crescent City. it was said that the duel had been
fought over Madame Gasquet, and that some years later Gasquet sent to France for her to join him.

Soon after landing, Horace married Madame Madeleine Fournier, after August Fournier had left
Crescent City where he and Madamehad operated a restaurant, French style, for some time. A short
time later Horace Gasquet purchased 320 acres of land situated at the north and middle forks of Smith
River for $3,500. This area was formerly known as the stand of J.D. Mace and company. He also came
into possession of another 160 acres along the South bank. This included all improvements, fences,
land under cultivation, cattle, hogs, poultry, household and kitchen furniture, bar fixtures, blankets,
etc.; for the sum of $1,000. Here he established a large ranch and emp'oyed Chinamen to assist him.
In. 1855, he applied for his naturalization papers which he received August 6, 1860, in Del Norte
County.

The improvements on the property at this time were located between the forks where the little
cemetery is located but in a few months permanent buildings were erected on the present site of the
Village of Gasquet - hotel, bar, store, barn, blacksmithshop, winery and other small buildings. Gasquet,
they named the first settlement and stage station on the fringe of civilization north and east of Crescent
City to become one of the iioted resorts of the new west.

While Horace Gasquet had received an education preparatory to entering priesthood, he instead chose
civil engineering after coming to Del Norte, becoming a naturalized citizen in 1860. Sensing the
unlimited possibilities in the virgin empire, he first applied his knowledge to the completion of one of
the first mule trails to the interior from his station on Smith River.

He started building a road to Oregon with an Irish foreman, George Dunn, and sixty Chinamen to help
him, which would run up the River past his place before ascending the mountains. The Chinamen
received fifty cents per day for wages. He did not find sufficient financing, however, and his work did
not go forward. Ciasquet, however, was not through. He continued with his road, and in 1887, opened
his new road. It left Crescent City by Howland Hill, then Mill Creek, crossed the South Fork of the



Smith near the forks, continued on to Gasquet's station, went on up the North bank of the Mj'' Fork
to Patrick Creek, and up it switching over Shelly Creek, and thence up it to Oregon Mountain, and
over it and down the Illinois River.

The tollgate was located near the site of the bridge that goes over the middle forkof Smith River at
Gasquet. At the bridge was a small house where a large bell was pulled by a rope. In case Horace was
not there, the travelers pulled the rope and the bell announced their arrival, The toll collected was fifty
cents, regardless of the number of passengers or the size of the vehicle. This road became quite popular
and successful, and continued in until the 1920s when the present route of Hwy 199 was developed.

After the completion of this trail, over which he freighted tons of supplies and equipment to the
interior mining camps and mines with his own mule pack trains, he built another trail running down
Gold Mountain to Indian Creek and F'Iappy Camp on the Ktamath River, where he opened another
mercantile store, in addition to his mining activities there, among the largest on the Klarnath River.
About this time lie opened a store at Waldo, Oregon, which had taken over after Sailor's Diggin's had
folded up. His stores at Happy Camp, his mining activities and road projects, as well as his farm at
Gasquet, the latter under the foremanship of Alfred Cannon, were handled with Chinese labor until the
anti-Chinese legislation in 1886.

In the late 1880's the pace of life began to quicken, even on the frontier. Horace Gasquet had for
twenty years been freighting by pack mules over the olc trail he had built from the Gasquet Station into
Oregon and the Kiamath River country. But this, he said, was getting to be too slow and that he could
freight more and cheaper to his stores and mines, he proposed the construction of the Toll Road that
was to make him more famous as an engineer.

On May 15, 1881, the original petitions were circulated by W.H. Hamilton, Frank Burtschell, J.G. Wall,
E. Murphyamong the citizens of the county for their endorsement of the plan and for the approval of
the Board of Supervisors of the new road. The May 15, 1881 issue of the Del Norte Record quotes
Gasquet: ".. undertaking this great work, I consider myself the servant of the people interested and
a flill accounting shall be made of all expenditures and progress." Editor Eldredge wrote in the July
23rd issue: "While the Crëscentic citizens are discussing the probability of the new wagon road, Hon.
Horace Gasquet is quietly pushing ahead, and his restless energy will have it completed in the shortest
possible time. The new road up through Patrick and Shelly Creek, canyons, has just been surveyed
through by Mr. Gasquet 's engineer, Mr. Laurant Bonnaz and assistants, George Cooke and two sons.
One of these boys was John Cooke who now lives at Hiouchi. John went to live with the Gasquets
when he was eight years of age and held the first stake driven on the original survey. J.F. Frantz and
N. McNamara were appointed by the Board of Supervisors to represent the county in the work.

In 1882, Gasquet filed his secQnd petition with the Board, that he was "now constructing the wagon
road leading from the forks of the Smith River up the Middle Fork of said river, on the left hand bank
there of about four miles; thence across the same; thence to the mouth of Patrick's Creek to Shelly
Creek; thence to a point on the state line between California and Oregon, about three miles east of the
"Robin's Nest's; being about twenty miles in length and intended to be the toll road."
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Gasquet 's statement stated that the road was about half completed and already being used by the public
as it was constructed, that the cost so far has been $10,800 and probably the total cost would be
$20,000. He asked the Board to fix the rates of toll as follows: Footmen, each 25 cents, man and
horse, $1, pack animals ladened, 50 cents, unladened, 25 cents, loose horses and cattle, 12 1/2 cents,
sheep, and hogs, 6 cents, vehicles with one horse, $2.75, two horses, $3.00, three horses, $3.25, four
horses, $3.50, six horses, $4.

Original documents attest to the fact that the Gasquet Toll Road was constructed during the years 1881
and 1887. That the sign erected on the old road at Gasquet, reading: "Old Crescent City Road built
1854-57" is misleading; Gasquet did not purchase the property until January 1857. The first and only
bridge over the Middle Fork of the Smith River was completed by Gasquet in 1882. It was 105 feet
in length and 50 feet wide. The late John Cooke, of Hiouchi, was the first person to walk across it.
John held the first stake on the roads survey while his father, George, drove it deep into the ground.
It is seldom one hears of a bridge bolding up like a jackknife, but this one did just that, collapsing in

July of 1894, just after a mail stage had wheeled off the south approach. It was replaced by the present
structure.

Madame Madeleine Gasquet, passed away on November 27, 1889. At the age of seventy-seven she
was laid to rest at the spot she loved best, high above the river on the ragged cliff between the two
forks. At its feet the clear, cool waters, joining hands, tumbling, rushing over the rocks, gurgling,
singing as they flow onward to the sea.

It is said that Madame Gasquet was often homesick for her native land, and would go to the beautiful
spot where she is buried above the middle and north forks of Smith River. This place lies high above
the river, and gives a wide and delightful view of the Gasquet Flat. Another story is that because
Madame wanted to be buried in France, Horace went to France for soil to scatter on her grave. In an
interview, Mary Adams Peacock said that she did not know how such a rumor was started, but stated
that her husband Pete Peacock and her brother Richard Adams aided in the burial of Madame Gasquet
and earth from the vineyard was all that was used.

The marble cross that marks the resting place of Madame Gasquet still stands in shade of the spreading
oaks; the little picket fence stained with age, is in fact rotting away. Chiseled on the smooth , white
surface is the epitaph,"Here rests Madame Madeleine Gasquet, nee Pesnel, born at Brie, Dep't. of
Manche, France. Died at Gasquet Nov. 27, 1889, aged 77 yrs." Three other mounds are nearby, one
the grave of an employee who was murdered during the holdup of the Happy Camp store, another
marks the burial place of an Indian woman and one is the grave of an unknown child.

The young Indian, John, who lived with the French couple from the age of eight, vehemently denied
all mmors and gossip that Madame Gasquet was other than a lady - that many of the most respected
people of the west spent many vacations at the Resort - that many of Del Norte's couples were married
there and spent their honeymoons and anniversaries at the Gasquet playground.



John also denied the rumors of treatment given the Chinese in the employ of Gasquet. He told of some
fifty or more being employed on the toll road, the ranch, and mining properties of Gasquet; and that
they were given the same consideration as any other human, until driven out of the county by a ruling
in 1886.

In 1894, Gasquet was running an independent stage line from Grants Pass to Crescent City with Green
Adams, Mike Adams, and George Duncas driving for him, In October of that year, a young nephew
of Horace Gasquet, Roger Gasquet, arrived at the Gasquet ranch to visit his uncle.

In this same year, a letter from a visitor at Gasquet read as follows:

"Gasquet would be a famous place ifa railroad would penetrate the country. We
found many improvements had been made about the place since our last visit. Mr.
Gasquet's orchard and vineyards were loaded with choice fruits, and the work of
diying and boxing them was going on and work generally in preparation for the rainy
season. Mr. Shirley, the general superintendent, was storekeeper, post office clerk,
bookkeeper, and tolimaster. N.F. Burgett with a crew of men, was engaged in the
preliminary work of constructing the new bridge across the middle fork of Smith
River. We drove out to Gasquet in the stage of the proprietor, behind a spanking
team, with Green Adams as "John" and sat down to a substantial dinner prepared by
Mary Adams and her mother."

About Mary was said;

"The popularity of Gasquets as a summer resort and place for picnics and other
parties of pleasure, is due in a very great measure to the executive ability, untiring
interest, and accommodating ways of Miss Mary Adams. Upon her devolves the
great responsibility of the proper management of the hotel, the overseeing of the
kitchen and personal direction of the table. So useful has she made herself that her
services are almost indispensable. Probably she could not be replaced with
satisfaction to Mr. Gasquet or his guests."

The Ranch and Summer Resort was described as follows:

"Where the waters of the Middle Fork mingle with the waters of the North Fork;
where innumerable streams flow down the sides of magnificent mountains across the
most beautiftil valley in Northern California; where dear and bear abound and trout
and salmon relight to live; where delicious fruits profusely grow and where
wonderful forests lift their mighty heads above the rich and fertile fields of waving
grain, is Gasquets, the pride of Del Norte. Two thousand acres of mountain, hill, and
low lands, bearing the fruits, the vegetables, the grain and the forests, a possession
of wealth that the Principalities of Europe may well envy! And all owned by one
man, Monsieur Horace Gasquet, together with droves of cattle and the numerous
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S heads of other stock that graze upon the rich fields along the river. Over thirty men
are employed and in the dull days of the winter ten hands are always required to keep
up the work of the ranch."

In an advertisement of 1894, Gasquet's Health Resort was listed as the finest summer resort in
Northern California,

There was no man better known or more sincerely respected. He was honored in political office and
always discharged the duties of whatever office he occupied scrupulously, with honor to himself and
credit to his County.

Rapidly failing health after the death of Madame Gasquet, Horace Gasquet was persuaded to enter a
hospital in San Francisco, but in January of 1896 his soul took flight to join that of his mate somewhere
in the boundlessness of space. His body was brought back to the land he loved and laid in a
consecrated plot he had chosen in the Crescent City cemetery, where it is kept green by the hand of
a friend, Chester B. Endert.

Letters testamentary to the estate of Horace Gasquet were issued out of the Superior Court to Endert
and Frantz to have full charge of all property real and personal, until settlement of the estate, which
took place later upon the arrival of Roger Gasquet, a nephew from France.

From this action Endert and Frantz were authorized by the Board of Supervisors to assume control of
the toll road, to fix toll rates, and locate two toll gates for the collection of tolls, one on the north side
of the bridge spanning the middle fork at Gasquet and the other on the west side of Patricks Creek
bridge near the residence of George Dunn. The toll road operated at a loss until the settlement of the
estate, at which time the franchise was renewed by the Board of Supervisors.

On May 7, 1903, the Del Norte Record advertised "For Sale - The Famous Gasquet Resort and Toll
Road situated 18 miles from Crescent City on line of Oregon and Pacific Railroad survey, Grants Pass
and Crescent City Stage Station. This place now consists of 200 acres of patented land and commands
a good mountain stock range, a stock of merchandise, and all personal property goes with place. Will

sell with or without toll road, easy with terms.' B. Endert and Fred Frantz.

The Gasquet ranch was sold to Ralph W. Lake. Lake sold to J.P. Bowman who sold to Leo and Roy
Ward, Frank and Irene Symns. The Symns kept the part that has become known as Symns Camp.
Albert Rutherford bought the few acres where the original ranch buildings were located and sold to
Brown who tore down the old toll house. Brown sold to Shostak who erected the Gasquet Inn where
the old barns were located. Gasquet's wine cellars were located near the present site of the water tank.
The Ward brothers retained the remaining part of the ranch which has been subdivided and sold to
numerous people who may say that they have a portion of the old Gasquet ranch.



Prior to leaving for San Francisco, Gasquet had deeded a portion of his land in the flat to Mary Adams,
who had been associated with the Gasquets for many years. To other friends he gave his stable of fine
horses. The furnishings of the village of Gasquet went to Joseph B. Endert, Fred Frantz, Mary Adams
and Laurant Bonnaz, Gasquet's engineer on the Toll Road. If all the stoves and pieces of furniture and
odds and ends that are fallaciously told as to have once been owned by Madame Gasquet, claimed by
some individuals, the lot would fill a good-sized barn.

After his death, in 1896, Fred Frantz and Joseph B.Endert, both of Crescent City, filed the following
petition with the Board of Supervisors for the control of the Toll Road. "that about eight years ago one
Horace Gasquet, built and equipped a first-class wagon road to the Oregon line, the length being 23
miles. That said Horace Gasquet out of his own private means expanded in building and equipping said
road to the sum of $20,000. It was not a paying proposition with its high upkeep and was finally
abandoned.

LAURANT BONNARZ AND PAPPAS FLAT

Laurant Bonnarz came from France to Crescent City with Horace Gasquet, and to the Smith River
where Gasquet settled. He was Gasquet's chief engineer of the Toll Road. He settled across the river
in the north side of Gasquet Flat at its western end on a site known as Pappas Flat or Mus-yeh-sait-neh
in Tolowa. It has been noted that he "maintained quite a ranch there.

Mus-yeh-sait-neh, which means "down below Clasquet," was where a Tolowa village was once located.
This area was inhabited from 500-900 years ago and had a grove of Oregon oaks that was regularly
used by the coastal communities. It was said that at one time, "women with burden-baskets full of
acorns would move constantly back and forth between the oak groves and their home villages." Mus-
yeh-sait-neh has been nominated to the National Register of Historic Places as a cultural landscape that
represents the Tolowa people of this area.

Bonnarz married a Tolowa woman. It is believed that the wife's name was Flora, and that she was one
of two Indian women who had been kidnaped by another Indian group and that she had escaped and
subsequently married Bonnarz. The 1900 Census records for Del Norte County do not list Laurent
Bonnarz in the Smith River Township, however Flora "Bonner" was noted in that township's Schedule
No. 1, "Special Inquiries Relating to Indians." Her tribe was noted as Tlasetna, with that being the
tribe of both her mother and father. She is listed as having no "white blood," as being taxed, and as
living in a "fixed" dwelling. Laurant is enumerated in the Crescent Township within Crescent City.
He is listed as Lawrence Bonnaz: a white, male, head of household, born December 1828, in France.
His year of immigration is shown as 1865, that he was a naturalized citizen and that his occupation was
"day laborer." He is fiwther shown as being able to read, write, and speak English and that he owned
his farm, free of mortgage. Curiously, he is shown as being a widower. Their daughter, Josephine was
listed, on the same sheet, as a "lodger" of Mary Adams, (Adams was listed directly after Bonnarz in
the Census, not his wife.) Josephine was listed as a white, single, female, born September, 1886. She
also listed as being able to read, write, and speak English. In actuality, Josephine Bonnarz was reared
by Mary Adams and her husband Pete Peacock. Josephine married Will Neal, who drove stage for
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Breens. Will and Josephine had a son, Laurent, who later married Eunice. Subsequently, Eunice
became Eunice Zeck, an interviewee from the Del Norte County Historical Society newsletter.

Will Neal's niece, Audrey married Charles Moore. His son, Laurant, married Eunice, now Eunice Zeck,
and had two sons. Neal used to operate a saloon in Crescent City. Mrs. Zeck has a copy of a book
by Jack London that was inscribed on the fly leaf, "To Will Neal." Neal had become acquainted with
London when he visited Crescent City in 1910. Laurant Bonnarz, the last of Horace Gasquet's
countlyman who had settled there more than a century before, passed away at his little cabin at Pappas
Flat, near Mary Adams stage station, in 1913.

The site known as Pappas Flat was originally sold to Mary Adams Peacock for $200 in 1909. After her
death, the estate was sold in 1943 at an auction for $1,300 dollars to John Pappadopoulous (Pappas)
and Pete Stathes. With the death of Pappas, his undivided half-interest in the "Gasquet property" was
transferred to his heirs in 1950. It is likely that the parcel was logged during the period of Pappas'
ownership. There was not much timber on the flat but there was a significant volume of Douglas-fir
directly to the north. Sometime during this era of ownership, prospecting for chromite took place on
the southern edge of the flat adjacent to the Smith River.

In 1962, after the death of Stathes, Leland H. Simonson acquired his interest in the Pappas Flat
property. Between 1963 and 1975, Simonson acquired the interest held on the property by the Pappas
heirs. In 1979, the Simonson Timber Company deeded the whole property to Simpco Lands. Simpco
Lands deeded the property to Kermit and Ramona Miller in 1987. In 1989, the Millers, as part of a
land exchange with the U.S. Forest Service, deeded the parcel to the United States.

A small parcel of land near the western edge of the flat was part of a separate homestead claim. This
area and the lands directly to the west and northwest of Pappas Flat were homesteaded by George
Cooke. Eventually, this parcel of land was combined with the Pappas Flat parcel.

6ASQUET FLAT

It was said of Gasquet Flat:

"Nestled as it is at the foot of three mountains, which form the valley, through which
small streams murmur as they flow on their way to the Smith River; fanned by cool
breezes that followed up the stream from the Pacific, bathed in a glory of sunlight,
Gasquet is unsurpassed. One may find seclusion, not hampered by rules of society,
unrestricted by conventionalities, surrounded by an atmosphere of wholesomeness,
sincerity, and cleanliness."

Even the buildings, which are fashioned after the homey architecture of their native land, seem to give
out that quaint hospitality that endears one to the gracious host and hostess. Here they built a fine
country hotel, surrounded by smaller houses, around which found their design, fascinating country life,

and alarge vineyard of choice wine grapes. The house was originally constructed of rough board walls
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with cheese cloth and paper. The roof had three layers of redwood split shingles. The windows were
of old blown window panes. It was built on huge stones and stringers. Where the old kitchen was, there
was seven layers of linoleum. For a long time, the only phone in Gasquet Flat was at the Adams
Station. The inn at the village of Gasquet had doors that were constructed low so when drunk on
whiskey, one could not get his horse in the house.

The old road running from Gasquet station to the south fork of the Smith River, now impassable in
some places, was built by Gasquet to meet the suspension bridge across the river and later donated by
him to Del Norte County.

The well-known "Knight of the Whip", (the late Phil Stevens) drove a four horse stage for Gasquet
for many years over this road between Crescent City and the station; through Elk Valley, up Howland
Hill and through the giant redwoods, down to Mill Creek bottom, across the suspension bridge and on
up to Gasquet Station, a distance of some eighteen miles.He also drove between Gasquet and Grants
Pass, Stevens lived near Adams Station in 1943, and then moved to a cabin at the Station and was a
caretaker there for many years. Cars came in when he was about 60 years old, so he went to work for
the Forest Service as a Lookout at Bear Basin in approximately the 1950s. He owned land at Big Flat
and stayed at Adam's Station, where the owner only summered. Phil maintained the place the rest of
the time. He died when he was 92 years old.

Gasquet flats of 1954 is a far-cry of a century ago, with scores of modern homes on the banks and flats
on the north and middle forks of the Smith River, the whirl of airplanes swarming up on the flat shore
where the meadow used to be and later the lone Del Norte golf course the grassy flat stretched out in
all its beauty, set like a jewel in the cup of green mountains, with snow-capped peaks of the Siskiyous
far in the distance - all remain the same, everything else has changed. The same rushing torrents,
winding streams seemed passed with a spirit of progress, assimilating with modern civilization.

Gone are the improvements which Horace Gasquet placed there in the late 1850's - no longer to be
heard the screeching brake of the Concord stage as an iron-tired wheel threw sparks on the graveled
road, nor the cippity-clop of a pack mules shoe on the deserted trail leading to one of the many mining
camps which surrounded the little valley - most of them stilled since Civil War years.

Gone too, is the grape vineyard with its cultivated land and the orchard is no more and the winery with
its many odors. Only two of the original buildings remain to mark the spot where thousands have
stepped from a high-wheeled stage, while restless horses pawed the graveled drive. They, too, will soon
crumble and go back to the earth from whence they came.
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.
. U

ndertaking
this great w

ork, I consider any.
self the servant of the people
Interested and after expendi-
ture of the am

ount subscribed,
the donateas w

ill have control
of the future disposition of the
road. H

. G
asquet.'

In 1882 G
asquet filed his see-

T
he old w

aterhouse that stood for half a century at G
asquet R

esort and Stage
Station appear; in the picture front the C

oan collection. B
uilt around a big fir tree

w
ith ever-running w

ater through a shallow
 tank across one side of the shed, labor.

era and team
s O

ften concentrated there.

$5,000
-

.
-

I hereby ask the1 am
a and L

aurant B
ounan, G

as' the construction of the toll road
quet'a

engineer on the T
oll and at the end of the st.x years,

I'koad, the last of his country. construction, until driven out
m

en to pass aw
ay In his little of the county In 1886, m

ost of
cabin near M

ary A
dam

's station the original laborers w
ere on

In G
asquet. If all the sloven and the job. T

hat they w
ere given

pieces of furniture and odds as m
uch consideration as any

and ends that are told as to
have been once ow

ned by M
a.

dam
e G

asq'uet
as

fallaciously
claim

ed by
score or m

ore of
Idivjduals, the loot w

ould fill
a good-slned barn.

O
riginal docum

ents attest to

D
el N

orte county, T
he

B
oard ta fix the rates as fol.

low
s:

"Footm
en,

each Z
Sc; m

an
and horse, $1; pack anim

al,,
ladened, lO

c; unladenod, 1St;
looae horses and eattie, 12¼

e;
sheep, 6c; hogs, 8e. V

ehicles, I
horse, $2,75; 2 horses, $3;

3

bornea, $3.25; 4 horses, $3.50;
6 horses, $1.'

A
fter com

pletioB
 of the toll

road, H
orace G

asquet, on M
ay

10th, 1888, presented a propo-
sition to the B

oard of Super.
visora to sell his toll road to

other hum
an. John C

ooke alan
vehem

ently denied any gossip
that M

adam
e G

asquet w
at other

than a ladythat m
any of tho

m
oot respected people of the

north rgent their vacation, at
the R

esortthat m
any of D

el
N

orte's young
couples

soent

about the 21st of Janu
1,896. T

hat on the 2nd
M

arch, 1896, letters test..,"
ory on the estate of

B
.

G
asquet, deceased, w

ere m
i

to Joseph B
. E

ndert
Fred Frantz for full control 1,.
the property, real, personal of
m

ixed In the State of
C

ali-

fornia -
From

 thia action E
ndert and

Pa-ants w
ere authorized "to fri

and locate tw
o toll gates for

the collection of tolls on the
G

ssquet T
oll R

oad, one on the
north side of the bridge w

hich
spans th

m
iddle fork of Sm

ith
R

iver near G
asqiset H

otel and
tho other on the w

est side of
the Patrick's C

reek bridge at
G

eorge D
un,p's residence. John

J. C
hilds, C

lerk, M
ary 5, 1896,"

E
vidently the G

asquet T
oll

R
oad w

as not a paying prepo
sition, financially, as

the
re.:

ceipta
and

expenses show
ed

from
 N

ovem
ber 10, 1987 to M

oy
2, 1896, w

ere receipts, $7,232..
02. E

xpenses, $15,198.15.
L

ater
the

entire
G

osquel
ranch property w

as sold to R
.

W
. L

ake, then J, P. B
ow

m
an

took it over, selling In parcels
to the W

ard B
rothers, Synsns,

Pappas and R
utherford, w

ho
eventually have divided It Into
acreegen and lots 11th the ex-
ception of that portion lying
on the upper aide of the Sm

ith
river.

G
asquet of today has chang-

edhow
ever,

not
surpassed,

w
here one m

ay find seclusion,
unham

pered by rules of society,
unrestricted by conventional-
Ition, free to go, see and do,
surrounded by an atm

osphore,
sincerity and w

holesom
eness.

T
he old buildings of the R

esort
have been allow

ed to crum
ble

aw
aythe hom

ey French arch.
tecture of the native land, giv
ing out that quasnt hospitality
that endeared one to the grac-
ious host and hostes, of the
l800's.

G
one today Is the grope vine-

yard w
ith is acres of cultivated

land and the orchard i
no m

ore
and the W

innery w
ith Its m

any
odors. O

nly tw
o of the orginal

buildines rernoin in 'n..,', ,i.
their honevinoono aitd an"".

,'.,'-..



RA.ES OF TOLL,
Ozi. tb.e (*aqaet Wagcia Icad, a
I1ed by the aard cf 1.lIJerviC)I

cf Ie1 Icrte o., mlay '7,1800.
V,(!T PASSENGERS KACR

MAN AND HORSE . .

PACK ANIMALS, LADENED .

" UNLADENED 12-1-2

(JAVfl.F, SHEEP, GOATS and HOGS per head ... .05

VEHICLE AND I HORSE a $1.50

2 hORSES 00

a . 3 a a 2.121-2

4' 4 4 4 a 2.25

2.50

TItAIL WAGON
5

1.00

Bicycle and Rider .

".ied. 'i'wi t .T. . idz't.

= rj



Phil Stevens, a familiar D -
lVorte stage driver. Photo
front Lehman collection.

IIOARI) Of PIC1IVIOR.

Thy Board of Buparyieovi mat pursuant
to iidjuriinivvt on Monday. the 4th Inst.,
hut ow lug Lo the trial Of Lila case of the
People vs. Wood; requIring the rittandancu
of the Di.Lrlot Attorney utitf Clerk, the
Board adourncd until the day following,
when bide were uponad for the construe-
Lion of the brhtga across the South Fork
ul Smith jilter, and the bridge across in.
mikut (irooli at Iiu)p7 Cuicip.

'ihia conirnot for the building of, both
bridges we. awarded Lu Iluteae Gesqitet
(liii being ibe lowosit bitt) at thy following
ligurca: lor the bridge ui'roee Indian
uruok $2 IOU, and for thu bridge acrues thu
8uu(h 1'orlt of basith Utyor, 8uU.
Atiuu( hue (ii,ie however is dispatch Wile
iscoived by the 1'rcajdct of IUu JIosri
front the I'eeiiia Bridge iionetructmon (iou'.
lulily. roqucetiug theuu not to let msuy cost-
trust Until thu 11)51,, ,st which tiLue U rep.
resentahive of said Bridge 0onipmsny wonid
bu hart. hr. Gus9nul,ioL buuuig jturtiumu-
buy suxiomie lot' thu contract, was lmrfoet-

I ly wulhmmig diaL the )iouirtt houid delay
f,mrUtcr m.ctioli In the prelnisue. I

S. (iotli,i ii uomttr,tet could t, iisthu .vi(hi the
flu id1', IJu'mmi1u,uiuy, .in,t ii eutin(..eL,ry Ill.
rilii1;lilll.iitll eo,iI,h h0 n,a,I,j vith, itjtl t)

''y. °'. U U at wumulit chiuuiu I ly y lviii,
a nil w thjra w liii, hi do, hustco tu rt It sr colt-
aiderotion of thu ullutlur sOlo postponed un-
til (ha 111511 duy of Juno.

'l'htu iteport of viewero appointed in
May lo ycuw out attul iocnte us 1urlvuLo road
fiont (Ito lamide of Wuti, Fonder over ant1
liCiOn) die l,stid of iloury Wrutiriouk to
iii tereact (it a Co ulity rued I mud log f rout
thiu,ilh itive, Cornut to thu Osegoll line,
wile receivef, and \Vednosdity (lie 8th day
ol August wits eat br is hearing ou.t nld ru

iu the nuesu time this Clerk Wise ru-
quirod to give liollue to alt hurtles Inter-
meted to appear baforo this )Joard (iii

the day eeL lot cilia near. og.
Complisint we. made by Jno. C. Engle-

mail thust obomruatlotia Were pliscad in (ho
rout levitimig from Leie'e lu mill to l'e,s-
cock's 1'urry. 'l'lio olerk was diractoul to
givo notice diet the muiuitter would be hianrub
ansI conobdored on Weddm,sduy the 8th eIis
of August. Asu orulor was linesaul alfowinil
I4) Iron' 11,0 I llousO Isind to Liv
aepcmuciout for (ho Iinproveuusnt of the t,ami
luodiuj. to (ho mouth of Ittawath river.

a eutu not to uscoud $360.also uhlowiug
to be ex1,omidsd trow tha Happy CaLuhu
Itoad District fund for repairs of Clear
Creek bridge. An OrdIncnc was panscil
thxiug thus rate of Iivalneeo licensee of' vat.
louts kinds, for (Ito partleulrsre of which
reference Is bad to a lull (ott of said (Jr.
dhuuisuce, psubhhelted to our lust issue. 'l'hls
couiiprIee all Lbs bnsinau trausaotod by
the Itoucul at theIr fast ntsstllta.

rnletSheis 95 years' of'ag'

J,By CaroI Cleveland1.'..
1Mày'24th is a'history rnikiiip

"s'_ 7f' great neljev of,Ga,quet
'founder'Horacè Gasquet, an(
rhis' wlfe from' Paris, France
'wilI arriv,e,.for.,"a ',three,- day

''.':,V ,. .

There are 'banners 01 wel,
come on various businesses. A

:'community pot luck:.will be
,held at. the'Gasquet American
Legion Hall at 63O .mto wel-
come him. He'Is looking for-

:ward to'meeting Gasquet peo.
'j0 f ,l3,nz;r. r 1'..L '-_v c"t C pie at this affair, ' '."

Madame Gasquet's grave is
beautiful, fences painted,
paths raked. The. Ted Souzas
are' responsibIefor' repair

Reproduction of original petitIon of quet Toll Road franchiseSi year, work on fences and the,the
E,sdcrl and Franhe for tr0nsfcr of Gai. (Costrcty of Wolly Griffin). placing of,the.. cross .from

Madame's. 'headstone. 'The
Horace Gasquet Memorial

.Bridge. has been painted.-....-
.TedSouza contactedthe

'French Embassy in San Fran-.
c1sco and they have kindly sent
a Irench Flagtoebe used with
theAmer1can 'Flag and. State

1FIag In the hail'' '(,'
ThFire DepartmentAux-

ri&ed,b7 '' o iliaryiandtheLadiesof. Gas-
quetSociety 'piannedandsett

-'Th Allan Lehmans received,1

,, ,i sq . '0 I , ,

'

tb1AI$ LEV1' ,

'
¶O . - -

('ACK

a"ietter; this past '.w,èék ofin-
terest' li-i the visItof,the1Gas

I2i

quets.'eMyrtlel Cut,tlng', for-
merly"of Crescent' City', hadt
read' the article of hislvislt !n
theTriplicate. Mrs.Cutting
writes that shebelieves ,she is
the last person alivwh,o knew

,Francoises:father.l'etyIsIted'
Rid -( ' ..

i O.__
I- .-"

4 -'I .."rrcd '1' '"
L._

1-) collection.

Gasquet,Uiree summers.tMrs.
[Cutt ingVstarted7comlg.'top
Gasquet,when she was' aiittl'2.e
girl4 She rnet'MaryYAdams

Thur picard of toil rates on old a- is from the Chester 13. Endert

quet Toil Road frovt Gasqiiet to the Ore- The two men unturned the franchite ot

eon tint as charged btj Endert and Front; Jlora e Gasqucl aftcr bits death it 1896.
when;,she')'wascooking':for,

1aterhomesteaded Adarn"i
SationwhereT' theLehman's.
now 1Iy Allan also knew Mary

fAdarnsMrs7c1ttingfmarrIed;:
ãnd continued to corhe to'Q3-



By LEONTINE BENNEI'T
Times Correspondent

I

CRESCENT CITYIn a colorful historical period, perhaps one
the Del Norte's most colorful figures an about whoa there are

ore legends than facts ws Horace Ciasquet whose name marks
Le community built around his homestead established In. the early
50 s presently about twenty miles east of Crescent City. "

Although. legends cannot always be either verified or denied
ic thing is certain about (.iasquethe was an assiduous money-
Laker and business man from the first day that he reached Crescent
ity and took the trail to the beautiful valley where he settled In
irtheastern DelNorte. :.
Gasquets first venture started
m off selling pie and coffee to
e miners for fifty cents in a lit-
e placO.atHdscrább1e ,creek. Here- on the ranch, Gasquet
oon Gasiuet had established employed Chinamen to assist
imself at'a large ranch at North him, and built a thriving,bus-
rid. Middle. forks of the Smith mess in a stoppiñ place for
.ivera ranch on which the first travelers as well as barr'aeklng

................ ............ -

master of the first MasOnic lodge
in California, Western Lodge No.
2, Saschel Woods, lived until- eb-
ruary or March, 1853.

soldiers. From th" ranch Gas
qet Operated a ferry it: the
forks the. Smith Rivr;he
built a toll road over e
tam or twenty-three thlles; :h
managed. the transportätion.'of
large pack trains; he'rnaintaln
ed .minIngenterPrises and. h
established Del Norte 'ounry's
first chsln." storeá inHappY
Camp, California;. 'md Waldo,
Ore0n.'-' '

Today, Gue t6' s
the most weU-lown 'of hrs bus-
iness ventures. The road was corn-
pletéd in 1866 'with an Irish fore-
man, . G&orge Dunn, and sixty
Chinamen to do the work. Wages
for the backbreaking road work
which foUowed 'an old trail were
fifty cents a day. -

The 'tollgate was located near

e bridge site on the S1!nith River

i1niddle fork. A large bell, tray
in the possesior Of Ernest Cassel

renained aboard his ship until he
rched Crescent City.
.1Gasquet actually applied for na-
turalization papers in 1855 and
riceived them on Avgust 6, 1860,
in Del Norte county.

Madame Gasquet who arrived
from France with her first hus-
band August- Fournier operated
a French restaurant in Crescent
City In 1857. Although legend
again surrounds the time . and
place 'at which Madame Four-
nier might have become Ma-

'dame Qasquet,.Esther Ruth
Smith, local historian, says that
"The .. simple, facts seems to be
that' Auguste Fourniej left his
wife, and that several years
later, MadaméFournIer mar-
ried HoraCC '.Gasquet.'

-. . -
-. Madame Gasquet's grave, still

t1ravelers desiring to cros' the located on the old Gasquet home-

iridgè bt stead bears' a French inscription
- -----------. - ' -.'- r which translates: Here rts Ma-

there to: collect. Regardiess1of,tle rtme 'Madplein -. Gasthiet nee
iumbér. pf passengers or U

of the vehicle, the toll coilecteci
was 50 cents... ... ..y :.

The legends surrounding Gas-
qvet all arise from speculations in
connection with his personal life.
Most dramatià of- the legends tells
that Gasquet fought a duel with
a well known politico 3fflis native
France and was for
coifntty.. Not havin

SiZe Pesnel, born" at Brie, Department
of Mance, France. Pied at Gas-
quet,- November 27-, 1889, aged 77
years." Five years later, Gasquet
himself was dead in 1896. Being
childless, a' nephew, Roger Gas-
quet, arrived from France to set-
tle his uncle's estate which over
the years has been broken into
many separate pieces of 'property
although a part of the old- hos-

the legend says, telry is still- maintained in the
unable to land at Sá±l'Francisco "Village of Gasquet", a rOsortànd
after a trip around the' Horn, but restaurant owned by Irene Symns.

3flee his
'aSsport,
et was



HOrace Gasquet, left, pioneered his road in1887. His other acconzplshment included
the founding of the present dai community of Gasquet. He is shown with Madame
Gasquet, Mary Adams, and a Chinese servant. Photo from Allen Lehman collection.

i-nc PIONEER AND HIS WIFE made Del Norte history, as the stor

Pete Peacock and Mary Adams kept Adams Statio::
Gasquet from i895to14Q Phqto,fr.oin Lehman collect.:
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The oLd.waterhouse that stood for half a century at Gasquet Resort and Stage
Station appears in the picture from the Coan collection. Built around a big fir tree
with ever-running water through a shallow tank across one side of the ahed. labor.
era and teanw often concentrated there.
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S

The first building being razed.
Note that the original roof shows
through sheathing of the later roof.

a

In the Attic of the first buildiiig,IL) ..i fL e , I.LJ ii
of Gasquet Inn. Note that 2,j

the rafters and trusses and sheath-
ing strips are unsawed poles

Inside wall of the original cabin
1858

21
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SITUATED AT THE FORKS OF SMITH RIYER,

EIGHTEEN MILES FROM CRESCENT CITY,
DBL NORTE COUNTY, CAL.

iS

AD VER TISEMELYTS.

THE FINEST
SUMMER RESRI I NUBTERI GALftRNIA1

RORACE OA5QU)T.

Trout and. Salmon FishingT
Deer, Bear, Pheasant, Pigeon and Quail Shooting!

Thi3 place can be reached from San Francisco &y Railroad, via
Grants Pass, Or., or by sgeamer via Crescent City, Cal.

EVERY ACCOMMODATION TO BE HAD AT THIS FAYORITE RESORT.

. PILETOR





MARY ADAMS PEACOCK

M[ary Adams was born May 16,1861, the same year that Abraham Lincoln was inaugurated
President. She came to the Gasquet Resort when she was a girl of about twenty years from Waldo,
Oregon. At that time Waldo had a population of 1500. Waldo was a thriving gold mining community
at that time. Mary parents were from Ireland and ran a hotel in Waldo.

"My father, Richard Adams was born in Ireland. My mother's maiden name
was Margaret McBriety. Father and Mother were married in New York
City. Father came to Waldo to join my mother's uncle Jeremiah Duffy.
Father came around the Horn, while Mother, with her baby, came to join
him the following year, by way of the Isthmus.

I was born shortly after Mother arrived in Waldo. Of the nine children in
our family, eight were born in Waldo. That one time thriving and bustling
mining camp, with its population of over 1,500, is now but a memory."

Mazy was au educated woman. She attended school in Waldo until she was thirteen years old. At that
time she went to Jacksonville, Oregon to a boarding school ran by nuns. She remained at that school
until she was 19 years old. Then she went to San Francisco for a year to learn dressmaking. Mary then
returned to Oregon and she and a friend opened a dress shop in Grants Pass, Oregon. She stayed with
the dress shop for a couple of years and when her father was killed by runaway horses in the 1880's.
She and her mother moved to Gasquet so Mary could work for the Gasquet's.

Mary worked for Horace and Madam Gasquet until the latters death in 1896. Madam Gasquet taught
Mary to cook. Madam Gasquet was known for her good French cooking, so Mary had a good
teacher. Mary kept house for Madam Gasquet and supplied Madam Gasquet's home with bouquets
of wildflowers. When Madam (lasquet died in 1889, Mazy continued to work for Horace Gasquet until
his death in 1896.

In the late 1880s, at the suggestion of Horace Gasquet, Mary homesteaded the twenty two acres now
known as Adam's Station, a mile west of Gasquet's village. Later she bought from Laurent Bonnarz,
the flat and slope land, 100 acres lying on the north bank of the river. Mary's place was a popular stage
stop and boarding house. Mary homesteaded Adams Station in 1898. Her good meals were already
known. Her mother lived with her, and her brothers were nearby. Her brothers too had worked for
Horace Gasquet as wagon drivers and stage drivers. Adam's Station became known for good food.
Cabins were added to Adams Station to make it a vacation spot, or for some travelers, a good nights
sleep, or maybe a hot shower. In the 19th century only rich folks took vacations without apologizing
for it. So most people had to have another reason for leaving their work or homes. The reason usually
was to visit family or quite often to visit a health resort. Since Gasquet did not have a mineral spring
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to advertise, it had to take advantage of what it did have: fine air, attractive forest and mountains,
excellent water, hiking, fishing, hunting, eating good food, and just loafing and socializing. The same
qualities are here today.

Folks remembered Mary as always having a crisp starched apron on when she served meals. Stages
stopped at Adams Station to get fresh horses and for the passengers to have a good meal. The next
stop from Adam's Station to change horses was Bertoleda and Crescent City to the west or Patrick
Creek, Monumental and Waldo, Oregon to the east.

Many folks came from Crescent City or Smith River village to have a good dinner with Mary or Aunt
Mary as she became known to folks as she became older. She was known for her soft heart and the
kindness she showed those folks that were down and out. She could always be counted on for a
handout to the less fortunate. Often as not the needy would leave with the jingle of coin in their pocket
to tide them over to better times. Aunt Mary was said to provide care for the old gold miners from the
French Hill area. She provided room and board and was said to have been given a small sum by the
county for this care.

On November 2,1908 when Mary was 47 years old, she married Pete Peacock, Pete was a couple of
years younger than Mary. Mary probably knew Pete for many years because Pete too had worked for
Horace Gasquet. Pete was a pack train, wagon and stage coach driver. Pete or Uncle Pete as he
became known after marrying Aunt Mary was said to be a colorful fellow. His language was quite
profane and was known to embarrass a very proper Mary from time to time.

"I was born on Smith River, eight miles northeast of Crescent City, on
September 2, 1865. My father, George H. Peacock, was born in England.
He followed the sea. He quit his ship in San Francisco in 1849 and went to
the gold diggings. He found there was more money in packing than in
digging for gold, so he ran pack train for years. He had the reputation of
being able to pack anything. He packed the unwieldily iron doors used on
some buildings erected in Jacksonville in the late 1850s. He took them from
Crescent City over the old pack trail to Jacksonville. For years he owned
and operated the Smith River Turnpike from Crescent City to Waldo, He
charged 25 cents a head for pack animals or loose stock, $2.50 for a team
and wagon and $4.50 for a six horse outfit. He freighted from Crescent
City to Roseburg and also to Redding."

Mary had a triangular dinner bell that she used to call folks to eat. If the table was filled, folks would
have to wait for the next setting. The first sitting had to finish up first, then the table would be reset
for the next group. Food was served family style much as the Samoa Cook House does today. Food
was prepared from scratch with no refrigeration or microwaves available. Laundry was done by hand
and water was hauled from the spring. Mary, with both Chinese and Indian help, grew fresh fruit and
vegetables, much as Madam Gasquet had done. Summers were busy taking care of the garden, and
canning fruits and vegetables. Mary raised cattle and pigs for the meat. Cows for milk and chickens
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S for meat and eggs. Mary purchased staples; coffee, flour, sugar, salt, etc from the stage company in
exchange for feeding the passengers. At one time Mary received credit of 25 cents per meal per stage
passenger to go towards purchasing these staples. She was known far and wide for her apple and
cherry pies, roast beef and chicken dinners.

Adams Station had two spring houses on the property to keep the perishables. The spring houses were
octagon structures with solid walls four feet high, with lattice work above that to the roof They had
a wide overhang to shade the sidewalls. Inside was a water trough two feet wide and eight feet long
through which cold water was always running. Foods to be kept cool were placed in this trough;
butter, milk, meat, vegetables or other foods. Fish were prepared for the kitchen in this place too.
Smoked meats hung from the roof beams. There was also a men's and ladies shower room with a
wood stove between them to heat water.

Entertainment at Adams Station might have been Uncle Pete who some folks called the "Will Rogers
of Del Norte County", telling stories of his pack wagon and stage driving days, and tales of traveling
on the old Gasquet Toll Road.

Adam's Station received a Duncan Heinz recommendation for good food. Mary was responsible for
Del Norte County being recognized as having a great number of wildflowers. Mary use to travel to
San Francisco flower shows to promote the numerous wildflowers here in the County. She was a very
close friend of Miss Alice Eastwood, Curator of the Herbarium at the California Academy of Science
in Berkeley.

In the Gasquet area and along the streams throughout most of the county, a beautiful Valerian grows.
This is a very beautiful, lush, and showy plant in the early springtime. Alice Eastwood, in her botanical
work, named this plant in honor of Mary Adams Peacock - "Valerianella adamsiana."

Auto Stages arrived at Adam's Station in 1912, and in the later years Adams station became a bus stop.
It was still a good place to stop for food to eat and was a popular weekend destination for a good meal.
In the 1930's there was a golf course where the airport is now and folks from Crescent City and Smith
River would come out for a day of golf and always stop at Adam's Station for a good meal.

Uncle Pete' nephews, Charles Wetheral of Gasquet and Tom Peacock of Hiouchi both remembered
Aunt Mary and Uncle Pete fondly because they both loved having children around since they had none
of their own. Charles remembered that Aunt Mary used bear meat to make mincemeat for pies and
when a bear was killed the fat was rendered and Aunt Mary would make donuts and fry them in the
bear fat; a special treat indeed. Charles Wetheral remembered washing dishes at Adams Station, and
in the summertime when folks would come out to Gasquet from Crescent City or Smith River to golf
they would always stop at Aunt Mary's for lunch or dinner. He remembered wishing they would just
go on home rather than stop to eat because he had to wash all those dirty dishes and Tommy would
have to dry them. Both Charles Wetherall and Tom Peacock remembered Uncle Pete eating peas off
a knife; they really thought that was something.
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Allen Lehman purchased Adams Station from Mary's estate and his daughter, Lynn Morris, of Crescent
City, was raised there. Lynn still lives there and has lots of pictures and memorabilia from Mary's time.
Lynn said that the old privy holes were used as garbage dumps and today after a real bad rain storm
glass works up from these old dump spots; and occasionally an unbroken bottle will surface.

Abraham Lincoln was President when Mary was born and Franklin D. Roosevelt was President the
year Mary died. There were 17 presidents during Mary's lifetime. Mary was truly a pioneer woman
and a women ahead of her time. Women just did not start and run this type of business. They helped
their husbands. In Mary's case, her husband came years after she had a successful business and he
helped her instead, It was all right for women to be school teachers and dressmakers, but not run a
stage stop, resort, and restaurant. Mary was quite a woman.

About the first question asked by a newcomer or a passers through was, 'Who is this Aunt Mary we
hear so much about?' The old man of Del Norte stared for a moment, open mouthed to think there
was anyone who didntt know who Aunt Mary was. "Whose Aunt is she, mister?" He would push back
his slouch hat and answer, "Well she is most everybody's Aunt Mary"

The old man of Del Norte was about right. She was certainly everybody's Aunt Mary around Del
Norte. During the years she cooked on her little place on Gasquet Flats, she became a part of the new
west. She had been asked many times how old she was and she always had the same answer, the same
twinide in her blue eyes, the same teasing note in her voice. "I'm a young woman," she would say; and
so she was, for Aunt Mary never grew old. Her hair was silvery white, yes, but her eyes were full of
life, her step quick and firm, full of vitality. She was young in spirit, if not in summers.

Of her home the old man of Del Norte would say,

"When the hungry and tired passengers would turn from the none too
comfortable seats in the Concord stage to the thought of hot coffee and
food and warm, soft, beds, they thought of Mary Adams' station - in later
years known as "Aunt Mary's" - where drivers made their regular stops
from Crescent City to Oregon points. The station wasn't just an ordinary
station, a house with an ordinary yard. There was a special charm about it
then, perhaps as if they were a part of Aunt Mary, something different from
any other house and yard. In the far end of the dining room, near the
goldfish bowl and other furnishings given her by Horace Gasquet, was the
register. It was not too large a book but every guest or visitor from the
lowly to the famous, signed their name. Everyone registered. That was a
rule of Aunt Mary."

The old road went by Aunt Mary's door, now U.S. Highway 199. The wheels of stage coaches spit
fire as they rolled over the graveled drive warning the dogs and chickens to flee for their lives. The
ways of travel changed but Aunt Mary's was ever, "The house by the side of the road." Modern
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streamlined buses stood where the big wheeled stage used to stop. Part of the fun of going to Aunt
Mary's for dinner was to visit with Uncle Pete. He used "such" language. If we had used his words
when we were kids, we would have been sent to bed. Coming from Uncle Pete those same words were
happy bits of philosophy. If a tramp came to the door, usually escorted into the house by the dogs,
when he left, if no one was looking, there would be a little jingle in the tramps pocket.

Underneath all that gruffness of Uncle Pete, there was a heart of gold and a very tender one for Aunt
Maiy. There was the time she became ill; a friend coming out of the door met Uncle Pete, anxious and
grave. "She is better ain't she?" in a softened voice. "Yes, thank God, I felt sure she was, but I just
wanted to hear someone else say it."

Aunt Mary and Uncle Pete; when you thought of one you thought of the other. The old of Del Norte
elaborated: "Aunt Mary is a fine - tuned violin and Uncle Pete furnishes the bass, making for perfect
harmony."

Before the guests left the house by the side of the road, they would turn for the one last look. It was
good to have been there. Beside the big Cherry tree they would see the little old lady standing, the sun
shining brightly on her glistening white hair, her eyes twinkling kindly. Pete standing at her side. The
companion tall, slightly bent, not from age but from rheumatism. His shock of unruly hair curled above
his good humored face.

Mary Adams property was sold by Emma Wetherell, administrator of the estate. Allen Lehman secured
the home place of about 25 acres. Eighty acres went to Thomas Peacock and John Pappas purchased
the 100 acres across the Smith River in 1943.

Jn 1932 the new bridge across the Smith River on U.S. Highway 199, near Aunt Mary's station, was
dedicated to her memory and to future generations it will be known as Aunt Mary's Bridge. On the
structure is to be found this plaque:

"DEDICATED TO MARY ADAMS PEACOCK

A PIONFER
PRESENTED BY TH WOMAN'S CLUB

OF CRESCENT CiTY- 1932"

This bridge, even today, is called the Mary Adams Peacock Bridge, just outside of the Gasquet city
limits, and is one of two bridges in California named after a woman.

The other bridge is in Smith River, California.

In September 1995, the Mary Peacock Elementary School, in Crescent City was opened.
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ADAMS HOTEL A 6ASQUET RESORT

These two items taken from the Del Norte Record tell of the beginning of the noted resort of Adams
Station:

April 16, 1898 - "Miss Mary Adams was in Monday from her hotel and
pleasure resort near Gasquet. There, every accommodation will be found
by travelers coming and going across the mountains and for pleasure
seekers, who may wish to rusticate in the country".

July 30, 1898 - "Miss Mary Adams who, some three years ago, began to
build a home and resort neat Gasquets, has succeeded wonderfully in a
short time. Miss Adams has a nice house, large enough for all present
demands of tourists and offers fine accommodations to those who wish to
spend an outing in the region.

Trees and flowers in profusion are being planted and in a few years, the
place bids to rival Gasquet's hostelry, which for years has been the favorite
rendezvous for Crescent City people. All who may visit that section are
assured of courteous treatment by Miss Adams and a pleasant time."
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CRESCENT CITI' AMERICAN - December 26, 1930

A HEART OF (OL1)

Aunt Mary lives at the foot of the hill,
In a house that is brown and old;

It's a place where the weary traveler still
Finds cheer and a heart of gold.

Aunt Mary's hair has a silvery sheen,
Like moonbeams that play on the river;
And a kinder face you have never seen,

Nor ever a more cheerful giver.
The charity of her heart is shown

To everyone far and wide;
And many a hungry heart has known

The warmth of her fireside.
She has fed the body and gladdened the heart

Of many a man who knew
He had wasted the years and failed in his part

And the days left now are few.
Aunt Mary would know that the man was broke,

Without even a cent to his name;
But the golden heart within her spoke,

And she fed him, just the same.
This good Samaritan has spent her days
In this "house by the side of the road,"
May Peace be unto her heart always,

For she's lightened many a load.

-poem written by Daisy V. Terwilliger and dedicated to Mary Adams Peacock
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PEOPL AND PLACES

Aglance at any district map will reveal numerous named landmarks such as Prescott Mountain,
Smith River, Haines Flat, and Wimer Road. Some are named after early settlers and some describe
the location as it appeared to the viewer.

Genealogical research has proven that many of the pioneers to Del Norte County were descendants
of the American Revolution, The Mayflower, colonial governors, signers of the Declaration of
Independence, and signers of the Constitution of the United States. Other descendants are from the
so-called "solid men of Boston," old families of the New England and the Southern States. There are
also descendants of the Royal families of England, Scotland, Ireland, and Germany. A finer group
of pioneers could not be found than these sturdy men and women who came to this county by the sea
and remained to help develop a new country.

THE LIND MINE - The Lind Mine was once th home for 160 goats. John E.Lind, son of Carl
Lind, an officer in the Swedish Navy, was a veteran 1ghthouse tender of the Crescent City
lighthouse on Battery Point. He was born in Stockholm, Sweden, and left his home to
follow the sea at the age of fourteen. In 1877, he sailed on the Carrolton around Cape Horn
and reached San Francisco in April 1878. Shortly afterwards, he went to Humboldt County
where he went to work at the quarry to help get out the rock for the construction of the
lighthouse from March 1887 to September 1892. John E. Lind was assistant lighthouse
keeper for the station and held that position for eight years.

VIEMAN FORKS - So named after the Vieman family. Thi is also the junction of the middle fork
and south fork of the Smith River. Fred Vieman was born in 1860, in (iuterloh, Germany. He
became a seaman in the German Navy at fourteen. In 1886, he came to San Francisco where
he became a naturalized citizen. He married Marie Regli, May 21, 1890 in San Francisco, and.
went to Arcata in 1894. The family came to Crescent City, where Vieman had a tannery and
a general merchandise store on Front Street which was known as Gander & Vieman. Later,
he operated the Crescent City Laundry, which was located near the cemetery, after serving
as yard superintendent for Hobbs, Wall & Company until 1910, when he became Assistant
County Clerk.

HiGGINS COPPER - So named after Lew Higgins, early miner. William Lewis Higgins, known
as Lew Higgins, was born August 9, 1832 in Brown County, Ohio. He died May 17, 1914,
in Del Norte County where a mountain and a mine are named for him. In 1847, he was one
of the early pioneers over the Oregon Trail where his name is listed on a monument. A
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grandaughter, Mrs. Clara Smith of Spring Valley, California, writes:

"William Lewis Higgins and his wife Drucilla went to Del Norte
County in the Spring of 1871. On July 4, 1871, they opened their
boarding house and served their first meal to the workmen of
Pomeroy's Camp which later became Hobbs, Wall & Company. They
boarded as many as 105 men. Drucilla was supervisor and had two
Chinese cooks who wore queuesand native dress. William Lewis
Higgins drove an ox team in that lumber camp."

In 1895, Lew Higgins operated the ferry boat at Bailey's Ranch on Smith River until
Dr Fine's bridge was completed and the ferry was discontinued. He then went to
Patrick's Creek, where he operated the stage station.

4. NELS CHRISTENSEN BRiDGE - so named after an early miner and road builder. In the 1880s,
Nels and Soren Christensen, under contract to Del Norte County, built the first section of
what was later (in the 1920s) to become the route followed by the Redwood Highway (US
199) connecting Crescent City with Grants Pass. This section of road is the Howland Hill
Road. Sections of this road were built with redwood planks split from the best timber along
the route ofthe new road. There were bridges across both Mill and Cedar Creeks. Where the
new road crossed the South Fork, a narrow one lane bridge was constructed in about 1888
and it lasted until a new one was constructed in 1948.

Nels Christensen was born October 16, 1855 in Denmark. He came to America in 1875, at
the age of 20, first living in Iowa. From there, he and his brother, Soren, followed the building
of the railroad across the country. They arrived in Del Norte County. in 1884 and shortly
afterwards, made a contract to build the old road over Howland Hill on the south fork of
Smith River. In 1890, Christensen homesteaded and made his home for himself and his wife,
Jeannie, in 1890 on the south fork where he also mined and operated a country hotel, from
1896-1923, when it was destroyed by fire. A few years later in 1928, the road that Mr.
Christensen had built was superseded by the present Highway 199 on the opposite side of the
river. Always interested in mining, he knew Raymond Wench, Jack Darnell, Antone Kaust,
Silas White, Lewis Moody, Ed Davis, Harvey Morrell, Sy McGee, and George Deitrich - all
early Del Norte County pioneers.

Nels Christensen died in 1952 after living a pioneer life in Del Norte. He moved here only
25 years after the Gold Rush. A busy man all his life, he retired from active labor in 1941 at
the age of 86. A civic minded person, Nels taught his seven children and their children that
as United States citizens, they had two great privileges - one to vote and the other to pay
taxes. Given as an example of his devotion to duty, Christensen is said to have arisen at 2 a.m.
in order to hike seven miles to Bald Hill in order to serve his turn on the Election Boards
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JONES CREEK - so named after the Jones family. The first bride to arrive in Crescent City, Was
Mrs. Martin Van Buren Jones Sr. She was the former Maria Vaughan, daughter of Liberty
and Nancy Vaughan. The Vaughan family were then living at Middleton, near Newberg,
Oregon, where Maria and Martin Van Buren Jones were married September 25, 1853. Their
honeymoon was a trip to Crescent City on horseback over a rough and rugged trail. They
first settled on a ranch at Point St. George, but soon bought a ranch in Elk Valley. Jones gave
the original owners of Hobbs, Wall & Company ten acres of land on which to build their mill
and, in 1876, established the first fishery on the Kiamath River near Requa. He was born in
1831, in New York and came West with his wife's family in 1852, and on March 12, 1853,
arrived in Crescent City in company with Nicholas McNamara. He did not stay at that time,
but returned to Oregon to be married before locating in the County. The names of his parents
are not known, but he had a brother, Quincy Adams Jones, who was an officer of high rank
in the Civil War, and another brother, Eph Jones, who visited the Jones family when they lived
at Rockland, on the north fork of the Smith River in 1865. Nancy and Liberty Vaughan had
eleven children: Andrew, pioneer to Oregon ahead of the family in 1843; Ruth; Amanda, died
on the way West; George; Maria; Miller; Cyrus; Charles; Stuart; and Jonathan who married
Sarah Strong. Martin Van Buren Jones died March 31, 1884 of a heart attack as he was
helping one of his sons locate a timber claim. Prior to his death, he contracted as a mail
carrier from Crescent City to Gasquet.

COOPER FLAT - named after Lucius F. Cooper, an early settler. This land site was acquired by
a grant in 1888. At one time there was a cabin which probably served as a summer type
residence for the family. Cooper's wife, Emma, was the daughter of James Bain of Bain
Station, who came West in 1869.

STEVENS MOUNTAIN - named after an early Big Flat settler, Phil Stevens-the "Knight of
Whip",by the United States Forest Service. Recorded in 1942, shortly after the American
Weekly had carried an account of his experiences as a stage driver:

"When A.W. Lewis took over as the first Forest Ranger of the
Gasquet District, I was working at Camp Six, I worked there for
seven seasons, I had also been stationed at Bear Basin, Ship
Mountain, and High Dome Lookouts. Once a month, I went out for
supplies to Crescent City.

I was in the service of the United. States Forestry from 1906-1932.
This National Forest was first called the Kiamath Reserve, and had its
head office at Yreka. When I became the first Ranger of the newly
organized Siskiyou National Forest, the headquarters were at Grants
Pass, Oregon. I was born November 11, 1860. I never married, but
took up a homestead at Big Flat which I sold to Bob Stevens in 1925.
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He is my friend, not my relative. This property is now known as the
Stevens Ranch.

I used to drive six horses when I drove the stage from Crescent City
to Grants Pass. At the Gasquet barns, we would drive the stages and
wagon through the water so that the belly bands - the wooden part of
the wheel - would get soaked. That tightened the wheel. Ed Plaisted
used to drive the stage for me,"

After Horace Gasquet passed away and his stage contracts were taken over by Fred Frantz
and Joseph B. Endert. Stevens, then 39 years of age, was the mail carrier from Crescent City
to Smith River, making the daily trip by horseback. In describing an early day adventure of
Phil Stevens, the Del Norte Record says in the February 24, 1899 issue;

"...his life is not always strewn with flowers.. .the first trouble that
started yesterday met him at Yonker creek when he found that stream
12 feet deep. To lay was still more unkind. He got across the Yonker
today and got to the Peterson Camp. There he had to leave his pony,
shoulder the mail bag and travel by foot for five miles, climbing logs
and debris to the Stotenburg residence. There he took another pony
and made his way to Smith Rivers Corners."

Phil Stevens purchased the Big Flat property from the Bose brothers, who ran 500 head of
sheep there in 1870.

SOLDIER WELL - so-called because the site was the home of an old soldier. Nothing remains
today except for the spring; one of he few watering places on Rattlesnake Mountain.

CAMP 6, CAMP 7, CAMP - named for road construction camp sites while construction of the
road from Gasquet to Big Flat,

10.BE.AR BASIN - named for the preponderance of bear in the area, which is even true today.

11 ALLENS GULCH - named after an early miner, Tom Allen. The earliest standing mining cabin in
the county is Tom Allen's cabin in Craigs Creek, Allen was reportedly also a packer and Civil
War veteran.

12. RED MOUNTAIN - so-called for the reddish coloring of the brush during the fall.
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DIAMOND CREEK - named for the black "diamonds" found in the area.

DAN(ER POINT - called this because it was the most dangerous portion on the Gasquet Toll
Road. It was difficult for teams to pass this spot.

MORRELL PLACER - named after an early day placer miner.

T!ISON MINE - named for an early day chrome miner in the 1880s who also worked at Altaville
for copper.

FRENCH HILL - Horace Gasquet, together with a number of his countrymen, engaged in mining
French Hill (hence the name) to the south, honeycombed with their workings which brought
reward to them. Some took their fortunes and sailed for "La Belle France." Some lived their
last years at the resort and their bodies were laid to rest in the Crescent City cemetery at
Pebble Beach.

The unaccounted for absence of a miner from his cabin on the hill, made the Crescent City
News of January 25, 1895. It said:

"It is said of the eighteen disappearances from the region around
French Hill, only one of the bodies has been found. Such occurances
have become so common, in fact, as to elicit, locally, only the
stereotyped illusion - another French Hill victim. Many strange stories
have reference to the misfortunes that have or might have befallen
those who were thus seemingly spirited away, and yet no definite
solution of the problem has been reached. They simply become
merged in obscurity, but whether of violence, of accident, or of
self-violation, is a matter solely of conjecture. A somber cloud of
reproach has settled upon the native treasurary. The French Hill
mines, because of this, are less inviting to the miner than if the specter
of the mysterious foe stalked not her lonely caverns."

Also at French Hill are eleven known graves; all containing members of the Cooke family.

ELKRORN BAR - an early Indian campsite. Probably named by early settlers for elk antlers found
on the site.
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19.PRESCOTT MOUNTAIN - named for an early Game Warden, Harry Prescott. Prescott's cabin
is still evident near Doe Flat.

SHIP MOUNTAIN - FOUR BROTHERS - named by A.W. Lewis, the first District Ranger. There
is not 20 feet difference between the four mountain peaks.

HARDIN MOUNTAIN - named after Silas T, Hardin of Summit Valley.

BALDY PEAK - so named because there isn't a bush on it.

HIGH PLATEAU - named by A.W. Lewis

WINDY GAP - named by Horace Gasquet, who said the wind was always blowing there.

SAWTOOTH MOUNTAIN AND CHIMNEY PEAK - so named because they looked like their
names.

HALNES FLAT - named after John Haines, an early- day miner.

KELLY MOUNTAIN - named for Bill Kelly, who had a homestead at Darlingtonia.

6ASQUET MOUNTAIN - after Horace Gasquet.

COLD SFRING MOUNTAIN - probably named after a spring located near the top.

LEMS RID6E - after Lem Nelson, a Big Flat settler.

HIGH DOME - this was an old World War I lookout.

S
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HARR1NTON RANCH - this was an old packers stop on the Kelsey trail.

ROBBERS ROOST - this is at the junction of the Wimer Road and Elk Camp Road, where an old
still mash house still stands. At one time, the site was also used by robbers waiting
for the stage. Upon relieving the passengers of their pocketbooks, the thieves
would head for Crescent City.

GOLDEN STAIRS TRAIL - this was used by pack trains in the early years.

BUCK LAKI - Oscar Christensen reported that 3000 fish were dumped into Buck Lake in 1929,
by mule.

36.MCLOUHL1N- The old McLoughlin Ranch is a land mark of Del Norte County - located about
five miles from Crescent City on a small peninsula between Lake Earl and the Pacific Ocean.
This house has known many an ocean storm. It is now owned by Ed McLoughlin, a son of
the pioneer. Ed McLoughlin, former owner of the Big Jones Creek Mining Company at Big
Flat, gave the estimation that $280,000 had been taken out of this mine before 1896. He had
receipts from the mint for $90,000, which his wife had burned when cleaning house. This
mine was sold for $7,000 to a Chinaman by the name of Ock from San Francisco, whose
daughter was a doctor there. From this Big Flat mine, Ed McLoughlin had kept a gold nugget
for a souvenir which he had attached to his watch chain. The old swinging foot bridge at
Darlingtonia, which spans Smith River to the present home of the Long family, was made
by Ephraim Catching and was used at his ranch before it was moved to Darlingtonia. The
cage idea is well carried out in this suspended bridge, which is unique.

KIOWN GRAVES - Blackhawk Bar - 50 Indians
Toll Road Grave - S.P. Melderson
Wimer Road - A mile or so west of the Big Boy Mine

}LARDSCR.ABBLE CREEK - Named in the early days by the Packers. The trail descending into
the creek was very steep, and it was a "hard scrabble" for the pack animals to climb out. At
the trail crossing of this stream there existed a stopping place known as Hardscrabble House.
George Cooke was one of its last operators.
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GEORGE COOKE - early settler; his ranch was the flat just beyond the bridge across Smith RiVer
before entering Gasquet Flat. The Wagon Wheel Motel and Cafe stands there now. He mined
for gold in "that stream" at one time, ran the Hardscrabble House, and worked for Horace
Gasquet. Mr. Cooke, an Englishman, married an Indian lady. They had three children: John,
Walter, and Emma. John Cooke had a large family. Most of the entire Cooke family is now
dead, and with but a few exceptions, all are buried in the small cemetery alongside the road
to French Hill. John Cooke, as a young man, also worked for Gasquet. Among other things,
he worked under Bonnarz in driving the gradient stakes on the Gasquet Toll Road.

BUMMER LAKE - in the Bald Hills area; named by Phil Stevens after his horse, Bummer.

OR16INS OF LANDMARK NAMES

(The following article was written by Edna Crusius, class of 1915 at Del Norte His School, and was
printed in the school's annual, "Redwood Chips" of 1912.)

"The Del Norte Indians believe in many queer legends which have been handed
down from. generation to generation. Many of these deal with landmarks of Del
Norte and others tell of animals. One day, curious to learn some of those legends,
I went to see an old squaw who lived near Pebble Beach. As I approached the hut
two or three snarling dogs came running up to me. I was frightened at first but had
not long to fear, for the old squaw appeared and soon dispersed the dogs. She gave
me a look of inquiry and I made known my errand. "I would like to hear some
stories," said I, 'Will you tell me some?"

At first she thought me joking, but when I produced some old clothes and a few
trinkets, such as bright beads and pins, she sat down on the ground before me and
began telling me the stories. I looked for a more comfortable position and
discovered a stump near by. From this position I could see the interior of the hut,
which was not very inviting. The floor was of dirt, and in one corner of the small
room there was a bundle of old blankets and clothes which evidently served as a
bed. There was a large well-smoked fireplace at the end of the hut. The squaw's
story was growing interesting and detracted my attention from her hovel. She was
telling me why the Indians won't swim in Dead Lake.

"A long time ago an Indian saw a woman sitting on a log. The first time he looked
at her, her hair was down, the second time he looked at her she had turned black,
and the third time he looked she was turned into a dog, and jumped into the lake.
At another time an Indian saw a pretty snake, He took it home and kept it for a
long time. The snake kept getting larger and larger until it was immense, and then
it left him and went into Dead Lake."
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Having finished telling these stories, she paused, and thinking she was going to
stop, I asked her to tell me some more stories. I could have sat all day and listened
to her tell them. She smiled and told me that she didn't know any more stories
about Dead Lake. I then said, 'tCould you tell me some about any other part of the
country?"

She replied, "I once lived down at the Kiamath and will tell you some things you
mustn't do down there. Dontt you ever eat any of the salmon that is caught on the
beach where the Kiamath river empties into the ocean, for if you do you will die of
consumption; and don't you climb on top of Tucker Rock, which is also on that
beach or you will die within a year,"

"Don't you know any stories about the Klamath?" said I. "Yes," she said, "I can tell
you first why the eel has no bones and then I'll tell you how the Kiamath river was
made. One day the eel met the salmon. They started to gamble. The eel won for
a long time and then the salmon began to win. The eel lost everything he had, so
he bet his bones. Again the salmon won. This is the reason the eel has no bones."

KNow," she said, "I will tell you how the Kiamath River was formed. When the first
Indian was made he could see nothing but hot, dry sand stretched around him on
all sides. He walked for a long time, but could see nothing but sand. He got so
lonesome that he sat down and cried. He cried for a long time and then got up and
wandered about, still crying, until he came to the ocean. His tears had fonned the
Kiamath River." Having finished the stories she paused and rose. I thanked her for
telling me so many, and as it was growing late I left her and started for home.

A few days later Adelia Norris, who is attending High School, told me the story Of
how the crow became black. In olden times, the Indians believed, birds and animals
were people. At this time there lived the Chief of the birds and animals, who
painted birds, and gave animal's their wishes as to what they wanted to be. One day
the Chief was busy painting and giving wishes, The cottontail rabbit came to the
Chief and he asked him what he wanted to be. The rabbit said, "I want to be an
elk." The chief said, "You see that brush patch there? If yoU can run and break
limbs and tear your way through you can be an elk." The rabbit without hesitating
ran into the brush pile and came out without making a sound. The Chief told him
he could not be an elk. The rabbit trails today can be seen under logs and in tall
grass.

Now came a mudcat, a sort of fish. The Chief asked him what he wanted to be.
The mudcat wanted to be a sturgeon. "All right," said the chief, "now if you can
dive here and come into the middle of the stream and swim along up, you shall be
a sturgeon.'t The mudcat jumped in and not long afterwards he came up in the
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same place where he went down, and the Chief told him that he could not be a
sturgeon but must remain a mudcat.

The Chief was now busy painting birds and had just finished painting a
woodpecker, whose head was brilliant red and whose body was black and white.
Along came the crow, who at that time was all white. The Chief asked him what he
wanted to be. The crow said, "I want to be a woodpecker, but I don't want a spot
of red on my head, I want to be all red." "Well," said the Chief, "I can paint your
head and wings red but I cannot paint you all red."

The crow insisted on being all red. The Chief said, "Now shut your eyes and I will
start painting you all red." Without another word the crow closed his eyes and the
Chief started painting him black instead of red. After he finished painting he told
the crow not to open his eyes until he alighted on the tree-top. The crow, feeling
proud at the thought of being all red, flew along until he came to the tree. He
alighted and opened his eyes and looked at himself "Caw caw," said the crow at
the sight of his black self; and now you can hear him say, "Caw,caw, caw,"
everywhere he goes.."

42. (EOR(E HENRY WASIuNTr0N - A DEL NORTE MINF.R
FONDLY REMEMBERED BY HIS GRANDSON - JACK RIDGEWAY

"Although the newspaper and death certificate both list his birthplace as
Iowa, George Henry Washington was born on April 4, 1848 in the state
of Ohio according to the old family record handed down to Jack from his
parents, and he only lacked a couple of months of being 79 years old at
the time of his death.

At a very tender young age George joined the other millions of soldiers
who fought in the American Civil War (1861-1865). He was only 17
years old when that dark chapter of our history ended.

There is little doubt that this period of intense changing conditions left a
lasting impression on the young Mr. Washington, and helped shape much
of his character. His grandson describes him as an extremely gentle man
who would often take in strangers who were in need, feed them, share his
worldly goods with them, and be their loyal friend. On the other hand, if
they betrayed his trust and did him wrong, he would abruptly send them
packing and never have another thing to do with them.
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He married when he was a very young man, had a daughter named Ellen
and was divorced when she was a tot. Ellen married George William
Ridgeway and to their union was born Edna, Birdie, Goldie (she was born
in their family cabin at Washington Flat in 1907), and Johnnie or "Jack"
as he was always called.

George Henry Washington lived in Oregon before moving to Del Norte
earning a living by fishing. He was on friendly terms with the Indians of
that area and often went fishing with them at Yaquina Bay. Somewhere
along the way, he had learned the Chinook language, which he spoke
fluently and used as a sort of base or root language to enable him to
communicate with his various Indian friends.

From 1894 until his death in 1927 George lived in a cabin on his mining
claim near the Siskiyou Fork of Smith River. His lifestyle was simple but
adequate, as he really didn't need very much to get by. Besides the
necessary staples he purchased with his veteran's pension he raised a
garden every year, kept a few bee hives for honey, fished with a home
made willow pole in the nearby river, and hunted just enough to meet his
needs for meat. His one and only rifle was a Marlin Ballard 45-70. The
site of his claim (Washington Flat) and nearby Washington Peak were
both named after him.

George once broke the back of a mountain lion with his walking stick
when it attacked his dog. He was walking home at dusk from a nice visit
with an old prospector friend of his that lived at Trout haven when the cat
pounced on the dog and George, armed only with a stick, commenced
yelling and whacking the cat, managing to poke out both of its eyes and
break its back. His friend heard him yelling in the midst of all the ruckus
and came running with his rifle and finished off the cat. However, it was
too late to save the dog -- a hard thing for George to bear.

George's grandson, Jack, would spend two weeks of summer vacation
with him each year. It was a seven-and-a-half mile hike from the old
Patrick Creek Lodge, past the hatchery, then along the river to the Flat.
But, it was well worth the effort. Jack thought it was the most wonderful
place in the world and remembers those summers as the best times of his
life.. c'ose to nature... and close to his beloved grandfather.
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Jack says there is a cement headstone about three feet tall at his
grandfather's grave, site with his military regiment number on it. The
Bar-O boys keep it tidy and have planted pretty roses there. A young
Indian is supposed to also be buried at the east end of Washington Flat,
but he did not know any other details."

HIS TRAGIC DEATH

"A storm that has been dealing destruction to the entire Pacific coast for
the past two weeks, abated Tuesday after having caused thousands of
dollars worth of damage to ranchers, townspeople and highways in north-
ern California and southern Oregon.

Beginning last Thursday, a heavy sea-born wind and rain kept up a deluge
of rain for over sixty hours without abating. Cellars and basements were
flooded everywhere, and streams were swollen until the flooded lowlands
had tied up traffic for over three days. Smith river raised to such extent
that its banks would not hold the flood waters, and bridges were carried
away, and great sections of the Redwood highway was washed out.

The temporary bridge at the Convict Camp was carried away, and in two
places between there and Patrick's Creek Station, sections of the highway
were washed out to the extent that ir is said traffic can not be resumed
until May. It is now necessary for traffic from here to Grants Pass to use
the old road for fifty miles.

Mails from down state are again getting back to normal, the first mail
coming through Monday night since the previous Friday, due to heavy
slides on the highway and high water from the Kiamath River at Requa.

Smith River overflowed its banks on the bottom lands Saturday night,
putting six feet of water over the road at Tryon's corner, and washing
away 15 head of cattle from Wm. D. Tryon, and 5 head of cattle from the
Clarence Woodruff ranch.

The flood marooned dancers who were in Crescent City for the Fireman's
Ball on Saturday night, compelling many of them to remain here dressed
in their masque costumes until Monday."
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S Such was the February 24, 1927 Crescent City American newspaper account of the terrible weather
conditions the week George Henry Washington lost his life. The same newspaper edition gives an
account of his death:

"A Coroner's jury was called to the vicinity of Patrick's Creek on
Wednesday to investigate the death of George H. Washington, who had
been caught in a landslide about four miles east of that place, and crushed
to death,

Mr. Washington was an old resident of that section, having lived in a cabin
near the Siskiyou Forks for the past 33 years, coming there from Oregon,
a native of Iowa and a veteran of the Civil War.

The body was partly covered by the slide and so fastened in the avalanche
it required three hours to extract it, the right leg being pinned between
stones, and broken, and his face badly cut and bruised by rocks.

Coroner S.A.Miller and L.RBlack, RTyrell, D.E.Raymond, H. Raymond,
G.H. Benish, J.R. Breen acted as jurors, 0. Hayes and G.W. Ridgeway
witnesses.

No one saw the accident and Mr. Tyrell, superintendent of the road, said
that Mr. Washington occasionally came over to the road and it is thought
that he had been there when the hillside caved and caught him, carrying
him to his death. His only relative here is a daughter, Mrs. G.W. Ridge
way, of Smith River.

Due to the impossibility of removing the body to a cemetery, on account
of the condition of the roads, the body was laid to rest at his claim on
Wednesday."
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WASHINGTON FLAT NOW BAR-O-RANCH

The following background information about Bar-O-Ranch is taken from the History of the
Soroptimist Club of Crescent City, Inc. covering the club year 1956-57 (Roberta Westbrook,
president and Fran Short, Service Chairman) -- and the club year 1957-58 with Jean Souder,
President and Marge Brown, Service Chairman.

BAR-O--RANCIL"

"Originally known as Bar-None-Camp at Washington Flats on the Smith River, had been a dude
ranch. This became our work project for the next two years. Through a member who was a school
councilor, Marge Speicher, we became interested in this camp. She also became our committee
chairman. John Ostrum, Supervisor in education, came and told us of his dream to start a
rehabilitation camp in Del Norte County. He had worked in such a camp at Santa Barbara, Los
Pretos. His mother, a Soroptimist in Twin Falls, Idaho had suggested to him to try and obtain our
support. She would buy the ranch for him, to use for such a purpose. We became very interested
in this plan and after much discussion, voted to help as much as we could. During the next two years
we were very involved in this project. Many donations were given to the ranch."

43. "SI" MCKEE TILE HERMIT - Silas Simon "Si" McKee was the fifth of seven children born to a
pioneer couple who migrated from Ohio to Logtown, a very small mining town in southern
Oregon near Jacksonville. He was born October 11, 1844 in Sullivan Co., Missouri prior to
the family's move out west in 1859.

On the trip out west Si parted company with the rest of his family and took ajob in eastern
Oregon assisting one of the families of the wagon train going in a different direction. They had
a couple of wagons and were planning to float them by barge down the Columbia River and
into the Willamette Valley. His parents had some misgivings about letting him go, but Si
persisted, and promised he'd be carefi.il to take good care of himself, and would join them
again very soon.

Now Si was by nature a little bit of a loner from the very beginning and in spite of all his
promises, his venturesome streak got the better of him, and it was several years later that he
arrived in the Illinois Valley and saw his parents again. They had no way of knowing it would
set the pattern of their relationship with him the rest of their lives, gone for long periods of
time, then back again for a short visit, then gone again One time, he was off fighting in the
Rogue Indian War before the signing of a peace treaty put an end to the hostilities.

For a time Si drove stage from Grants Pass to Crescent City over the old pioneer wagon road
built in 1858 by the Crescent City Plank Road and Turnpike Company. The road went from
Crescent City through Elk Valley, over Redwood Ridge across Peacock's Crossing, up the
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hill behind the Hussey Ranch (now the Golf Course), then past Meyer's Flat Stage Stop
located six miles up the hill from the Hussey Ranch, over what was then known as Bald Hills
(now just known as the rocky meadows), along the top of the ridge we know as Chrome Hill,
then along Low Divide (the old Altaville site), past Stone Corral, then in a northerly direction
and down into the canyon of the north fork of the Smith River where there were
accommodations at Rockland (now known as Major Moore's), then northeast to McGrew
Mountain in Oregon, then around Taylor Mountain to Cedar Springs, to Sailor's Diggings and
on into Grants Pass.

In 1887 the Gasquet Toll Road was completed and traffic over the rugged old pioneer road
gradually slowed to a trickle. The stage stop on the north fork of Smith River went out of
business, as did other service stops along the way. At this time, Si quit his job driving stage
and built a cabin not too far from Rockland Over the years, he had literally fell in love with
that remote rugged part of the country. It was both wild and serene and to him was the most
hauntingly beautiful place of them all. It was the only place that could quench the restlessness
in his spirit, and he felt truly at home.

He worked his gold mine for enough money to purchase basic supplies a couple of times a
year, and the rest of the time, he happily lived off the country. He fished for salmon in the
North Fork of the Smith River and angled for fat trout in Diamond Creek and its tributary,
Wimer Creek. Bear, deer, grouse and pigeon were plentiful, and he took advantage of plump
berries in their season. Labrador Tea grew thick in the damp soil around the mountain springs
and for a change of pace, he would sometimes brew a tea of huckleberry or wild strawberry
leaves. Si's basic needs and desires were few, and his life- style was simple by today's
standards. A horse and dog kept him company.

Si avoided most of the foibles of civilization, but on a couple of occasions he went afoul of
the law, One time he was arrested and jailed for killing deer out of season and his family later
joked about Si's luxurious vacation, complete with such luxuries as clean sheets, catered

meals, books to read and companions nearby.

The dense brush in the back-country filled the opening around his cabin when left alone, so
Si remedied that problem by burning it off. Consequently, he was often blamed, rightly or
wrongly, every time there was a rash of forest fires in that general area. On one occasion he
was arrested for incendiarism as recorded in the following Ranger record: (A. F. Van
Deventer, then a guard secured the evidence in the case) "The highlight of the year was the
conviction in January of old Simon "Si McKee" of incendiarism on Diamond Creek. McKee
was charged with setting fires in the Bald Face Creek, Upper Chetco and North fork Smith
River watersheds for years and undoubtedly was re- sponsible for the great burns in that
country. After his death a few years later there was a noticeable change in the fire situation."

Although Si lived the life of a hermit, he still had a deep fondness for his family and would
unexpectedly ride up on his old horse for a happy visit. He always wore a red kerchief around
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his neck and, like the rest of his relatives, he liked to dance and play checkers and pitch
horseshoes. The children were always enchanted when he lay down on the couch and
commenced snoring when he went to sleep. He could snore louder than anyone they'd ever
heard before, and he always responded with humorous lame excuses when they teased him
about it.

In the Fall. of 1918 one of Si's nephews decided to go see why none of the family had heard
from their beloved old hermit lately. He took one of his sons with him and rode by horseback
from the upper Apple gate all the way over the mountains to Si's place. When they arrived
at the cabin they found his faithful old dog guarding the door of the cabin with surprising
ferocity, considering his scrawny half-starved condition, and they finally had to shoot him to
investigate the interior of the dwelling. A most gruesome sight awaited them inside. They
discovered old Si had ben dead for a couple of months; his body had already decomposed.
The stench was overwhelming, but they ignored it as best they could and buried him in the
yard by his cabin. His old horse was in bad shape too, so they led him into the cabin, put him
out of his misery, and burned it all to the ground.

Pete Peacock, from Adam's Station was working on the road in that area, and got to feeling
bad that nobody had made a marker for Si's final resting place, so he took what was left of
the old metal bed frame and made a crude fencing around the burial plot, and was rather
pleased with the result. Then one day at the station, Pete overheard some of the guests who
had been out that way, carrying on about the heartless way old Si was buried, and it soon
became apparent they believed that someone had carried him to his grave and "just pulled the
slats out from under the poor old soul and left him there." He really had a time of it,
quenching all of the gossip and making known the truth of the matter.

Eventually, some other kind soul made a metal marker in the form of a cross for Si's s grave.
Whether they used part of the old bed frame, or it rusted away and they used some other
material, nobody knows. His name was misspelled, "McGee", but the McKee family always

appreciated the gesture and good intent, anyway.
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SIMON MC KE1
by Fred M. Law

Friend if you will go with me,
I will speak of Uncle Si McKee
Who lived for forty years alone
And owned an Empire all his own.
In a thousand square miles of mineral belt
Scarce by a prospectors' pass was felt.
Where chrome, copper, tellurium and quick
Was mingled with platinum and

gold in the creek.
With only his horse, his dog and his gun
He lived until his time had come,
When he must lie down and take his rest
And be buried in the hills that he loved best.
If the cougar screams, he did not care,

Nor the angry snarl of the grizzly bear,
With his rifle in hand on the mountain high
Stood king of them all, it was Uncle Si.
And the mountain flowers of a dainty hue
Was sipped by the bees for the honey dew,
And back to the bee trees they would fly
And store their sweets for Uncle Si.
And those mountain streams so full of fish
For Uncle Si made a dainty dish.
Yet venison, honey and mountain tea
Was the favorite dish of Si McKee.
He would burn his under-brush every year
And try to keep his timber clear.
Thus ride his hills of snakes and slugs
And pesty flies and tiniber bugs.
Upon his grave you'll see a cross,
Nearby you'll see the bones of his horse.
His old cabin stood by an apple tree
Which blooms each year for Si McKee.
On Diamond Creek, where the road

winds round,
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You can see the tracks of doe and fawn.
She will pause at his grave in passing by
And wonder what became of old Uncle Si.
He was the best friend she ever had
To protect her fawns just like a dad.
If the lynx or cougar would sneak around
At the crack of his rifle,

they'd die on the ground
Where his rifle went, we did not hear.
I would like to get, for a souvenir.
This good old man, aged eighty three
Deserves a page in history.
But Uncle Si is dead and gone,
While Old Man Time still travels on.
May his soul rest in peace through eternity.
Few men, Have lived the life of Si McKee.



44. ANONYMOUS INTERVIEWS

#1. The interview took place at the
Interviewee's home along the Smith River.
The main focus of the interview was on the
Ora Grande Mine at Big Flat and the ditch on
the west side of Hurdy Gurdy Creek
associated with the mine. The Interviewee
was familiar with the ditch and said that he
thought it had been constructed in the late
1800s by the Chinese for an earlier mining
venture at Big Flat. Then in the 1930s it was
reopened for the Ora Grande mining venture.

The Interviewee was a cook and then
construction worker on the Forest Service
road which was constructed from French Hill
via Camp Six to Big Flat in 1926-27. He made
about $2 per day. Dry Lake, which is located
several hundred feet above the ditch, was a
darlingtonia bog at this time and is a man-
made lake.

A lumber mill, ran by a Pelton wheel with
water from the ditch, was built in the early
1930s. It was a single circular saw, a ratchet
feed type, not cable feed, and was located on
a flat on the west side of Hurdy Gurdy Creek.
The sawmill was used to saw timber for the
mining activity,

To engineer a ditch, the early miners used a 20
foot triangle with a plum-bob to align the
ditch: dropping a small amount each time to
get a continual drop in elevation. This was a
slow process. After the 1880s there was a lull
in mining activities in the area; one place of
continued activity was at French Hill where a
man named Terwillinger made a pond and
used a dredge for gold mining. There was also
mining at Haines Flat in the 1880s.
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In Del Norte County, gold was not the most
profitable mineral mined. The best gold
diggings were further north in southern
Oregon. In Del Norte the most profitable
minerals were, in order, chrome, copper, and
then gold. The chrome was a low grade, while
the copper was a high grade and was shipped
to Wales, England, and Germany. Some of the
best gold diggings in Del Norte County were
along Myrtle Creek.

The Ora Grande mine had a cookhouse and
other buildings and employed about 25-30
men, although the Interviewee said this was a
guess. There was no road up the Smith River
at the time and everything was brought in over
the new county road. The Interviewee also
stated that the Ora Grande never really paid
off and that more money was made selling
stocks and bonds than from the gold that was
mined.

There was also a ditch on the east side of
Hurdy Gurdy Creek, this ditch was longer. It
was also used for mining at Big Flat. The
Interviewee noted it was common for a mining
operation to have two ditches. In the
depression era many squatters came to the
National Forests to live since they had no
place to go. They would set up a mining claim
and live on it. On Mill Creekpeople mining
gold during this period made as little as ten
cents a day.

-This interview was taken February 22,
1984. Those present were the Interviewee (a
man in his '70s), Tom Keter, Cultural
Resource Specialist of the Smith River
National Recreation Area, and Kathy Heffier,
Anthropologist of the SRNRA.



#2. The interview took place at the
Interviewee's home in Hiouchi to gather
historical information concerning the proposed
Myrtle Creek Timber Sale area.

The Interviewee's family history in Del Norte
County dates back to the 1850s and it was his
grandfather who operated Peacock's Ferry,
one of the first crossing points on the Smith
River. He has lived in the area all his life
having worked and traveled throughout the
proposed sale area. He is a trustee of the Del
Norte County Historical Society and is very
active in recording all aspects of the local
history.
He elaborated on the mining history of the area
by recalling having come across a ditch high
on the ridge on the west side of Myrtle Creek.
He said it was a project started by John L.
Childs in the 1890s and is known as Childs'
Ditch. He knew John Childs personally and
says besides being a Superior Court Justice
and District Attorney, Childs was a local
mining promoter and may have built this ditch
for promotional purposes. He did not know if
the ditch ever carried water. As he
remembered it, the ditch was a little larger than
the lower Myrtle Creek ditch and was not built
by the Chinese since most had left the county
by that time, but may have possibly been built
using horses

The Interviewee related stories he had heard
about a fairly large mining operation in Myrtle
Creek above the upper falls. Although he had
never seen the operation there was supposed
to have been a large (12'-15') arrastra in use.
This 'mining work would date back to the
1890s.

He spoke of an old diggings and cabin site off
the old pole fire road in the Rock Creek
drainage. When pointing out the location on a

topo map it turned out to be very close' to
recorded Myrtle Creek site #1. The cabin was
on the edge of a serpentine meadow, was a
timber and board structure of box construction
with the lumber cut with a whip saw, and that
a nearby perennial creek called Blaylock's
Gulch was the water source. His records of
the Del Norte County 1880 census shows a
Blaylock living in the county. When asked
where the diggings were, he said that a tunnel
site should be located up on the ridge above
the cabin and probably not down the road
toward Rock Creek and Myrtle Creek #2 He
noted that the mine was a copper or chrome
prospect.

On the GLO plat shows a trail traveling from
Peacock's Ferry east into Rock Creek and up
onto the ridge between Rock Creek and
Myrtle Creek where it turns north toward Low
Divide. It is marked as the trail from Crescent
City to Sailor's Diggings was from Peacock's
Ferry, up the Smith River and across Myrtle
Creek, then continuing up the middle Fork
(where a portion of the trail can still be found)
and across Hardscrabble Creek near the mouth
where a small motel known as Hardscrabble
House once stood. At the North and Middle
Forks confluence he said there was a cable
ferry across the mouth of the North Fork
(before Horace Gasquet's time) at which point
the trail continued northeast tieing into the Elk
Camp Ridge Trail over Cold Spring Mountain.

He said that the second access to Sailor's
Diggings was from Peacock's Ferry up to Low
Divide on the Old Government Wagon Road
shown on the GLO plat. He did not know of
any portion of this road still in existence as
logging the present day county road had
eliminated it.



When asked about the "mislabeled" trail on the
plat he did not remember ever coming across
it and thought it may have accessed the
Hardscrabble Creek area.

He mentioned coming across a boulder pile
approximately 8' long x 4' wide x 5' high on
the lower portion of the Rock Creek-Myrtle
Creek ridge. He had been told that these were
hunting blinds used by Native Americans. He
was also told of an other arrangement ftirther
north on the ridge.

After telling the Interviewee of the unusually
cut trees at Myrtle Creek site #3, he came up
with an interesting theory. Since most of the
stumps appeared to be of Port-orford cedar,
he thought they may have been cut in the late
1920s-early 1930s, bucked, split into bolts,
and packed out by horse or mule for use as cell
separators in car batteries. He said there was
a demand for cedar for this use at that time
and many of the Port-orford cedar in the
redwood forests were cut for this purpose.

-This Inteviewee was an 80+ year old man,
and he was interviewed by Greg Minnick, of
the Smith River National Forest on February
15, 1983.

#3. This interview took place at Adams
Station, his home. The interviewee is a male
who is 76 years old. He was employed three
seasons with Fish and Game in 1917-1919 at
$1/day and S0cents/ horse.

On mountain creeks were many old miners.
After the best gold or the gold that was easiest
to get was gone, the whites abandoned the
claim and the Chinese miners moved in.

Flumes and ditches were in evidence at Fox
Ridge, Big Flat, and French Hill. Many
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features are gone due to more recent logging
activities.

Many of the early people in the area were
"jerkers." They would kill everything and jerk
it Some of their camps were at Raspberry Lake
and Harrington Lake. Jerkers avoided these
places and took jerky to Crescent City and
even Grants Pass. He and the Game Warden
tried to find these jerkers but it was difficult
because they knew the trails. Jerking was a
way for old guys to make a living and avoid
the poor house.

The Forest Service maintained the trails back
the, by brushing and grading so horses could
get over them. The Ship Mountain Trail went
from Bear Basin to Ship Mountain to Big Flat
on Lems Ridge Trail.

He lived a free lifestyle (Hobo), in Oregon
after working for Fish and Game. At 19, he
returned to this area to work for his father in
his meat market in Crescent City. At 21, he
bought his father out. In the 1940s he
purchased the Adams Station in an auction and
has sheet rocked the house. He has tried to
preserve the area of the area. In 1890, Mary
Adams (Aunt Mary) homesteaded 22 acres
and built the Adams Station. Adams Station
was the busy place to stay back then for
travelers.

The old Gasquet store was torn down about
1965 by Berg Johnson who put in a trailer
park. The vineyard was near the present day
Gasquet "ghetto," which no longer exists.

When the Interviewee was 14 years old the
only homes in the Gasquet area were the
Stillwater, Adams Station, and Herb's. As a
kid, he saw bear, deer, mountain lions, and
bobcats, but now not much. He feels



S "spotlighters" are the cause of the depletion in
game. The Interviewee has the Adams
Station's hotel register from 1914-1943.
Because of his interest in history he and two
ladies started the Del Norte Historical Society.
He has records and papers dating back to
1857, some of which he has donated to Del
Norte and Josephine Historical Society. In the

summer he concentrates his efforts on
gathering and in winter works on history.
- This interview was done by Ann Bennet an
Archeologist of the U.S.F.S. on August 28,
1979.
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In 1891, Congress passed and the President signed the Forest Reserve Act. Passage of this
legislation is a significant event in the management of Public Lands by the Federal government and
marks the birth of what was to become the U.S. Forest Service. The Forest Reserve Act permitted
the President to designate certain forested lands within the public domain as Forest Reserves in order
to protect their timber values. Over the next decade and a half, the Forest Reserve system under the
direction of Bernhard Fernow and, later Gifford Pinchot, steadily expanded to include forested lands
throughout much of the western United States. Prior to this time, there was a relatively laissez faire
policy towards most land-use activities taking place on public lands throughout the west.

AT1RACTIONS TO SF.TfLERS, 1 94

"The lands open to settlement in Del Norte County are hill and timber
lands. Most of the hill lands are adapted to. fruit that is natural to this
climate, such as apples, pears, cherries, peaches, prunes, plums, and most
every kind of small fruits. Along the waters of Smith River, considerable
of this land can be found. We do not mean to say that a full quarter
section of good fruit land can be found in one body, but in a quarter
section from twenty to sixty acres of level and sloping lands can be found
that is excellent fruit land. This must be cleared of brush and, in some
instances, timber. It will require labor and energy to prepare it for
planting.

The time when lands were lying around vacant, waiting only to be plowed
and seeded to yield its return to the settler, has passed. Such lands are not
vacant now. Though requiring a great amount of labor to put them in
proper condition we hold that the investment will be a good one. Of
course, the amount of the labor required varies in different localities. We
know, of our own knowledge, lands where several acres could be
prepared in a season's work. To eastern people, these lands would seem
isolated. We admit that at present they are. If they were not, they would
not be vacant. It must be remembered that at this age all vacant lands are
isolated. The settler must expect when he moves to any new country, he
has to choose of what is left, and his chances of sucôess depends on his
grit and energy as well as the advancement of the country in which he
locates.

gY TURNS
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The Pacific Coast is styled the "Golden West." In beauty, wealth, and S
attractions, it is. But do not think that the labor and capital meet with their
just rewards here. Indolence meets with the same reward in the West as
in the East. Lands can be purchased at prices ranging from $7.00 - $100
per acre."

CRESCENT CIT'' NEWS - OCTOBER 25, 1 95

"Registered at the Del Norte are Mr. and Mrs. Henry T. Ford. Mr. Ford
is one of the most prominent attorneys of Eureka, and is here as counsel
for T.H. Griffen in the suit brought against him by Charles Fortain. Mr.
Ford thinks that the indications are decidedly favorable for the building of
the proposed railroad. Mr. Baldridge, the financial agent of the CO. & I.
Railroad, solicited and obtained $500,000 in subscriptions.

Mr:Ford was very complimentary regarding the condition of the road
between Crescent City and Eureka. Especially was he surprised at the
excellent shape the road was in from Requa here. The road is a
comparatively new one, and the supervisors deserve great credit for the
manner in which it was constructed and has since been kept in repair."

I 900S

PATRICK CREEK

Patrick Creek traces its source to a fork on the east side and a fork on the west side of a bald grassy
hill skirted with green timber in the back-country of Del Norte County called High Dome. Winding
its way down the canyons where several small crystal clear tributaries feed the cool flow of the main
stream, it grows in both volume and vigor until it empties into the middle fork of the Smith River at
a recreation area northeast of Gasquet on Highway 199. The creek was once called Partridge Creek
because of the many quail and ruffed grouse seen in the vicinity Nobody seems to know just exactly
when the name was changed, but it is believed that Patrick Creek was eventually named after John
W. Patrick, who owned a tavern at the head of Patrick Creek (Elk Camp) on the old Crescent city
trail. He also owned a ranch at O'Brien, which at one time was a popular stage stop.
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PATRICK CREEK STA(iE STATION

In a picturesque flat where Ninemile Creek empties into Patrick Creek, George Dunn, set up his
mining and stage stop business somewhere around the year 1900. George had earlier worked as a fore
man for Horace Gasquet during construction of the Gasquet Toll Road and operated the toll gate for
Endert and Frantz. He had since built a simple cabin on this pretty piece of proprty. He'd already
spent more than enough time prospecting, without so much as a glimmer of the precious metal, Sc
he was obliged to rely on the Stage Station for most of his livelihood, and had started to build a larger
building for that purpose.

In an article written by Tom Peacock, George Dunn is described as follows:

"In 1905 the main thoroughfare from Crescent City to Grants Pass was
the old Crescent City-Grants Pass Stage Road. Proceeding to Grants Pass
from Gasquet, the first place of habitation was at Patrick Creek. There, in
a cabin a genial old man of Irish descent, long past the three sôore and ten
mark, maintained a small store for the absolute necessities of the miners
and others living in the immediate area. For lonely hungry passersby, for
25 cents, he could and did prepare a meal to satisfy their appetites.
Besides his mining and business activities, he maintained a few miles of the
old road for the county."

Dunn built several more cabins at this place about 1900, as he was interested in mining as well.
George Dunn's life abruptly ended in a senseless tragedy when he was brutally murdered by two
young men, Brown and Kelly, who thought he had a hoard of gold hidden in his cabin. The found

$7.50.

TR LONE GRAVE' - DECEMBER 1904

"Along at the start of the century, George Dunn, an old prospector on
Patrick's creek, was clubbed to death with his axe; two young thugs,
strangers to Dunn, were after his gold. It is said that Dunn's body was
carried, piggy-back, by an Indian friend up the steep, tortuous mountain
side to a spot high on the cliff overlooking Patrick's Creek and the Smith
River, was buried there and through the years has been known as the
"Lone Grave," on the old Gasquet Toll Road."
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MURDER, NARROW ESCAPE DESCRIBEJY

"George Dunn, who kept a little store and eating place at the old Patrick
Creek Station, was murdered In December, 1904, by two young men who
thought he had quite a bit of money, but they found only a watch and a
few silver dollars. They were caught and tried in Crescent City. One was
hanged and the other sentenced for life in San Quentin.

One story was that a traveling salesman told us of his narrow escape from
these fellows while they were being hunted. After the murder they took
off through the rugged timber, coming out near a cabin on the road to
Requa. This place, for some unknown reason, was known as Skunk
Camp."

In 1906 Lew and Ella Higgins purchased the Dunn estate and completed the station the old man had
started. It consisted of ten rooms, and when this building later burned to the ground, the Higgins
couple quickly built an even larger one on the premises,

Ella Higgins recalled two lads who stopped one rainy day with their clothing soaking wet. After
drying their clothes all day around the fire, one of the boys went outside to get a drink at the spring.
He was sure he knew the way, but instead stepped off into the deep spring!

The Higgins family operated the Stage Station on until October 23, 1910 when they sold it to Eusede
Raymond and his sons, Don, Austin, Howard.The Raymond family. immediately took to station life
like ducks take to water. In a very short time they had found a winning combination, charming
hospitality, and a reputable service that kept their patrons coming back again and again. Eüsede's
wife, Charlotte (also called Lottie), was a gracious and tireless hostess, sometimes affectionately
called the 'Queen of Patrick Creek'. One famous guest she entertained was Jack London, who with
his wife, drove their four black horses in a buckboard when they visited Del Norte County in 1911.
It was near this station that Don Raymond found an old gun which is a collector's item.

Historian, Esther Ruth Smith noted:

"In 1924 the beauty of this old station caught the eye of the San Francisco
artist, A.F. Rame, who painted a picture of it that won a prize at an art
exhibition in San Francisco. This station was burned in 1928, and in 1944
the old stables were also burned in a forest fire that swept through that
part of the county... The site of this old land- mark was still owned by
Don Raymond and his mother who returned there in 1946 to build a new
home at their old location. Grandma Raymond, as she is often
affectionately called by friends, is remarkably young for her eighty-nine
years and often recalls the happy days when her children and
grandchildren were all around her, as well as a multitude of guests." Mrs.
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S Raymond died in 1959 at the age of 92 years. The Raymond's hostelry had
the distinction of being the very last business to be conducted on the
Gasquet Road."

Mr. Rame was not the only artist that found something of interest at this particular location. The late
Harry Bienick, a well-known local artist, often gathered samples from a superior quality clay deposit
he found near the site of the old Stage Station and used them to create beautiful sculptures.

LATRICKS CREEK TAYERN

In the spring of 1926 the new Redwood Highway 199 was freshly graveled and open to traffic, so
the Raymonds abandoned the old Patrick Creek Stage Station that had been their home for sixteen

happy years, to move downstream and build a new stopping place alongside the highway at the mouth
of Patrick Creek, which they aptly named Patrick's Creek Tavern. Opening night, May 8, 1926 was
a festive affair with the guests being treated to a selection of motion pictures furnished by the U. S.
Forestry Service. A family wedding took place shortly after the grand opening, when Hal Jennings
and Bertha Scheichert were married by Rev. Morrison of Crescent City. The newlyweds had met
while Hal was working with the engineers on the new Redwood Highway, and Bertha was visiting
at the time, with her sister, Mrs. Austin Raymond.

Eusede Raymond passed away in December of 1927, and for the next twenty years his wife and sons
ran the stopping place without his help and guidance. One interesting guest that visited the new tavern
was Carrie Jacobs Bond who bought four simple chairs from Austin, and when she returned home
to San Diego, she sold them for souvenirs to help defray the cost of her trip up here.

Save-The-Redwoods-League brought numerous noted visitors to this new tavern on the Redwood
Highway. At that time Newton Drury, as head of the League, escorted Mr. and Mrs. John D.
Rockefeller Jr. and their two sons through the County. Mr. Rockefeller was delighted with the
beauty of this country, the new location of Patrick's Creek Tavern, and was an enthusiastic guest
of the Raymonds and expressed the wish that be should have spent the previous night there instead
of in Crescent City. After spending part of the day with the Raymonds, the partydrove on to Grants
Pass. Numerous movie stars also enjoyed their hospitality.

Probably the most noteworthy of all of the guests that visited the Raymonds in the new place was
Winston Churchill, who later became the Prime Minister of England. A Guard by the name of
Campbell had been assigned by the British Consul to meet the Churchill party at Grants Pass and

escort them to San Francisco. It was in the last week of June, 1931 when the party stopped for lunch
on their way south. Mr. Churchill's brother, Major Churchill, and his son of Paris, France were with
him.
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PATRICK CREEK LODGE

After 35 years of courteous service to their many guests, Sam Wilson bought the Patrick's Creek
Tavern from the Raymonds in 1946 and, although Mr. Wilson's tenure lasted less than two years, he
gave the whole building a brand new look the windows were changed, a bar was added, and the
exterior of the building was modernized. He also gave the place a brand new name and called it
Patrick Creek Lodge, the name it still bears today. The lodge has since changed hands several times,
going from Sam Wilson to Charles Tuttle, Edward Fletcher, Fred Renault, Theodore Piper, and Fred
Wheeler.

A nostalgic family wedding took place at Patrick Creek Lodge OctOber 8, 1950 when Loraine
Raymond, daughter of Howard Raymond, and a granddaughter of the first owners, Eusede and
Charlotte Raymond, was married to Phillip Downing of Eureka, California.

The current owners, Carl and Marilyn Rorling, spent their own honeymoon in this beautiful and
tranquil place. They have since taken a keen personal interest in preserving its history and traditional
quaint charm, and like other proprietors before them, their guests will no doubt return again and again
to bask in their warm hospitality.

"Austin S. Raymond - Graveside services held May 13, 1977 in San Diego. Mr. Raymond was a
member of an old pioneer family. The Raymond family owned and operated the old Patricks
Creek Hotel on the old Gasquet Road. They built and operated the present Patricks Creek Tavern
for many years."

DEL NORTh RECORD - MAY 12,1900
Board of Supervisors of Del Norte County California - May 7, 1900

"Board met at 10 o'clock AM. Present Supervisors Miller, Burtshell,
Haight, Tryon. Absent Supervisor Murray. Minutes of April 2, 1900 are
read and approved.

Petition of J.B. Endert and Fred Frantz was read; notifying this board of
the purchase by them of the "Gasquet Toll Road" from Eric Gasquet, the
heir of the late Horace Gasquet, and asking the board to approve the
purchase and to fix rates of toll to be charged by the petitioners, for the
unexpired term of thirty years, the time for which the original franchise
was granted. And in connection with the above matter, Supervisor
Murray, of District 1, filed a communication, sanctioning the granting of
the franchise, and the fixing of the same rates as at present prevails,
according to the tenor of the petition.
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And the matter having been duly considered, Supervisor Burt shell offers
the following resolution:

RESOLVED THAT: The petition of J.B. Endert and Fred Frantz to be
recognized by this Board as owners of the Gasquet Toll Road having been
duly considered, it is ordered that the sale of the said Gasquet Toll Road
to and the purchase thereof, by said J.B. Endert and Fred Frantz, be and
the same is hereby recognized and approved; and said Endert and Frantz
are hereby authorized to collect toll for the use thereof, for the unexpired
term of the franchise held by Horace Gasquet in his life time, to-wit:
Thirty years from date. And it is ordered by this board that rates of toll to
be charged for use of said toll road be and they are hereby fixed as
follows:

And a motion having been duly made and seconded for the adoption of the foresaid
resolutions, and Supervisors Burtschell, Haight, Tryon and Miller having voted in favor
thereof and none voted against, there being absent Supervisor Murray, the resolution is duly
carried and it is ordered."

DEL NORTh RECORD - JULY 14, 1900

"The conditions for building a wagon road from the copper mines at
Preston Peak to Crescent City, are in favor of us, as against building to
Waldo. The road to Crescent City would be 25 miles nearer. And the
grade from the Peak to Crescent City would be better and easier to build
than from the Peak to Waldo. Once at tide water, the copper output
would find lower rates than over the railroad from Grants Pass. The
copper interests at Preston Peak are destined to be developed to a large
extent and the terminal of the shipping operations will benefit greatly.
Crescent City should try to induce the people interested to come this
way. I,

Foot Passengers $ .00 Vehicle and 2 Horses $2.00 each

Man and Horse .25 each Vehicle and 3 Horses 2.12 '/2 each

Pack Animals, Ladened .25 each Vehicle and 4 Horses 2.25 each

Pack Animals, Unladened .12 '/2 each Vehicle and 6 Horses 2.50 each

Cattle, Sheep, Goats, and Hogs .05 per head Trail Wagon 1.00 each

Vehicle and I Horse 1.50 each Bicycle and Rider .25
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DEL NORTE RECORD - AUGUST 11, 1900

"The people of Del Norte County, for several days since last issue, were
without mail. The reason, therefore, was differences between the mail
contractor and the owners of the toll gate on the Gasquet wagon road.
The contractor refused to pay toll, and the toll gate collector refused to
open the gate for the stage unless the money was paid. This condition of
affairs remained in effect from the 3rd to the 7th, during which time no
mail of any description came through or left the county over the overland
mail route.

On the 7th, the contractor, tendered his toll money, and the letter mail was
forwarded and the following day the accumulation of paper matter came
through. The payment of toll was hastened by advices from Washington
to the Grants Pass post office to hire and extra service to carry the mail
through, the charge for which would have to be borne by the bondsmen
of the original contractor."

"The failure to bring the mail through created just indignation among the
business houses and the people in general. The people of the county, as a
general rule, care little for the disputes as to the legality of the toll road,
which is questioned by Harper, and by reason of his questioning, were
deprived of their correspondence and papers for several days. The
contractors knew at the time, that toll was exacted for traveling over the
route, when they bid it in, and consequently should be made to perform
the service which they contracted for, legal toll road or illegal toll road..

We are not lawyer enough to decide the question as to legality of
collecting toll, or vice versa But from all appearances past and present it
is a toll road to that extent that none may pass through without paying
toll. The settlement of that vexed question in a court of competent
jurisdiction would be welcomed The quicker it is decided whether as
claimed by the owners, the collection of toll is legal, or as claimed by
Harper that it is illegal to collect toll the better."

1905

Legislation and Executive Orders led to the creation of the Klamath Reserve. In February of 1905,
63,000,000 acres of federal land (including forested lands in California) were transferred to the
Department of Agriculture from the Department of the Interior. In April and May, the Trinity and
Kiamath Forest Reserves were created and the Bureau of Forestry was renamed the United States
Forest Service.
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190?

155,580 acres within the Smith River Basin were added to the Kiamath Reserve. In August the
addition of 138,240 acres within the basin was added to the Reserve.

1 90 - 1 91 - A.W. Lewis, Gasquet District Ranger, Siskiyou National Forest

1909

California's Redwood Highway was created by a state bond issue. By 1917, construction had
reached Del Norte County. The route was finally completed in 1923, partially by prison laborers.
The new highway ended the geographical isolation of north coast residents from the rest of the
nation. Before the highway was completed, they could only rely upon stage and freight routes which
traveled through rough, mountainous terrain or ocean-going vessels which stopped infrequently at
Eureka, Trinidad, and Crescent City.

1910

CRESCENT CITYNEWS-MARCH 31,1910
"Elk Horn Mining.Company Trouble"

Mr.Waite charged with threat to commit Murder - Case dismissed by Judge O'Connor

"On Monday morning the Justice Court was filled by Monumental people
interested in the troubles of the Elk Horn Mining Co. About a week ago
it seems that Mr. Waite, son of Mr. Waite (?), who has a judgement
against the company, made or implied threats that if anyone would work
on a certain ditch, bodily injury would follow. The threat it appears from
the evidence was not so much implied to Henderson as to the other.
According to the evidence, Henderson had visited the home of Waite in
friendly manner since the so called threat was made. The Judge considered
the evidence not strong enough to put Mr. Waite under bonds."
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DEL NORTE RECORD- AUGUST 27, 1910
"S.P. Means Something"

Assessed heavily in Trinity Co. - 245,457 acres of land

"AS evidence that there are others besides Crescent City people who are
of opinion that it is only a short time until the Hill line will extend from
San Francisco to Eureka, Crescent City, and Grants Pass. We reproduce
the following from the Blue Lake Advocate:

Among the properly assessed, the Advocate notice that the Central Pacific
Railway company is assessed for $843,294 for 245,457.92 acres of land
they own in that county. This is the company which for several months has
been surveying a line for a railroad from Redding to Eureka, and which
company is known to be a branch of the Southern Pacific Railroad. The
Central Pacific Railroad Company has also filed a petition in the Eureka
Land Office for a right-of-way through the Trinity Reserve and a petition
in the Redding land office for a right-of-way through the same reserve
belonging to the Redding district. This company which is nothing less than
the Southern Pacific, will most likely go ahead and connect its road at
Redding with Eureka by building this branch through Trinity county and
Eastern Humboldt. It will be a feeder to its main line which will be
eventually built from San Francisco to Eureka, Crescent City, Grants Pass,
and Portland."

DEL NORTE RECORD SEFTEMBER 3, 1910
"RAILROAD FOR CRESCENT CITY NEARLY A SURE THING"

According to Grants Pass Courier, Work on Proposed Line From that Place to Crescent City Will
Begin at Once--Other R. R. News

Grants Pass Courier - Aug 26:

"There arrived on this Friday morning two tons of provisions, supplies for
the engineers and working force which are to go out on the line of the
proposed road between Grants Pass and Crescent City. This is an object
lesson in railroad construction which the knockers, if there be any in town,
will do well to glance at, for we are now up against the real thing. From
this day on Grants Pass has the right to become one of the great railroad
centers of Central Oregon. The Hill people will be here a little later. A
corps of railroad engineers and their assistants arrived and more are to
follow; all will go south.
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The Portland Journal on the 24th gives the following information:

"An important step towards giving Portland direct rail connection with
southern Oregon and northern California was divulged this morning when
articles of incorporation of the Grants Pass & Western were filed in the
office of the county clerk. The incorporators are J. P. O'Brien, general
manager of the Harriman Lines in Oregon; C. G. Sutherland, chief clerk
in the office of the general manager; and James G. Wilson, one of the
Harriman interest attorneys Thus it will be seen that the line will form a
part of the big Harriman system. "The capital stock of the company is
given as $300,000, and the purpose of the corporation is to build and
operate a railroad line between Crescent City, California and Grants Pass,
Oregon. The distance is about 70 miles. The road will tap some rich
timber, mining and agricultural lands in Josephine and Curry counties in
Oregon and Del Norte county in California. It will give a splendid outlet
for the product of the famous redwood forests of Del Norte and mines of
Josephine County, Oregon."

DEVELOPMENT BEEN RETARDED

"For years development of the properties have been retarded because of
lack of transportation facilities. It is predicted that with the building of the
projected road vast virgin districts will be thrown open with amazing
rapidity. The forests in Curry county and the agricultural and horticultural
possibilities are of such magnitude too, that with the completion of the
railroad, that section of the state will at once spring into great prominence.
About four months ago, the country in which the line is to pass was
thoroughly inspected by General Manager O'Brien and Traffic Manager
R. B. Miller, but upon his return from the trip Mr.0' Brien said no
significance should be attached to the trip because it was only in the
nature of a vacation; the trip having been made by auto from Grants Pass.
General Manager O'Brien and Traffic Manager Miller are both out of the
city today, Mr. O'Bnen having gone out to inspect the west side Southern
Pacffic line and Mr. Miller having gone east on business. Mr. Sutherland
refused to be interviewed, explaining that his name figured in the articles
simply as an employee of the company. He stated that, 'Any information
in this connection will have to come from O'Brien', and he is out of the
city today. The papers have been filed and beyond that I have nothing to
say."
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PORTLAND TELEGRAM - Aug. 24:

"J.P. O'Brien, C. G. Sutherland, and L. James G. Wilson filed articles of
incorporation with the county clerk for the Grants Pass & Western
Railroad Company. The object of the new incorporation is the
construction and operation of a line of railroad and a telegraph system
from a point connecting with the Oregon and California railroad at or near
Grants Pass, or some practical route in a general south westerly direction
to Crescent City.

The company is given the power to issue bonds and making loans for the
financing of the project. The capital stock $500,000 and the principal
place of business is Portland.

This move by the vice-president and general manager of the Harriman
system of the Northwest reveals his motive in that the hair raising
automobile tour over the rugged Coast Range from Grants Pass to
Crescent City with Traffic Manager R. B. Miller was taken some months
ago."

DEL NORTE RECORD - October 8, 1910
"Civil service commission to hold examination Oct. 24-25 - For Assistant Forest Ranger"

Examinations Will Not Be Held In Arkansas and Oklahoma

"The Civil Service Commission will hold an examination for assistant
Forest Rangers on October 24-25, 1910. The U. S. Department of
Agriculture estimates that 400 eligibles will be needed during the field
season of 1911. Assistant Forest Rangers are paid an entrance salary of $
1,100 per annum.

The examination will be held at National Forest headquarters in Alaska,
Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, South
Dakota, Washington and Wyoming. No examinations will be held in
Arkansas, Oklahoma and Utah, except at Kanab, Utah, the headquarters
of the Kaibab National Forest. Since the Kaibab Forest is in Arizona,
residents of Arizona will, under the law, have preference in appointments
for this forest.

Forest Rangers must be, when practicable, citizens of the state or territory
in which the National Forest on which they are appointed is situated. In
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S the states in which no examinations are to be held, there is still a list
sufficient enough of eligibles to make the holding of another examination
unnecessary.

The requirements and duties of Forest Rangers are thus described in "The
Use Book", which contains the regulations and instructions for the use of
the National Forests:

A ranger of any grade must be thoroughly sound and able bodied, capable
of enduring hardships and performing severe labor under trying
conditions. He must be able to take care of himself and his horses in
regions remote from settlement and supplies. He must be able to build
trails and cabins, ride, pack, and deal tactfully with all classes of people.

He must know something of land surveying, estimating and scaling timber,
logging, land laws, mining, and the livestock business.

On some forests, the ranger must be a specialist in one or more of these
lines of work. Thorough familiarity with the region in which he seeks
employment, including its geography and its forest and industrial
conditions, is usually demanded, although lack of this may be supplied
with experience in similar regions.

The examination of applicants is along the practical lines indicated above,
and actual demonstration by performance is required. Invalids seeking
light out-of-door employment need not apply. Experience, not book
education is sought, although ability to make simple maps and write
intelligent reports upon ordinary Forest business is essential.

For duty in some parts of Arizona and New Mexico, the ranger must
know enough Spanish to conduct Forest business with Mexicans. Where
saddle or pack horses are necessary in the performance of their duty,
rangers are required to own and maintain them. The Forest Service
furnishes no personal or horse equipment.

Rangers execute the work of the National Forests under the direction of
supervisors. Their duties include patrol to prevent fire and trespass,
estimating, surveying, and marking timber, the supervision of cuttings, and
similar work. They issue mining permits, build cabins and trails, oversee
grazing business, investigate claims reports on applications, and reports
upon and arrest for violation of Forest laws and regulations.
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The first examination will consist of questions regarding the use of the
Forest, supplemented by a field test to show the applicants fitness to do
the actual work of a Ranger. Education and experience will be rated on
the answers to the questions on these subjects in the application form and
on the applicants use of English in the written test. Horses for the tests in
riding and packing will be provided by the Forest Service. Details
regarding the examination, including the names of the places at which it
will be held, will be sent to anyone applying to the United States Civil
Service Commission, Washington, D.C."

CRESCENT CITY NEWS - DECEMBER & 1910
"Hill Line May Build To Coast"

Route All Mapped Out - Road Will Use Rights Of Way Of P.& E. and Barnum Railroad and Will
Cross Into Applegate Valley

The following is a dispatch dated Medford Nov. 30th, and published in the Grants Pass Courier.

°There is no further use of any of the interested ones in Medford or
elsewhere making denial, the news is that James H. Hill intends to build
a railroad from the Dalles, on the south bank of the Columbia river, south
to Klamath Falls, through Butte Falls to Medford, to Jacksonville over
what is now the Barnum Railroad (Rogue River Valley Railroad
Company), up Jackson Creek over into Applegate Valley, to Illinois
Valley to Crescent City, a port in California on the Pacific.

The first link in this great of Hill railroads by which the "Empire Builderu
expects to wrest Oregon from the control of the Southern Pacific railroad
is the Oregon Trunk, building of the Oregon Trunk was begun about a
year and a half ago by Porter Brothers who have been for years the main
contractors the Hill systems. At that time everyone supposed and the
newspapers printed that this was the beginning of long sought Hill
invasion of Oregon. The new line will start from the south bank of the
Columbia river at Dalles on the Oregon Trunk. The new line, by means of
ferries, will connect the Portland and Seattle Railroad, known as the
North Bank road, which in turn connects with the Northern Pacific.

Seven miles above the Dalles, the road goes up the Deschutes river to
Madras, thence to Princeville and to Bend. This ends actual construction.

From Bend the line is surveyed to Kiamath Falls to a pass twenty-two
miles south of Crater Lake, a little south of Mt.Pitt. From this pass it goes
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to Butte Falls, connecting with the Pacific and Eastern, and into Medford.
From Medford to Jacksonville the road will use what is now the Barnum
right-of-way, retracking and reblasting it.

At a point about one-quarter of a mite this side of Jacksonville, the new
road will swing to the right, over the low gap, through a sixty foot cut on
a one per cent grade to Little Applegate valley, through the Big Applegate
valley to the upper Illinois valley; down the lower Illinois to Monkey
creek in California; thence to Smith River and down the middle fork of the
Smith River and on to Crescent City, California, Entering the Illinois
Valley the railroad crosses a summit 1,600 feet in elevation, and from the
summit of]llinois to Monkey creek the railroad crosses a divide 2200 feet
in elevation with a 600-foot tunnel. The new road will get to Crescent
City on a grade of between one and two per cent. The Pacific and Eastern
has a grade not exceeding 2.5 percent.

The harbor at Crescent City will be made the finest on the coast. A jetty
from the lighthouse to Steamboat Rock will be built. The jetty will be 150
feet long and will be eight feet above high tide. This work will cost about
$385,000, and will break the swells from the prevailing west winds, which
will give Crescent City a harbor one half mile square and forty one feet
deep. This will accommodate the largest vessels on the Pacific."

CRESCENT CUR' NEWS - DECEMBER 22, 1910
"Sugar Pine Doomed"

"Sugar pine and yellow pine, trees most sought after in the virgin forests
of California, are doomed to have limited representation in the new forests
which will cover the cut over areas. This is due to prevailing conditions
which could readily be controlled, according to the biennial report of State
Forester Homans. His explanation shows how present methods of
handling forest lands will cause serious deterioration in the quality of
wood which the state will produce.

Sugar pine will disappear because, in addition to the fact that lumbermen
cull this tree wherever found, nature make it a poor parent. Its seeds are
not widely distributed when they fall and, being large they form tempting
morsels for squirrels. The rodents do not wait but cut the cones before
they are ripe and them hoard the seeds. Against men and squirrels, the
sugar pine can make no headway and with the exhaustion of the present
stand in private lands, the trees will appear no more in commercial
quantities.
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Yellow pine, though closely cut produces in abundance and might hold its
own but for the fact that its young growth is easily killed by fire. As fires
follow the lumbering of yellow pine, almost inevitably, with the
destruction of seed trees, the opportunity of yellow pine to reestablish
itself vanishes completely," says the report.

Condition fatal to yellow and sugar pine will cause other trees which are
regarded as less valuable to reproduce more rapidly. Red fir, white fir, and
incense cedar, are regarded as inferior to the doomed pines but will take
the load in the growths. These are considerations with which practical
forestry deals. Giving sugar pines a chance by saving seed trees at
intervals and also by thinning out the squirrels instead of protecting them
by law, will go far toward perpetuating this valuable species. Keeping fires
out of forest areas will save the seedling of both sugar and yellow pines,"

1911

The Gasquet Ranger District was transferred to the Siskiyou National Forest, headquartered in Grants
Pass, Oregon from the Kiamath National Forest, June 30, 1911. Atthe time the Forest Service took
over administration of the public lands within the Basin, the region still remained relatively
undeveloped, Few trails and fewer roads existed in the Basin.

19111

In April, 1914 the County Board of Supervisors received a communication from the USFS, asking
the name of Smith River be changed to "Hauche," the old Indian name for the stream. The
communication was read and filed.

Plantings of Ponderosa and Sugar Pine were made on High Dome, Patricks Creek, and Secret Creek,
where 22,200 trees were planted on 28 acres at a cost of $19.90 per acre. During the summer
considerable damage was suffered at the Page Creek Nursery from grasshoppers until Clerk Upson
loaned Ranger Lewis some chickens with which to combat the plague.

1915

The Gasquet District had four fires in October that burned 2,000 acres and cost $500 plus $76
contributed time for suppression.

A motorcycle patrol was invoked for the first time; the route being on the Grant's Pass - Crescent
City Wagon Road from Monumental to Berteleda. Daily round trips were made of 44 miles at an
average cost of $00112 per mile.
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1916

The Smith Fork Ranger Station received a coat of paint for the first rime. A cabin was constructed
on Bald Mountain and a trail from Squaw Creek to Bald Knob 'was completed.

The winter of 1915-1916 was a hard one, causing much damage to improvements and loss of
livestock. Rangers A.W. Lewis and Jones traveled over Oregon Mountain in March on skis to attend
a Ranger meeting.

1917

Ranger A.W. Lewis reported that he fought fires all summer and watched them burn all fall, due to
bad burning conditions and lack of help..

A lady lookout was employed this season on Bald Knob, the first on record.

191

Mention is made of the installation of the first bath tub in a Siskiyou ranger station, at Rand. It was
purchased from a mining company for $25.00

The influenza epidemic got under way, and Ranger Curl, of the Port Orford District, administered

300 doses of vaccine in the absence of any doctor.
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